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r,EPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Foderal Avlatlon Admlnlstratlon

14 CFR Part 23

(Docket No. 262611; Notice No. 80-181

niH 2120-AD2D

Small Alrplene Airworthlne8S Review
Prollram Notice No.4

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration (FAAJ. DOT.
ACTION: Notice of Proposed Rulemaking'
INPRMJ.

SLIMMARV: This notice pr.oposes changes
to thr. airframe and flight airworthiness
standards for normal. utility, acrobatic.
Rnd commuter category airplanes that
ere based on a number of
recommendations discussed at the Small
Airplane Airworthiness Review
Conference held on October 22-26. 1984.
in St. Louis, Missouri. These proposals

rise from the recognition that updated
safety standards will continue til
provide an acceptable level of safety in
the design requirements for small
airplanes used in both private and
commercial operations. The proposed
changes, if adopted, would provide
design requirements applicable to
advancements in technology being
i':1corporated in current designs and
would reduce the regulatory burden in
showing compliance with some
J equirements while maintaining an
acceptable level of safety.
I>ATES: Comments must be received on
or before October, 25. 1990.
ADDRESSES: Comments on this notice
may be mailed in triplicate to: Federal
Aviation Administration, Office of the
Chief Counsel, Attn: Rules Docket
lAGC-I0], Docket No. 26269, 600
Independence Avenue, SW. t

Washington, DC 20591. or delivered in
triplicate to: Room 915-G. 600
independence Avenue, SW.•
Washington, DC 20591. Comments
dc1h'erec mlJ9t be marked Docket No.
26289. Comments may be inspected in
Room 915-G between 8:30 a.m. and 5
p.m. on weekdays, except on Federal
holidays.

In addition. the FAA is rnainlaining an
information docket of comments tn the
Office of the Assistant Chief Counsel.
ACE-7, Federel Aviation
Administration, Central Region. 601 East
12th Street, Kansas City. Missouri 64106.
Comments in the information docket
may be inspected in the Office of the
Assistant Chief Counsel weekdays.
except Federal holidays. between the
hours of 7:30 a.m. and 4 p.m.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Bobby Sexton, Standards Office (ACE
110). Small Airplane Directorate,
Aircraft Certification Service. Central
Region. Federal Avia tion
Administration, 601 Eant 12th Street.
Kansas City, Missouri 64106: Telephone
(616) 426-5688.
EUPPl.EMENTARY INFORMATION:

Comments Invited

Interested persons are im·ited to
participate in the making of each
proposed rule by submitting such
written data. views, or arguments as
they may desire. Comments relating to
the environmental. energy. or economic
impact that might result from adopting
the proposals in this notice are invitpd.
Public comments are specifically
Bolicited by this notice on the following
subjects:

Proposnl2. § 23.3. Permit installation
of turbojet engines on commuter
category airplanes.

Proposal 7. § 23.65. Requirement for
performance limitations based on
weight. altitude and temperature.

Propor.all0, § 23.145, Control force
limits for reduced pilot strength. and

Proposal 29, § 23.307, Material
correction factors during structural tests.

Communications should identify the
regulatory docket or notice number and
be suhmitted in triplicate to the addre s
specified above. All communications
receh'ed on or before the closing date
for comments specified above will be
considered by the Administrator before
taking furtller action on this rulemaking.
Commenters wishing the FAA to
acknowledge receipt of comments
submitted in response to this notice
must include a self-addressed, stamped
postcard on which the follOWing
Btatement is made: "Comments to
Docket No. 26269." The postcard will be
date stamped and returned to the
cornmenter. All comments received will
be available. both before and after the
closing date for comments. in the Rules
Docket for examination by interested
persons. A report summarizing each
substantive public contact with FAA
personnel concerned with this
rulemaking will be filed in the docket.

Availability of NPRM

Any person may obtain a copy of this
NPRM by submitting a request to the
Federal Aviation Administration. Office
of Public Affairs. Attn: Public Inquiry
Center. (APA-200). 800 Independence
Avenue, SW.• Washington. DC 20591. or
by calling (202) 267-3484.
Communications must identify the
notice number of this NPRM. Persons
interested in being placed on the mailing
list for future NPRMs should also

request a copy or Advisory Circular No.
11-2A, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
Distribution System. which describes
the application procedure.

Background

On January 31. 1983. the FAA
announced the Small Airplane
Airworthiness Review Program and
invited all interested persons to submit
proposals for changes to part 23 (46 FR
4290; Notice No, CE-83-1). The objective
of the Review Program was to
encourage public participation in
improving and updating the
airworthineflS standards applicable to
small airplanes.

On June 9, 1993. the FAA. in response
to requests from interested persons.
reopened the proposal period for
8ubmission of proposals. This action (48
FR 26623; Notice No. C~3-IA) was
based upon an FAA determination that
it would be in the public interest to
ellow more time for the public and the
eviation industry to submit their
proposals. .

By the close of the proposal period on
May 3, 1964, the FAA had received
approximately 560 proposals in response
to Notice Nos. C~1 and CE-<l3-lA.
On July 25. 1964. the FAA issued Notice
No. CE-84-1 (49 FR 30053J announcing
the Availahility of Agenda. Compilalioo
of Proposals. and Announcement of the
Small Airplane Airworthiness Review
Program Conference to discuss the
proposals. The conference was held on

. October 22-26, 1984. in St. Louis.
Missouri. A copy of the Iranscript of all
discussions held during the conference
is filed in Docket No. 23494.

Notice No.1 of the Small Airplane
Airworthiness Review Program is
directed toward improvement of
crashworthiness and has resulted in
issuance of amendment 23-36 to part 23
(53 FR 30602; August 15, 1987). Notices
numbered 2 and 5 address issues of
specific concern in past and current
certification programs and Notice No.3
addresses systems and powerplant
issues.

A number of proposals were
submitted to the conference that did not
result in proposed changes to the rule.
The FAA decision to take no further
regulatory action on those proposals
was based on information gained at the
conference or during post-conference
review. The regulatory sections are
included below along with the
explanation of why no action was taken
to amend the rule.

No action is being taken to amend
§ 23.1 Applicability.

Explanation: Conference proposal!
recornmends elimination of reference to
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the number of passengers and to the
term "small" airplanes in paragraph (a)
of § 23.1.

Conference discussion relative to this
proposal was primarily centered around
the level of safety that would resull with
adoption of this proposal. One
commenter suggested that the FAA
consider conference proposal 1 in
combination with Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (NPRM) 83-17 (48 FR 52010;
November 15. 1983} addressing
commuter category, which was still
pending at the time of the conference.

Subsequent to the conference, the
FAA issued amendment 23-34 (52 FR
18O!i; January 15, 1987) to add the
commuter category to part 23. As a part
of that amendment, § 23.1 was changed
to read substantiaUy as proposed by
conference proposal 1.

Reference: Conference proposal 1.
No action is being taken to amend

§ 23.3 Airplane categories.
Explanation: There are two

conference proposals directed at § 23.3.
Conference proposal 2 recommends

the changes to part 23 necessary to
allow the certification of commuter
category airplanes with turbojet
propulsion systems. Currently. the
commuter category applies only to
propeller-driven multiengine airplanes
and includes both piston-driven and
turbine-driven propeller systems.
Current part 23 precludes the use of
turbojet propulsion systems on
commuter category airplanes.

Conference proposal 2 was largely
supported at the conference. One
commenter noted that a change to allow
turbojet propulsion systems was not
intended to account for a growing
sophistication. it simply is recognition
that such a means of propulsion is
available. Another commenter noted
that terms like "power" and "thrust" are
used throughout part 23. That
commenter noted that during a recent
recertification of a specific part 25
turbojet airplane to part 23
requirements, extensive rule changes
were not required; therefore. the rule
change as proposed by conference
proposal 2 is reasonable.

In general, the FAA recognizes that
there is a great interest in providing a
viable regulation to allow the use of
turbojet propulsion systems on
commuter category airplanes. The FAA
further recognizes that prior to
promulgation of such a regulation.
careful study and review is necessary
by all concerned.

By this notice, the FAA solicits
comments on the adVisability of
changing existing part 23 to allow the
use of turbojet propulsJon systems on
commuter category airplanes. The FAA

will accept preliminary comments on the
advisability of such a change and
declares its intent that any definitive
proposals resulting from such comments
will be included in future notices. The
FAA further solicits comments relative
to possible conflicts such a proposal
would have on existing part 23
requirements. Specifically, the FAA is
interested in identifying any existing
requirements that would require
revision to allow the use of turbojet
propulsion systems on commuter
category airplanes. .

Conference proposal 3 recommends
changes to part 23 to allow the approval
of single-engine airplanes with
maximum takeoff weights of up to 20,000
pounds. This proposal was included in
the part 23 review as a result of a
commitment made by the FAA in
response to a petition for exemption
from the current 12.500 pound limitation
for single-engine airplanes. In that
petition, a member oUhe public
requested certification of a single-engine
airplane. intended for cargo use orily.
which would have a maximum takeoff
weight of 14.500 pounds.

One comrnenter noted that single
engine military aircraft having takeoff
weights in excess of 12,500 pounds were
common during World War II. That
commenter stated that, in light of the
reliability of new turbopropeller
engines, 8 heavy single-engine airplane
was a practical design. The position was.
further supported by two commenters
who agreed thai such 8 design was
feasible.

Several commenters opposed the
proposal. One commenter voiced
concern not only for the safety of the
passengers in the airplane. but for the
potential damage to people and properly
on the ground resulting from a single
engine failure and the subsequent forced
'landing. That commenter preferred that
airplanes of the size proposed have at
least two engines.

The FAA has concluded that
certification of single-engine airplanes
having maximum takeoff weights in
excess of 12.500 pounds is not in the
public interest notwithstanding the
"cargo-only" utilization proposed.
Further. the FAA has determined that
the "stay-up" capability of twin-engine
airplanes having takeoff weights above
12.500 pounds is necessary to protect
hoth the United States flying public and
persons and/or property on the ground.

Reference: Conference proposals 2
and 3.

No Bction is being taken to amend
§ 23.21 Proof of compliance.

Explanation: Conference proposal 4
recommends deleting the phrase "by
calculations based on, and equal in

accuracy to. the results of flight testing",
which is currently contained in
§ 23.21(a). Tbe proponent contended
that such a requirement is capable of
misinterpretation.

Further, conference proposal 4
recommends that the detail provisions
concerning flight test tolerances. which
are stated in § 23.21[b). should he
omitted and would be more properly
located in the Enginiering Flight Test
Guide for Small Airplanes, FAA Order
8110.7 (where they appear in Section 11).

Note: Subsequent to the conference. the
FAA issued Advisory Circular {AG) 23-8.
entitled "Flight Test Guide for Certification of
Nonuat. Utility and Acrobatic Airplanes",
and the FAA cancen~dFAA Order 8110.7.
This AC was later reVised to include flight
test requirements for .i:ommlJter category
airplanes. AC 23-8A, entitled "Flight Test
Guide ror Certification of part 23 Airplanes".
provides guidance for night test certification
requirements for aU categories of part 23
airplanes.

Since FAA Order 8110.7 was in effect
at the time of the conference and was
referenced throughout the conference. it
continues to be referenced in this notice.
when appropriate, instead of current
Advisory Circular AC 23-8A.

In response to the proposal. one
commenter opposed the change on the
basis that it eliminates analytical
procedures from the type certification
process and would. therefore. require
considerably more flight testing. That
commenter stated that further flight
testing would result in more expense
and would probably have no effect on
overaU safety.

Another commenter concurred with
the intent of the proposal (but possibly
not the exact wording), even though it
may require more flight testing and
added expense.

The FAA has carefully reviewed the
current requirements and the proposal,
and has concluded that no change to the
wording of the current requirements is
necessary.

The FAA does not agree with deleting
the flight test tolerances required in
§ 23.21(b). Paragraph (b) states
maximum pennissible tolerances by
regulation. whereas stating these
tolerances in an FAA Order alone would
not be mandatory.

Reference: Conference proposal 4.
No action is being taken to amend

§ 23.29 Empty weight and corresponding
center of gravity.

Explanation: Conference proposal 9
recommends the deletion of paragraph
(b) of § 23.29, which states "The
condition of the airplane at the time of
determining empty weight must be one
that is well defmed and can be easily
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repeated," The proponent contends that
the requirement should be in part 21 and
that the intent is covered under that
portion of § 23.23 that addresses adverse
conditions of loads and centers of
gravity.

Two attendees opposed deletion of
the requirement contending that the
current requirement is a good and valid
one. The FAA agrees that a simple and
repeatable method for determining an
empty weight is necessary to establish a
minimwn level of safety for type
certification; therefore, no change is
proposed.

Reference: Conference proposal 9.
No action being taken to amend

§ 23.49 Stalling speed.
Explanation: The FAA has reviewed

the following proposals and the
transcript from the conference and has
concluded that no revision to the
requirements of § 23.49 is warranted at
this time.

Conference proposal 26 recommends a
text that accomplishes substantia!!)' the
same objectives as presently stated in
§ 23.49. It was the consensus at the
conference. and the FAA agrees. that
the requirements as currently stated are
adequate.

Conference proposal 27 recommends a
deletion of the 61-knot stall speed
limitation for singJe-engine airplanes but
recommends retention of the 51-knot
stall speed limitation for those

'multiengine airplanes lacking the
capability of complying with § 23.67
Climb: One engine inoperative. It was
the consensus at the conference that the
61-knot stall speed limitation for single
engine airplanes should be retained in
the interest of maintaining the current
level of safety for these airplanes in the
event of an engine faHure.

Conference proposal 30 recommends
deleting the requirements of § 23.49[b)[2]
and proposes to require that all
multiengine airplanes have a positive
one-engine-inoperative climb capability
as recommended in the proponents
recommendation for § 23.67. It was the
consensus at the conference, and the
FAA agrees, that the 61-knot stall speed
requirements. as presently stated,
should remain unchanged.

Conference proposal 31 recommends a
requirement to establish a maximum .
permitied value for the takeoff speed. It
was the conseasus at the conference
that the proposal would be too limiting,
and effectively combined operating rules
and type certification requirements.
Additiooally. the proposal was not
supported by conference attendees other
than the proponent.

Reference: Conference proposals 26.
27.30. and 31. Conference proposals 28
and 29 were deferred for diseuseion

under the issues applicable to the
··primary category" airplane cu.ITently
under consideration by the FAA.

No action being taken to propose a
new § 23.n Glide: single-engine
airplanes.

Explanation: Conference proposal 55
recommends issuance of a new § 23.71
to require that a glide ratio (the
horizontal distance traveled in a glide
per 1000 feet of altitude) be determined
for aB single-engine airplanes.

During discussion of conference
proposal 55, several commenters
supported the concept of B glide ratio
and discussed the specific location in
the AFM where such a ratio should be
placed.

One commenter had no strong
objection to requiring a glide ratio
determination, but questioned if such a
rule might be beyond the level of safety
of part 23.

One commenter noted that such
information has been provided on
several airplanes without having a
mandatory requirement to do so.
Another commenter agreed that such
information would be useful but should
not be made mandatory.

Post conference review indicates that
a requirement to add glide ratios does
not add significantly to an increased
level of safety and can provide the pilot
with information that could be
misleading in an emergency situation.
Specifically, the altitude available to the
pilot (the altimeter reading] is normally
the altitude above measured sea level
(MSL). The altitude needed to use a
glide ratio with any certainty is the
altitude above ground level (AGL). With
few exceptions. the AGL is less than the
MSI. The differences can vary
significantly throughout the continental
U.S.

The possibility of overestimating the
glide distance, because the pilot chooses
to use the altimeter reading (MSL)
without correcting for ground elevation,
is a strong consideration when .
proposing a change to part 23. Since, in
the event of engine failure, th~re is little
time for the pilot to refer to the AFM for
glide ratio information, and aince the
pilot would need to correct for wind
velocity, for aircraft configuration and
for available altitude above tbe ground.
the FAA bas concluded that such a
proposed rule change is not appropriate
for part 23. However, the FAA does
agree that the procedures. speeds. and
confIgurations for glide following engine
failure are necessary and proposes them
in § 23.1585 of this notice.

Reference: Conference proposal 55.
No action is being taken to propose 8

new § 23.73 Landing speeds.

Explanation: ConIerence proposal 56
recommends establishment of landing
approach speeds for both the all engines
operating condition and the one-engine
inoperative condition. It was the
consensus of the conference that the
existing controllability testing for one
engine-inoperative conditions and
§ 23.1565 adequately address the
concerns of this proposal.

Reference: Conference proposal 56.
No action is being taken to amend

§ 23.77 Balked landing.
Explanation: Conference proposal 62

recommends changing § 23.77(a] to
convert the "angle of climb" listed as a
slope to a "gradient of climb" listed as a
percentage. No change in the related
climb performance was proposed.
Additionally. the proposal recommends
eliminating the two-second flap
retraction exception listed in
§ 23.77(a)(3). Finally, the proposal
recommends limiting the balked·la[j(ling
speed to the speed used to show
compliance with § 23.7-5.

These changes were generally
opposed at the conference. One
commenter staled that there are still
airplanes being built with manual

. retract systems where the two-second
flap retraction exception is appropriate.
1\vo commenters opposed restricting the
balked-landing. go-arollDd speed to the
approach speed. contending instead that
demonstrated safe transition between
speeds is sufficient. The FAA has
determined that § 23.77(a] is adequate
for the concerns identified in the
proposal.

Conference proposal 63 was
withdrawn at the conference.

Reference: Conference proposals 62
and 63.

No action is being taken to amend
§ 23.151 Acrobatic maneuvers.

Explanation: Conference proposal 97
recommends establishment of specific
requirements for acrobatic category
airplanes and proposes material for
inclusion as an appendix to part 23 that
identifies those specific maneuvers
necessary for acrobatic category
certification.

The proposel was opposed at the
conference on tl"e basis that the current
rule is Bufficient and that the proposed
appendix material, which was
interpretative, should be inserted in a
fligh t test handbook.

Post conference review indicates that
the existing requirements have resulted
in a level of safety envisaged for this
type of airplane•.and that 8 change, as
proposed. is unjustified.

Reference: Conference proposal- 97.
No acUon is being taken to amend

§ 23.173 Static longitudinal stability.
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Explanation: Conference proposal 119
recommends demonstration of static
longitudinal stability for all speeds from
minimum speed up to Vo. Demonstration
to V0 was opposed at the conference.
Conference propOfial120 recommends'
adding clarification to state that the
requirements must be met when stability
augmentation systems are installed. It
was the consensus at the conference
that this addition is unnecessary since
the airplane must comply with the
requirements in the configuration
presented by the applicant.

Reference: Conference proposals 119
and 120.

No action is being taken to amend
§ 23.335 Design airspeeds.

Explanation: Conference proposal 187
recommends revision of § 23.335(c) to
increase the design load factor to
account for possible overloads resulting
from maximum airplane maneuvers at
speeds greater than V = VsVn for cases
where the applicant chooses a desi&D:
maneuvering speed greater than VsVn
as allowed by § 23.335(c). In support of
conference proposal 187, the submitter
states that the purpose of maneuvering
speed (in addition to supplying a speed
for design of control surfaces in
accordance with § § 23.423. 23.441 and
23.445) i. to provide an operating speed
where a pilot can be assured of not
exceeding the design limits during
maneuvers. IT a design maneuvering
speed in excess of VsVn is chosen (as
currently allowed by § 23.335(c)), and if
the airplane is operated at that speed
during maneuver, the potential exists for
a pilot to exceed the design limit load
factor unless that load factor Is
increased accordingly.

Post conference review indicates that
the design maneuvering speed criteria
provided in § 23.335 is necessary and
sufficient for control surface design. A.
such, design maneuvering speed
selections greater than VsVn are
appropriate. Bnd requiring increases in
load factor above those specified in
§ 23.337 are unjustified.

However, the FAA recognizes that
maneuvering speed is also used by the
pilot as that airspeed below which full
control surface inputs can be
accomplished without structural
damage. Maneuvering speed may also
be used as a gust penetration speed to
minimize the possibility of airframe
damage. If the airplane is maneuvered at
its maximum weight at airspeeds less
than Vs 'lin the airplane will stall prior
to exceeding the maximum design load
factor. IT the airplane is operated at
speeds greater than VsV n in the same
conditions, the maximum design load
factor can be exceeded.

The FAA recognize. the dual·meaning
given maneuvering speed Bnd agrees
that the maneuvering speed used to
design the control surfaces and the
maneuvering speed used by the pilot
have different purposes. yet §§ 23.335.
23.1507. and 23.1583 use the same term,
"design maneuvering speed, V/t". The
FAA proposes to leave § 23.335
unchanged but would establish an
"operating maneuvering speed; Vo" in
§ 23.1507. and alter § 23.1563 to require
an airspeed placard listing a maximum
operating maneuvering speed, instead of
the design maneuvering speed. V,4,. Since
the operating maneuvering speed (that
speed where the Cv/t max curve
intersects the design load factor line)
will reduce for weights less than
maximum weight, the applicant may
choose to placard operational
maneuvering speeds for more weights
than the maximum.

Reference: Conference proposal 187.
No action is being taken to amend

§ 23.337 Limit maneuvering load factors.
Explanation: Conference proposal 188

proposes to add an additional sentence
to § 23.337(c) to state that control
movement limitations would not
normally be acceptable as sufficient
justification for reducing the
maneuvering load factor.

The only comment received at the
conference was in opposition to
conference proposal 188. That
commenter contended that the proposal
simply defined one of several possible
conditions of compliance. and suggested
that advisory material would be more
appropriate.

The FAA agrees that conference
proposal 188 addresses only one of
several possible conditions that might
be used to show compliance with
existing § 23.337(c). Conference proposal
188 does not prohibit the use of
limitations of control movement as a
method of compliance; if proposes that
such a design would not nonually be
acceptable. The FAA finds that a rule
similar to conference proposal 188 is
unnecessary and that existing
§ 23.337[c) is sufficient.

Reference: Conference proposal 188.
No action is being taken to amend

§ 23.345 High lift devices.
Explanation: There are three

conference proposals directed at
§ 23.345. Conference proposal 191
recommends increasing the design limit
and ultimate load factors for wing flaps
and their supporting structure to account
for slipstream effects and to provide a
minimum static and fatigue strength
capability. Subsequent to the
conference. the FAA Issued amendment
2a-38 (54 FR 39508). which amends
§ 23.572 to address fatigue requirements

for those parts of the wing whose failure
would be catastrophic. The FAA
interprets such parts of the wing to
include flaps and the effects of propeller
slipstream impingement on those flaps.
As such, no change to § 23.345 is
recommended as a result of conference
proposal 191.

Conference proposal 192 recommends
adoption of new requirements
applicable to the en route use of high lift
devices. Conference discussion
indicated that this proposal was
primarily directed at the en route use of
flaps. One commenter noted that
requirements similar to those
recommended in conference proposal
192 are mandated in existing § 23.373
applicable to speed control devices.
such 8S spoilers and drag flaps. The
FAA has determined that typical small
airplanes utilize flaps in en route
conditions 8S speed control devices and,
as such, the FAA does not intend to
propose similar requirements beyond
existing § 23.373 for such designs. The
FAA would expect to apply § 23.373 to
such flap designs whether called high
lift devices or speed control devices.

References: Conference proposals 191
and 192.

Conference proposal 190 was deferred
for discussion under the issue applicable
to the "primary category" airplane
currently under consideration by the
FAA.

No action is being taken to amend
§ 23.365 Pressurized cabin loads.

Explanation: Conference proposal 194
recommends revising § 23.365(a) to no
longer require the 150 percent increase
in the pressure load when it is combined
with the ultimate maneuver load factor
in order to comply with the combined
loading test requirements for the cabin
pressure vessel. Conference proposal
194 recommends no change from the
current requirement to assure that the
.lruclure will withstand the limit loads
resulting from zero up to the maximum
relief valve setting but proposes to
consider the same pressure loads as
ultimate loads when combined with the
ultimate flight load. This, in effect.
eliminates the 1.5 safety factor for
ultimate pressure load conditions.

In support of conference proposal 194.
the submitter notes that § 23.841
requires two pressure relief valves in
each pressure cabin and argues that
pressure loads beyond the limit of the
pressure relief valve were not probable.
The submitters contend that loads
beyond the pressure relief valve setting
in combination with ultimate airloads
were a result of more thaD the single
failure criteria accepted for small
airplanes and that simultaneous
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application of two ultimate loads is
unprecedented in part 23.

One commenter agreed in part with
the proposal, stating that since the load
in the pressure cabin is predictable. a
reduction in the 150 percent safety
factor might be justified. That
commenter was opposed to total
elimination of the 150 percent safety
factor.

Another commenter objected to any
reduction in the safety factor for
ultimate loading below that already
existing in part 23.

One commenter noted that conference
proposal 194 was based on the pressure
resulting from the maximum relief valve
setting. which was usually higher than
the operating pressure. That commenter
felt that it was illogical to ask for 150
percent of that loading to be combined
with the ultimate flight load since such a
condition will never be achieved in real
life.

Another commenter noted that, from a
practical sense, the fatigue requirements
generally design the cabin anyway. The
proposed rule will not. in most cases,
make any difference in design but will
reduce the difficulty of testing to test to
prove the design.

Another commenter pointed out that
the limit cabin pressure without airloads
is required to be 1.33 times the normal
operating pressure. When increased to
ultimate pressure using the 150 percent
value. the fuselage pressure vessel must
be designed for twice the maximum
relief valve setting. This is true even
with the two required pressure relief
valves. That commenter noted that it
was possible to obtain ultimate
maneuver load on the airframe but
contended that there was no practical
way to get ultimate pressure in the
pressure vessel. That commenter was
unaware of any airplane that had the
capability of pressurizing the pressure
vessel to twice the relief valve setting.
That commenter was of the opinion that
conference proposal 194 had merit.

The FAA has reviewed conference
proposal 194 and the philosophical
intent of the 150 percent safety factor
used for ultimate load testing. The FAA
fmds that the 150 percent increase must
be applied to design service conditions
to provide a factor of safety beyond the
limit condition. The probability of
whether or not the 15'0 percent load is
operationally obtainable is not related
to the intent nf this safety factor. The
design condition of full maneuver loads
on a pressurized cabin constitutes the
design service condition and. as such.
the 150 percent safety factor is
appropriate. Accordingly. no change is
~roposcd tn § 23.365(a].

Conference proposal 195 recommends
revising § 23.365 (el to (1) reword
existing paragraph (e); (2) include
consideration of cabin penetration due
to the probability of engine
disintegration, and (3) require
consideration of the probability of
detachment of parts of the airplane
resulting in passenger injury during
sudden decompression. This proposal
parallela particular similar existing part
25 requirements.

Items (2) and (3) were strongly
opposed by commenters at the
conference primarily because of the
small cabin volume of part Z3 airplanes
when compared to the volume of part 25
airplanes.

One commenter stated that
decompression tests run on part 25
business jets (cabin volumes similar to
part 23 airplanes) indicated very little
movement of the anthropomorphic
dummies or the cabin contents. That
commenter stated that. in some cases,
the sleeve on the anthropomorphic
dummy was noted to move and, in one
case, 8 piece of paper shifted aft a
couple of incbes.

Another commenter contended that
there was no practical design that would
prevent penetration of the cabin when a
complete engine deterioration occurred.

Post conference review indicates that,
in practical emaIl airplane designs, the
effects of cabin depressurization are
sufficiently different from those nf
transport category airplanes to justify
differences in the requirements.
However. Report AM 67-14, entitled
"An Evaluation of Potential
Decompression Hazards in Small
Pressurized Aircraft", published by the
Federal Aviation Administration, Office
of Aviation Medicine, June 1967,
indicates that during sodden
decompression. the volumes of even
small pressurized aircraft are sufficient
to cause passenger ejections from the
aircraft, fatal injuries from head impact,
concussion and unconsciou9ness, and,
in some cases, even lung rupture. The
report recommends considering double-
pane windows and plug type exits on ell
pressurized airplanes. Specific
requirements for windows in
pressurized airplanes were added by
amendment 23-7. effective 1969 and
changes to door locking mechanisms
have been adopted into part 23 by
amendment No.1 of the Small Airplane
Airworthiness Program, (amendment 23
36. 53 FR 30002: August 15. 19l18).
Therefore, no change is proposed to
existing § 23.365(e) and conference
proposal 195 is withdrawn.

Reference: Conference proposals 194
and 195.

No action is oeing taken to amend
§ 23.373 Speed control devices.

Explanation: Conference proposal 198
proposes to revise § 23.373(a) for all
small airplanes having gross weights in
excess of 6,000 pounds to increase the
deployment speed of speed control
devices from the currently allowed
placard speed chosen during
certification to the design dive speed VD •

In support of conference proposal 196,
the submitter notes that designs have
been previously approved that have
placarded speeds no higher than Ve. The
submitter doubts that anyone
deliberately flies at VD , but contends
that existing requirements demand load
investigations to VD because high speed
upsets do occur for whatever reason,
and aircraft do exceed the maximum
airspeed operating limits. The submitter
argues that, in such cases, the pilot may
use any speed control device available
to avoid an excessive overspeed
situation in spite of being above the
maximum placarded speed. One
commenter noted that the condition
described by the submitter is not a
normal incident and that existing safety
factors allow some margin for error.

Conference discussion regarding the
6,OOO-pound weight demarca tion
indicated that such a weight limit was
consistent with that of appendix A and
particular performance requirements of
part 23.

Post conference review does not
indicate excessive service difficulties
related to speed control devices on
small airplanes. Recovery from the
condition of overspeed described by the
submitter, which includes delays in pilnt
action. are normal certification
demonstrations of compliance to
§ 23.253, consistent with deployment
speed limitations appropriate for the
airplane design.

Reference: Conference proposal 198.
No action is being taken to emend

§ 23.399 Dual control system.
Explanotion: Conference proposal 2(11

E
C';Joses to add a new paragraph to
23.399 requiring that control systems

esign account for pilot forces applied
together in the same direction. This
proposal is substantially identical to
existing transport category requirements
on the same subject.

As justification, conference propogal
201 states thut experience has shown
that such a rule is nece3sary;"but such a
contention was unsupported at the
conference. One commenter opposed the
proposal because of the inadequate
justification and pointed out that the
examples cited during conference
discussion on this proposal were related
to malfunctions. That commenter stated
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that the existing regulation contains
sufficient safety factors to compensate
for such malfunctions.

After further analysis, the FAA has
determined L'lat adequate requirements
exht in current § 23.399.

Reference: Conference proposal 201.
No action is b2ing taken to amend

§ 23.423 Maneuvering loads.
Explanation: There were three

conference propo&a1s directed toward
§ 23.423. Conference proposal 205
recommends changes to appendix B of
part 23. Partially as a result of
conference proposal 204. and by lotice
No.2 of the Small Airplane
Airworthiness Review Program. the
FAA PAS iI"jtiated rulemaking action to
elimir.d~e appendix B in its entirety from
part 23 (54 FR 9276; March 6, 1989). The
FAA does not intend to take further
action on conference proposal 205.

Conference proposal 206 proposes
limiting the use of the equations of
§ 23.423[b] to airplanes having design
dive speeds, YD. of less than 300 knots
and recommended demonstration of
check pitch maneuvers at YD. This
proposal was opposed at the conference.

Reference: Conference proposals 205
and 206.

No action is being taken to amend
§ 23.499 Supplementary conditions for
nose wheels.

Explanation: Conference proposal 215
recommends new requirements for nose
wheels on airplanes over 6.000 pounds
maximum weight to provide loads for
situations where significant steering
effort is necessary, such a8 the effort
needed to extract the nose gear from a
rut. The proposal was opposed at the
conference. One commenter stated that
the loads seemed arhitrary and lacked
service experience as jus ·ficalian.

Reference: Conference proposal 215.
No action is being taken to amend

§ 23.507, Jacking Loads, or § 23.509,
Towing Loads.

Explanation: Conference proposals
216 and Z17 recommend exempting these
requirements from airplanes weighing
less than 1,500 pounds. The FAA
concludes that these proposals are more
appropriate to "primary category"
airplanes.

Reference: Conference proposals 216
and 217 were deferred for discussion
under the issues applicable to the
"primary category" airplane currently
being considered by the FAA.

No action is being taken to amend
§ 23.571 Pressurized cabin.

Explanation: Conference proposal 224
recommends that for fatigue
substantiation, certification by "analysis
alone" on simple stnIcture should be
eliminated. Further, it proposel to adopt
fail-safe criteria similar to part 25

criteria but with a larger increase in
cabln differential pressure to align more
closely wilh European philosoph)"

Conference discussion indicated
analytical approaches to fatigue
substantiation had been conservative
primarily because of the Bcatter factors
required by the FAA. Further, several
commenters noled that there had been
no adverse service history on part 23
airplanes sufficient to justify the
proposed changes.

Reference: Conference proposal 224.
No action is being taken to amend

§ 23.572 Flight structure.
Explanation: There are five

conference proposals directed at
§ 23.572 and one that proposes a new
§ 23.573.

Conference proposals 226 snd 229
recommended extending the existing
fatigue requirements to the empennage
by either including the term
"empennage" in existing § 23.572 or by
establishing a new section entitled
"Empennage and associated structure".
Conference proposal 225 recommends
that § 23.572 apply to canard and
tandem wing configurations as well as
Ule main wing.-Conference proposal 228
recommends excluding airplanes of less
than 1500 pounds from the requirements
of § 23.572. Conference proposals 227
and 515 recommend requiring fatigue
stfengLl], or fail-safe substantiation for
any part of the airplane primary
structure whose failure would be
catastrophic. Finally, conference
proposal 227 also recommends that the
loads resulting from propeller wake
induced vibrations be specificaBy
addressed, and conference proposal 515
recommends requiring fail-safe criteria
as the primary method of substantiation
for airplanes above 6,000 pounds.

Subsequent to the conference. the
FAA has initiated a separate rulemaking
action proposing fatigue strength or fail
safe substantiation of the empennage for
normal, utility and acrobatic airplanes..
The FAA expects that compliance with
this proposed rule y,,;Il be based on
spectra that Includes propeller effects.
The FAA has initiated Notice 2 of the
Small Airplane Airworthiness Review
Program [54 FR 9276; March 6. 1989}.
which addresses fatigue requirements
for canards, tandem wings. and winglets
as a proposed change to § 23.572. The
FAA finds insufficient senice history to
support requiring fail-safe strength as
the primary method of substantiation for
airplanes over 6.000 pounds.

Reference: Conference proposals 225.
226. 227. 229 and 515. Conference
proposal 228 was deferred for discussion
under the issues applicable to the
"primary category" airplane currently
under consiueration by the FAA.

No action is being taken to amend
§ 23.607 Self-locking nuts.

Explanation: Conference proposal 231
recommends changes to § 23.607 to
address environmental conditions. The
proposal was opposed at the conference
and withdrawn by the proponent.

Reference: Conference proposal 231.
No action is being taken to amend

§ 23.611 Acces.ibility.
Explanation: Conference proposal 232

proposes to add a new paragraph to
§ 23.611 requiring a practical inspection
means for airplanes of 6,000 pounds or
more maximwn weight and to permit the
use of nondestructive inspectio:1 aius to
inspect strnctural elements where it is
impractical to provide means for direct
visual inspection. The justification for
the proposal was that the proposed
inspection method and the inspectjon
interval are sufficient to ensure the
continued airworthiness of the airplane.
particularly for fail-safe designs.

One commenter opposed the proposal
contending that the current role
adequately addressed the subject.
Conference discussion indicated that
some commenters believed that § 23.611
was directed toward visual inspections
while oiliers stated that the access
necessary would he determined by the
inspaction method chosen by the
applicant.

Afler further analysis of the proposal,
the ensuing conference discussion and
the current rule, the FAA has
determined that § 23.611 does not limit
the inspection method to ba used but
requires that 8 means must be provided
to allow inspection regardless of L'1e
inspection method chosen. The FAA has
determined that § 23.811 is adequate for
the concerns identified in the proposal.

Reference: Conference proposal 232.
No action is being taken to amend

§ 23.627 Fatigue strength.
Explanation: Conference proposal 243

recommends deletion of § 23.627 8...TJ.d
recommends incorporation of its
contents into §§ 23.571 and 23.572.

Post conference review indicates that
incorporating the contents of § 23.627
into either §§ 23.571 or 23.572 would
Jimit its use to the fatigue considerations
listed for either the pressure cabin or the
wing structure. Currently. § 23.627
applies to all airplane structure and is
not limited to those structures where
fatigue is specifically addressed.
Additionally, § 23.627 relates to design
details of the airplane [e.g.. rounded
corners. elimination of notches)
intended to avoid stress concentrations.

Conference comments appropriately
resulted in the addition of fatigue
considerations into the proposed change
to § 23.613. However, since § 23.613
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relates to material strength properties
and design values and does not address
lhe design details addressed in § 23.627.
the FAA finds that the retention of
§ 23.627 is appropriate.

Reference: Conference proposal 243.
No action is being taken to amend

§ 23.671 General.
Explanation: Conference proposal 248

was withdrawn by the proponent prior
to discussion at the conference.

Reference: Conference proposal 248.
No action is being taken to amend

§ 23.689, Cabie systems.
Explanation: Conference proposal 255

recommends altering the wording of
existing § 23.689(a)(2J from "Each cable
system must be designed so that there
will be no hazardous change in cable
tension throughout the range of travel
tulder operating conditions and
tamperature variations; and" to "Each
cabie system must be designed so that
there will be no hazardous change in
cable tension throughout the range of
travel under operating conditions.
within a specified temperature range,
and",

In support of conference proposal 255.
the submitter stated that cable systems.
even when temperature compensated.
can be temperature limited at both low
and high extremes. The submitter
recommends that the temperature limits
be identified to ensure adequate
function of the system at operational
temperature extremes.

One commenter stated that the design
temperature extremes should be listed in
the Airplane Flight Manual (AFMJ and
that the airplane be iimited by those
temperature values. Another commenter
strongly opposed conference proposal
255, arguing that the present rule is
·adequate.

The FAA agrees that existing
§ 23.689(a](2) is adequate. By stating
"under operating conditions and
temperature variations," the rule
includes all expected operating
conditions and temperature variations
expected in service. Reasonable
administration of § 23.689(a)(2J
precludes the need for the change
proposed. .

Reference: Conference proposal 255.
No action is being taken to amend

§ 23.723 Shock absorption tests.
Explanation: Conference proposal 258

recommends revising I 23.723 to allow
certification of landing gear primarily by
analysis and to require tests only as an
option to analysis. Current § 23.723
requires testing to demomtrate the
energy absorption capability of the
landing gear and allows analysis for
increases in weights on previously
approved gear only when the energy

absorption characteristics are shown to
be identical.

Conference discussion concerning the
need for energy absor.ption tests
indicated that new certifications should
require testing. One commenter stated
that drop tests are needed for new
designs but that extrapolation of older
designs would be appropriate.

Another commenter pointed to
discussions on this subject during the
1983 Airframe Policy Program Review
conducted by the FAA. That commenter
noted that the current rule allows
increases in gross weight to be
substantiated by analysis based on tests
on landing gear with identical energy
absorption characteristics: however.
changes in energy absorption
characteristics in conjunction with
weight increases require further drop
test substantiation.

Current § 23.723 waa first proposed in
1975 (40 FR 2480; June 10. 1975J as a
result of an FAA airworthiness review
program. Initially, § 23.723 was
proposed substantially as it currently
reads. except that the word "identical"
was initially proposed as the word
"similar." Based on public comment.
that analysis must be based on landing
gear tests conducted on a landing gear
system with identical, not similar,
energy absorption characteristics. the
FAA agreed and published the current
§ 23.723.

References: Conference proposal 258.
No action is being taken to amend

§ 23.777 Cockpit controls. § 23.779
Motion and effect of cockpit controls. or
§ 23.781 Cockpit control knob shape.

Explanation: There were five
proposals recommending changes to
these sections. Subsequent to the
conference. the FAA issued amendment
23-33, Standardization of Cockpit
Controls for Small Airpianes (51 FR
26854; July 24. 1966J.

Reference: Conference proposals 277.
278. 279. 280 and 516.

No action is being taken to amend
§ 23.853 Compartment interiors.

Explanation: Conference proposals
301 and 302 address issues relating to
airplanes weighing less than 1500
pounds. The FAA concludes that these
proposals are more appropriate to
"primary category" airplanes.

Reference: Conference proposals 301·
and 302 are deferred for discussion
under the issues applicable to the
"primary category" airplane currently
under consideration by the FAA.

No action is being taken to amend
§ 23.667 Lightning protection of
structure.

Explanation: Conference proposal 304
addresses issues relating to airplanes
weighing less than 1500 pounds. The

FAA concludes that this proposal is
more appropriate to "primary category"
airplanes.

Reference: Conference proposal 304 is
deferred for discussion under the issues
applicable to the "primary category"
airplane currently being considered by
the FAA.

No action is being taken to Bmend
§ 23.1523 Minimum flight crew.

Explanation: Conference proposal 478
recommends that specific pilot workload
criteria be included in § 23.1523.
Subsequent to the conference. the FAA
issued amendment 23-34 (52 FR 1606;
January 15. 1987J, which includes the
substance of that conference proposal.

Reference: Conference proposal 478.
No action is being taken to amend

§ 23.1529 Instructions for Continued
Airworthiness.

Explanation: Conference proposal 480
addresses issues relating to airplanes
weighing less than 1500 pounds. The
FAA concludes that this proposal is
more appropriate to "primary category"
airplanes.

Reference: Conference proposal 480 is
deferred for discussion under the issues
applicable to the "primary category"
airplane currently being considered by
the FAA.

No action is being taken to amend
§ 23.1559 Operating limitations placard.

Explanation: Conference proposal 490
recommends deletion of paragraph
{a){lJ. stating that the operating
limitations in the Airplane Flight Manual
(AFM) are sufficient for airplanes
certificated in one category only. While
there was consensus at the conference
that the requirement of paragraph (a){lJ
shouid be deleted, post-conference
review indicates that this placard
continues to be necessary in each
airplane to assure that the airplane is
operated in accordance with the
limitations in the AFM. No change is
proposed accordingly.

Reference: Conference proposal 490.
No action is being taken to amend

part 23 to add a new § 23.1566.
Explanation: Conference proposal 503

recommends establishing 8 new
§ 23.1586 Performance operating
limitations to include weight. airport
elevation and ambient temperature
tWA11 conditions as limitations on the
airplane. Discussion relating to WAT
performance is included in proposed
§ 23.65 {conference proposal12J of this
notice.

Reference: Conference proposal 503.
No action is being taken to amend

appendix C of part 23.
Explanation: Conference proposal 512

recommended changing the angle of the
main wheel component. After
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cornerrDce discussion, the proposal was
withdraVwll by the proponent at the
conference.

Reference: Conference proposal 512.

Regulatory Evaluation

Benefit-Cost A.oalysis

The regulatory evaluation prepared
for this r-.TJlRM analyzes the costs and
benefits to update airworthiness
standards for part 23 airplanes. This
NPRM is the fourth in a series of notices
proposing to Bmend part 23
(Airworthiness Standards: Normal,
Utility. Acrobatic. and Commuter
Category AirplanesJ of the Federal
Aviation Regulations (FARJ. This NPRM
is based on a number of proposals
submitted at the Small Airplane
Airworthiness Review Conference held
on October 22-26, 1984, in St. Louis,
Missouri.

This regulatory action proposes 81
amendments to the CUlTent
airworUliness standards for part 23
airplanes. The major objective of these
proposals is to develop updated
airworthiness standards for the design
of aircraft.. permit incorporation of
advanced technology in aircraft design
and reduce the regulatory burden in
showing compliance with some
requirements while maintaining an
acceptablolevel of safety. Many af tbem
are geaTed toward high performance
aircraft.

Of the 81 proposals, 80 are expected
to impose either zero or negligible costs
on aircraft manufacturers. Such
proposals would either clarify existing
requirements or afford manufacturers
the option to incorporate the newest
technology in their future models should
they choose to do so. The remaining
proposal (§ 23.651J is expected to
impose significant costs on
manufacturers. It will be discussed and
analyzed, in terms of costs and benefits,
in the following subsection of this
evaluation.

Analysis ofProposed§ 23.851: Fire
Extinguishers

a. Costs

Unit capital costs per certification
were estimated at S17,600"for design,
$875 for testing and $1,100 for
certification. Production costs per
airplane were estimated at $425, which
includes the mounting bracket as well as
the fire extinguisher itself.

The total incremental costs were
estimated at $523,000 over the 10-year
study period (1990-1999), which reduces
to about $324,000 on a discounted basis,
in 1968 dollars. (See detailed regulatory
evaluation, which is contained in the
docket, for additional information on

means by which the cost estimate of
$523,000 was derived.)

b. Benefit.
It was not possible to quantify the

benefits of this proposal because the
simple availability of a fire extinguisher
on an airplane would not necessarily
prevent injuries resulting from burns.
The availability of a fire extinguisher
wouJd not prevent bum injuries if the
pilot and his passengers are unable to
reach it because of injuriGs resulting
solely from crash impacts. Therefore,
one cannot assume that this proposal
would prevent all injuries received from
burns. In addition, it is difficult to
determine if a fatality sbould be
attributed to ground impact foreps or
ensuing fires in examining the accident
record. In spite of these data problems, a
cogent argument can be made that fITe
extinguishers would be cost-beneficial.
Most fatalities resulting from small
airplane crashes have been caused by
burns rather than injuries received at
the time of impact. Over the next 10
years (1990-1999J, if thi. proposal
prevented only tbree people from dyirig
because of tlteir inability to escape from
a burning aircraft, the benefits would
exceed the costs. In addition, the
availability of fire extinguishers would
be very useful in limiting the damage to
aircraft resulting from on-the-ground
fires either prior to takeoff or after a
crash in which impact forces alone have
not caused hull damage.

c. Conclusion

In view of the estimated cost of
$524,000 (discountedJ and lbe analysis,
which indicates that the benefits of this
proposal will exceed its costs if its
adoption prevents as few as three
people from dying because of their
inability to escape from a burning
aircraft, the FAA believes that proposed
§ 23.651 is cost-beneficial.

On balance, in addition to proposed
§ 23.651, tbe FAA firmly believes lbat all
of the amendments contained in this
notice are cost·beneficial.

Tbe Regulatory Evaluation that bas
been placed in the docket contains
additional information related to the
costs and benefits that are expected to
accrue from the implementation of this
proposed role. .

International Trade Impact Assessment

The proposals in this notice would
have little or no impact on trade for both
U.S. firms doing business in foreign
countries and foreign firms doing
business in the U.S. In the U.S., foreign
manufacturers would have to meet U.S.
requirements, and thus they would gain
no competitive advantage. In foreign

counbies. U.S. manufacturers would not
be bound by part 23 requirements and
could, therefore, implement the
proposals under study solely on the
basis of competitive considerations.

Initial Regulatory FleJJbility
Dete:m:J.ination

The Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980
(RFA) was enacted by Congress to
ensure that small entities are not
unnecessarily and disproportionately
burdened by government regulations.
The RFA requires agencies to review
rules that may have "8 significant
economic impact on a substantial
number of small entities".

The FAA's criteria for a small aircraft
manufacturer is one employing fewer
than 75 employees, a substantial number
is s number that is not fewer than 11
and that is more than one-third of the
small entitles subject to the proposed
rules, and a significant impact is one
having an annual cost of more than
$15,000 (in 1968 dollars) per
manufacturer.

A review of domestic general aviation
manufacturing companies indicates that
only six companies meet the size
threshold of 75 employees or fewer. The
proposed amendments to 14 CFR part
23, therefore, would not have a
significant economic impact on a
8ubstantial number of sma.l.l entities.

Federalism Implications

The regulations proposed herein
would not have substantial direct effects
on the states, on the relationship
between the national government and
the states, or on the distribution of
power and responsibilities among the
various levels of government. Therefore.
in accordance with Executive Order
12612. it is detennined that this proposal
would not have sufficient federalism
implications to warrant the preparation
of a.Federalism Assessment.

Conclusion

For reasons discussed earlier in the
preamble, the FAA has determined that
this document (1) involves a proposed
regulation that is not major under the
provisions of Executive Order 12291, (2)
is not -significant under DOT Regulatory
Policies and Frocedures (44 FR 11034;
February 26, 1979), and (3J in addition, I
certify that under the criteria of the
Regulatory Flexibility Act, this proposed
rule, if promulgated, will not bave a
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities. In
addition, this proposal, if adopted,
would have little or no impact on trade
Qpportunities for U.S. fmns doing
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(b) •••

(1) During takeoff and initial climb at
Vr , the propeller must limit the engine
r.p.m. to a speed not greater than the
maximum allowable takeoff r.p.m. as
follows:

dual category certification. For example. for
an airplane certificated in both the normal
and utility category. compliance would be
shown assuming 170 pound occupants in each
seat for normal category; and for utility
category, compliance would be shown
assuming 190 pound occupants in the pilot
seats and lesser weights in other occupant
seats if necessary. Any seat restricted to 8

lesser weight must be placarded. The placard
could reduce the occupant weight in that
seat, or prohibit occupancy of the seat
altogether in the utility category, but would
require certification for a 170 pound occupant
in the normal ca tegory.

The FAA recognizes that, lacking clear
guidance, past certifications have not
followed this practice. Airplanes have been
certificated with "child seats" that are
placarded for specific weights less than 170
pounds. Part 23 does not provide criteria for
child seats, and such certifications would be
prohibited by this proposal.

This proposal Is based on post conference
review of § 23.25. There is no comparable
conference proposal.

There were two conference proposals
directed at I 23.25.

The proponent of conference proposal 7
contends that paragraph (b)(3)(ii) is imprecise
as written since it does not adequately define
the engine fuel use. Additionally, on
turbopropel1er~poweredairplanes the
proponent contends that demonstration of
operation at maximum continuous power
may well be impossible without exceeding
Vvo.

One commen1er opposed the change
contending the role is satisfactory as written.
That commenter noted that the proponent's
justification for the proposal speaks to
"operation at maximum continuous power
may well be impossible without exceeding
VIIO." The commenter contended that this had
nothing to do with the requirement and that if
an applicant. or whoever is running the test,
decided not to exceed VIIO. then a climb
could be initiated rather than maintaining
level flight. It was the consensus of attendees
that conference proposal 7 should be
withdrawn. The FAA agrees that the subject
paragraph should not be changed as
proposed.

Reference: Conference proposal 7.
Conference proposal 8 was deferred for
discussion under the issues applicable to the
';primary category" airplane currently under
consideration by the FAA. See explanation of
conference proposal 5.

4. Section 23.33 is amended by
revising paragraphs (b)(l), (b)(2) and
(d)(2) to read as follows:

§ 23.33 Propeller speed and pitch limits.

business overseas or for foreign fL.-ms
doing business in the United States.

List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 23

Aircraft, Air transportation. Aviation
safety, Safety, Tires.

Issued in Washington. DC. on June 15. 1990.
Daniel P. Salvano.
Acting Director ofAirworthiness

The Proposed Amendment

Accordingly, the Federal Aviation
Administration proposes to amend part
23 of the Federal Aviation Regulations
(14 CFR pari 23), as follows:

PART 23-AIRWORTHINESS
STANDARDS: NORMAL, UTILITY,
ACROBATIC, AND COMMUTER
CATEGORY AIRPLANES

1. The Buthority citation for part 23
continues to read 8S follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.c. 1344, 1354(s). 1355.
1421, 1423, 1425. 1428, 1429. and 1430; 49
U.S.C. 106{g) [Revised, Pub. L. 97-449. January
12,1983).

2. Section 23.23 Is revised to read as
follows:

§ 23.23 Load distribution limits.
(a) Ranges of weights and centers of

gravity within which the airplane may
be safely operated must be established.
If a weight and center of gravity
combination is allowable only within
certain load distribution limits (such 8S

spanwise) that could be inadvertently
exceeded, these limits must be
established for the corresponding weight
and center of gravity combinations.

(b) The load distribution may not
exceed:

(1) The selected limits;
(2) The limits at which the structure is

proven; or
(3) The limits at which compliance

with each applicable flight requirement
of this subpart is shown.

Explanation: This proposal specifie. the
conditions necessary for limiting the load
distribution for weight and balance
considerations. The current rule does not
comprehensively define the load distribuUon
limits that must be considered: it only
addresses the effect of low fuel. This
proposal defines a comprehensive set of load
distributions that include the effects of low
fuel.

Existing I 23.25(a)(2) restricts the airplane
maximum weight to a value not less than the
weight of an airplane containing full oil, one
half hour of fuel. and having each seat
occupied; or, to a value not less than the
weight of an airplane containing minimum
crew, and full fuel and oil to full tank
capacity.

In the past, these restr:lctions have been
interpreted 8S weight limitations only. The
FAA is aware of airplanes that have been

manufactured or modified with centers-of
gravity so far aft at the basic empty weight
that the airplane cannot be loaded with each
seat occupied. full oil and one-half hour of
fuel on board without exceeding the aft
center of gravity envelope.

The FAA does not expect each airplane to
be capable of can-ying full fuel and full
passengers. The tl'ade-off between the
number of passengers and the amount of fuel
on board is a long-standing. successful
practice. This proposal does not preclude
such practice. However. this proposal is
intended to assure that when a member of the
United states flying public considers a six
place airplane. that person can expect such
an airplane to carry six occupants, along with
at least thirty-minutes of fuel and full oil. In

f order to do so, the airplane must not only be
within weight limits. but also within e.g.
limit•. By ststing § Z3.Z3[b)[3) as "ouch
applicable flight requirement of this subpart,"
this proposal requires the maximum weight
limitations to be within the weight and
balance envelope.

An additional submittal to the conference
suggested interpretative material for
airplanes of 3,000 pounds or less. The
suggestion stated Ulat for these smaller
airplanes the lateral distribution limits could
be shown by flight test, since the amount of
fuel would be relatively small when uslog the
one gallon per twelve horsepower criteria of
the present rule. The FAA considers that the
requirement a8 proposed eliminates the need
for the suggested interpretative material.

It was the consensus at the conference that
the proposal more clearly state the purpose of
the requirement for load distribution limits,
and the FAA agrees. Therefore, the FAA is
proposing a change lIubstantially 88

submitted and discussed at the conference
relative to load distribution limits. that is
similar to requirements applicable to
transport category airplanes.

Reference: Conference proposals 5 and 6.

§ 23.25 [Amended]
3. Section 23.25(a)(2) is amended by

inserting a comma after the words
"category airplanes" and before the
words "and 190 pounds", and by
replacing the parenthetical phrase
"(unless otherwise placarded)" vvith the
parenthetical phrase "(unless otherwise
placarded, except that pilot seats must
assume an occupant of 190 pounds)."

Explanation.: This proposal clarifies the
criteria used for assuming occupant weight~
in normal. commuter, utility and acrobatic
category airplanes.

The addition of the comma, as proposed,
separates the criteria for the occupant weight
used in normal and commuter category
airplanes from the criteria for the occupant
weight used in utility and acrobatic category
airplanes. The intent of this proposal is to
assure that each scat in a normal or
commuter category airplane is designed for
8n occupant weighing at least 170 pounds.
and that placarding the seat to any lesser
value is not acceptable for these categories.

Placarding seata for an occupant weight of
less than 100 pounds (for other than crew
seats) Is appropriate for airplanes having

• • •
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• •
(b) The performance data must

correspond to the propulsive power or
thrust available under the particular
ambient atmospheric conditions, the
particular flight condHion, and the
relative humidity specified in paragraph
[d) of this section.

CorJerence proposal 10 stated V/JIO only, and
eliminated consideration of reciprocating
engine-powered airplanes from paragraph
(b)(2) of that section.

Section 23.33(bJ applies to propellers not
controllable in flight. A turbopropeller
powered airplane with a fixed pitch propeller
system is not a foreseeable or likely
combination: however. in the interest of
clarity, the FAA proposes a change to
paragraph (bJ(2) staling conditions
specifically applicable to reciprocating and
turbopropeller-powered airplanes.

There are two proposals addressing the
lack of appropriate requirements applicable
to turbopropeller-powered airplanes and a
third proposal addressing engine/propeller
combinations when Supplemental Type
Certificate applications are being evaluated.

The FAA has carefully considered
conference proposals 10. 11, and lZ submitted
t!" the conference recommending changes to
§ 23.33, the discussions recorded in the
conference transcript, and the current
requirements. The FAA concludes that
conference proposals 10 and 1] have merit
but does not agree with the exact wording of
(lither. Therefore. the FAA is proposing to
amend paragraphs (b)(1).(bll2). and (dll2) to
act forth the requirements applicable to
turbopropeller-powered airplane. recognizing
their unique characteristics when compared
to reciprocating-engine-powered airplanes.

Conference proposal 12 recommends a new
subparagraph (c) to require 8 functional flight
test to assure governor/propeller adequacy.
This proposal was opposed at the conference.
One commenter contended that
subparagraphs a and b adequately cover this
issue and that conference proposal 12
identifies complia.,ce procedures. Two other
commenters stated that the contents of
conference proposal 12 would be more
appropriate as guidance material. The FAA
~8rees and has included similar material in
Advisory Circular AC 23-8A. entitled "Flight
Test Guide for Certificatioo of Part 23
Airplanes". issued February 9, 1989.

Reference: Conference proposals 10, 11,
and 12-

5. Section 23.45 is amended by
lemoving paragraph (e). by
redesisnating paragraph (£) as paragraph
(e), by amending the cross reference in
newly redesignated paragraph [e](2)
from (£)[3J to [e](3). by amending the
cross references in newly redesignated
paragraph (e](5J introductory text from
(£)(3) and (£)(4) to (e](3) and (e](4J.
respectively, and by revising paragraphs
(bJ and [d) to read as follows:

§ 23.45 General

(d) The performance. as affected by
engine power or thrust. must be based
on a relative humidity oC-

(1) 80 percent. at and below standard
tempera ture: and

(2) 34 percent. at and above standard
temperature plus 50 -P.

(3) Between the two temperatures
listed in paragraphs (dJ(l) and (d](2) of
this section, the relative humidity must
vary linearly.

••••
Explanation: This proposal makes

clarifying changes to the existing
requirements and combines the requirements
currently applied in type certification
programs for reciprocating-engine airpla.nes
with those for turbine-engine·powered
airplanes. The current requirement in
paragraph (d) states for reciprocating-engine
powered airplanes, the performance, as
affected by engine power, must be based on a
relative humidity of 80 percent in a standard
atmosphere. In practice, equivalent level of
safety determinations have been made with
the relative humidity at 80 percent but with
the temperature below standard. because it is
an unwarranted burden to obtain the precise
condition of eXiIlctly 80 percent in a standard
atmosphere. It was the consensus at the
conference, and the FAA agrees. that this
change is necessary to clarify the purpose or
the requirement.

There are two nearly identical conference
proposals to clarify the phrase "approved
power or thrust" used in paragraph c. One
recommends replacement by the phrase
"approved minimum power or thrust," the
other recommends the phrase "nominal
power or thrust." The proponents defmcd
"approved minimum power or thrust" as the
lowest "'alue of the variation of the maximum.
power on new production engines and
"nominal power or thrust" 8S the lowest
va.lue of maximum power expected on an in
service engine over the service life of that
engine. It was the consensus at the
conference that confusion exists relative to
the interpretation of this phrase; but no
agreement was reached relative to specific
wording.

Subsequent to the conference. the FAA
issued AC Z3-8A. dated February 9. 1989.
Post conference review indicates that
sufficient guidance exists in that AC to
resolve the confusIon relative to this phrase
in § 23.45(c) and accordingly no change is
proposed.

Conference proposals 13 and 14
recommends chnnses addressing the
lightweight, small airplane. It was concluded
by the FAA that the proposals were more
appropriate to the "Primary Airplane"
petition for rulemaking submitted by the
Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association
(AOPA) and the Experimental Aircraft
Association (EAA) (49 FR 39336; October 5.
1984J. The FAA determined that no fruitful
discussion of these proposals could be
obtained during the conference in light of that
pelition.

Two proposals submitted to the conference
were withdrawn by the proponent following
discussions at the conference. The first•••

(i) For reciprocating-engine-powered
airplanes, at full throttle or at maximum
allowable takeoff manifold pressure.

(ii) For turbopropeller-powered
airplanes. at maximum allowable
takeoff power.

(2J During a closed throttle glide (or
closed power lever, as applicable) the
propeller may not cause an engine speed
above 110 percent of maximum
continuous speed at the following
speeds:

(i) For reciprocating-engine-powered
airplanes. 8.1 the placarded never-exceed
speed, VNE•

(ii) For turbopropeller-powered
airplanes. at the placarded maximum
operating speed. V.wo.

•
(dJ •••
(2J With the governor inoperalive. the

propeller blades at the lowest possible
pitch, with takeoff power, the airplane
stationary. and no wind, compliance
must be shown with either-

(i) A means to limit the maximum
engine speed to 103 percent oC the
maximum allowable takeoff f.p.ro.; or

(il) For an engine with an approved
overspeed, a means to limit the
maximum engine and propeller speed to
not more than 99 percent of the
maximum approved overspeed.

Exp1anati(!n: The current requirements are
stated in a manner that does not consider the
turbine engine/propeller combination nor
other requirements applicable to
turbopropeller·powered airplanes. Usually,
there .ire two governors In the enginel
propeller system of turbopropeller-powered
airplanes: one.controlling the propeller
rotationel speed and, in many installations, a
sp.cond one controlling any overspeed of the
turbine engine. If the propeller governor is
made inoperative. then the limit is
~~tablished by the turbine engine overspeed

. g'lvemor on the order of 106 to 108 percent.
Therefore, for turbine engines, the 103
percent requirement of existing paragraph
(d)(z) is not appropriate since it is defined at
s condition of takeoff manifold pressure.
Manifold pressure 1s a tenn that can only be
applied to reciprocating engines and is
inappropriate for ttlrbine engines.

Exl.'Jting paragraph (b)(l) also stntes a
condition that does not fully recognize the
difference between reciprocating-engine-
powered and turbopropeller-powered
airp!anes. The term "at full throttle" and.
particularly. "at maximum allowable takeoff
manifold pressure" imply conditions for
reciprocating engines that are not tenns
normally associated with turbopropeller
engines.

Existing paragraph fb)(2) staten a condition
also specifically applicable to reciprocating
engine·powered airplanes; that is. a closed
throttle glide at the placarded "never-exceed
speed". Turbine powered airplanes have no
requirement to establish a "never-exceed
speed" but are required by § 23.1505(c) to
r:!stahlish 8 maximum operating limit epeed.
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§ 23.65 Climb: All engines operating.
(a) Each airplane must have a steady

angle of climb at sea level of at least
1:12 for landplanes or 1:15 for seaplanes
and amphibians with-

(1) A speed not less than 1.2 V,,:
(2) Not more than maximum

continuous power on each engine;
(3J The landing gear retracted:
(4) The wing flaps in the takeoff

position: and
(5) The cowl flaps or other means for

controlling the engine cooling air supply
in the position used in the cooling tests
required by §§ 23.1041 through 23.1047.

Explanation: This proposal deletes the
current rate·of-climb requirements and
spec.ifies a minimum speed at which the
angle·of-climb criteria must be met. There
were five proposals submitted to the
conference relating to revisions to this
scction. One proposal recommendll
introducing operational requiremenl8 into
§ 23.65. which was opposed at the conference
on the basis that mixing operation
requirements and airworthiness standards
within part Z3 is inappropriate. Two
proposals deal with moving the requirements
for balked landing performance from § 23.71
to t 23.65. plus one of these proposals
recommends introducing operational
requirements into the airworthiness
standards. Opposition was voiced to both of
theBe proposals. First. it was not considered
appropriate to mix operational requirements
with the airworthiness standards, and.
secondly. no useful purpose was identified to
move balked landing requirements from
§ 23.77.

The FAA is proposing to delete the rate-of·
climb requirement presently stated in
paragraph (a) and state the minimum speed
at which the angle of climb must be met. It
waB the consensus at the conference that this
proposal would be an Improvement in tho
minlmum performance standard for the type
certification of small airplanes. One
commenter opposed requiring 8 minimum
speed at which the angle of climb must be
met; however, the FAA considers deletion of
the current climb requirement contingent on
this speed constraint.

Conference proposal 42 was withdrawn by
the proponent prior to any discussion by the
conference attendee•.

There were three proposals relative to
airplane performance intended to account for
the aircraft weight. the operational altitude,
and the ambient temperature (WAT). Since
these proposals relate to takeoff and climb,
they are discussed here.

Conference proposal 39 would establish a
new section to (1) require climb performance
based on WAT limitations. (2) set limitations
on maximum takeoff speeds. and (3) establish
operational cloud base and visibility Limits.

Conference proposal 40 would establish a
new section to require consideration of WAT
in compliance with n 23.65 and 23.67.

Conference propossls 53 and 54 would
establish II new section to define the en route
climb conditlona, including WAT, tho

proposal dealt with performance
requirements being met at ambient
atmospheric conditions instead of standard
conditions; and the second dealt with engine
power based on specific humidity: that is.
pounds of water to pounds of air.

Another proposal recommends
demonstration that the airplane performance
procedures can be executed consistently, in
service, by pilots of average skill. After much
discussion at the conference. it was the
consensus, and the FAA agrees, that the
words addressing the skill level of pilots to
perfonn various performance requirements
remain as Presently worded in the applicable
sections of part 23.

The last conference proposal addressing
changes to I 23.45 deals with the effect of dry
and wet grass on the takeoff and landing
distances determined In complying with other
requirements. Currently part 23 does not
specify the type of surface used in
detennining takeoff or landing distances.
However, I 23.1587(a)(6) requires that the
type of surface used in detennining these
distances be stated iI1 the Airplane Flight
Manual. The FAA recognizes that most
testing for determining takeoff and landing
distances is from a smooth, dry. hard
surfaced runway and recognizes the adverse
effechi from other types of surfaces. The use
of smooth. dry, hard surfaced runways results
in tesl data that is repeatable. Some of the
questions raised at the conference concerning
just graS! runways alone were: How wet is
wet grass. type of grass. grass blade length.
standing water depth in the grass if wet, etc.
Other questions concerning types of runways
dealt with gravel sizes and snow depths. It
was sta ted that such a list could be nearly
endless. The FAA has concluded that the
requirement In § 23.1587(a)(6) provides an
appropriate minimum standard for type
certification of part 23 airplanes. Therefore,
no proposal is being made to address this
issue.

Reference: Conference proposals 15
through 25. Conference proposals 13 and 14
were defetted for discussion under the issues
applicable to the "primary category" airplane
currently under consideration by the FAA.

6. Section 23.53 la amended by
revising paragraphs (a). [b)(1)(ii) and
(b)(2)(ii) to read as follows:

§ 23.53 Takeoflspeeds.
(sJ For multiengine airplanes. the

rotation speed, VR. may not be less than
v",c detennined in accordance with
, 23.149.

(b) ...
(1) ...

(ii) 1.3 VSI • or any lesser speed. not
less than 1.2 VSI that is shown to be'safe
for continued flight [~r land-back. if
applicable) under all conditions.
including turbulence and complete
failure of the critical engine.

(2) •••

(ii) Any lesaer speed, not less than 1.2
VSI• that is shown to be safe under all
conditions. including turbulence and
complete engine failure.
• • • •

Explanation: This proposal introduces a
rotation speed, Vif. for multiengine airplanes
and eliminates reference to Vz for airspeeds
al 50 feet. The discussions at the conference
were prior to the adoption of I 23.53 Takeoff
speeds. by amendment 23-34. The
discussions centered on takeoff speeds and
proposed revisions to the requirements stated
in the then current I 23.51 Takeoff. Since the
FAA is not proposing changes to existing
t 23.51. and since those items previously
included in t 23.51 are now in § 23.53.
conference comments relative to the previous
I 23.51 are included In the discussion of
current I 23.53.

Conference proposal 32 recommends a
factoring of the takeoff distance. It was the
consensus at the conference that the
recommendation was more appropriate to
opera ting rules and was opposed. Conference
proposal 38. recommends moving the
requirements of paragraph (e) of f 23.51 to
§ 23.45.

The consensus at the conference was that
the requirement remain 8S stated and in the
then current § 23.51. The FAA agrees with the
consensus expressed.

The FAA is proposing to revise paragraph
(a) by changing the current requirement that
the lift-off speed. "VUJT. not be leas than
V/JIC", to a proposed requirement that the
rotation speed, "VR. not be less than VMC".
The lift-off speed. Vuw. is undefined in terms
of pilot action and. unlike the speed at which
the pUot rotates for takeoff while on the
ground. may result In a critical condition In
case of an engine failure at Vwp equal to VI/c.
It was the consensus at the conference that
this change enhances the level of safety aDd
is a necessary change to the applicable
requirements for normal. utility, and
acrobatic category multiengine airplanes and
is consistent with industry practice.

The FAA Is proposing changes to
paragraph (b) to eliminate reference to Vx
plus four knots since it was the consensus at
the conference. and the FAA agrees. that the
constraints of 1.1 V/JIC and 1.2 VSJ are more
appropriate as minimum requirements at the
50 foot obstacle height.

The FAA is proposing a clarifying change
to § 23.53(b}(1)(ii). The current requirement
reads. in pertinent part. " ••• complete
engine failure." For multiengine airplanes. the
requirement is intended to mean a complete
failure of the critical engine and the
requirement has been applied in that manner.
The intent of § 23.53(b)(1)(ii) is to assure that
the chosen takeoff speeds result in
multiengine airplanes that are capable of safe
continued flight (or safe land-back, if
appropriate) after single-engine failure under
reasonable variations in ambient conditions.
It was the consensus at the conference that
the requirement should be revised to clarify
the intent

Conference proposal 33 was withdrawn by
the proponent prior to being discu88ed at the
conference.

Reference: Conference proposals 32, 33, 34.
35. 36. 37. and 38.

7. Section 23.65 i. smended by
revising paragraph (a) to read sa
follows:

• • •
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c:rplaoe configuration. and the airhpccd", to
be used for compliance with ~hose conditions

Conference discussion :m these proposals
wns m!xed relative to requiring WAT charts
on all airplanes. One commenter wh"t
onposed these proposl:lls contended that such
rules ""auld €s'!H!ntially eliminate the
certification of an entire class of airplanes.
i.e., the light twins. Another commenter
agreed that rnosllight twin airplanes could
lIot msL'ltain positive climb in the .
configurations proposed. A third commenter
c'1ntended th?l there was no justification
available to indicate that current
perfort!1ance levels for twin-engine airplanea
are unsabsfaclory. One commenter agreed
with the proponent of these proposals and
stated that transport category climb
pedornHlDce criteria should be applied to
small airpJarles.

Subsequent to the conference and these
mscWlflions, pert 23 has been amended to add
the commuter cstegory.ln that amendment.
V:AT criteria was added to apply to
commuter category airplanes for takeoff,
climb and landing conditions. Part 23
currently includes WAT criteria for turbine
powered multiengine airplanes in the specific
phase of Climb: ORe engine inoperative.

Post conference review indicates that the
application cfWAT criteria to the
performance of all part 23 airplanes.
including single-engine airplanes. is not
appropriate. Turbine-powered twin-engine
airplanes and commuter category airplanes
apply WAT criteria in varying degrees. By
this notice. the FAA solicits public comment
on the need for \VAT criteria as information
or as a limitation on piston-powered twin
engine part 23 airplanes; and as 8 separate
issue. whether WAT criteria is necessary on
turbine-powered twin-engine part Z3
airplanes, specifically during the takeoff and
landing phaee. Comment should addrese any
data relative to the need to change the
existing criteria.

Referecce: Conference proposals 39. 40, 41,
42, 43. 44, 45. 53 and 54.

8. Section 23.141 is revised to rcad as
follows:

§ 23.141 General
The airplane must meet the

requirements of § § 23.1'43 through 23.253
at aU practical operating altitudes, not
exceeding the maximwn operating
allitude established under § 23.1527,
without exceptional piloting skill,
alertness, or strength.

Explanation: The FAA is proposing a
clarification to the general requiremenls for
flight characteristics. The proposal is
substituting the words "at all practical
operating altitudes, not exceeding the
maximum operating altitude established
under § 23.1527" for the words "at the
nonnally expected operating altitudes". It
was the consensus at the conferem::e that the
proposal elarifies the objective requirement
of the section. One recommendation made at
the conference was to make the requirement
applicable up to the maximum operating
altitude. However. thil recommendation wa.
rejected because some of the requirements

cannol be demonstrated due to airplane
p'~rrormance limitations. Therefore. good
cause exists to retain the wording "pra('tical
operating altitudes."

Reference: Conference proposal 64.

9. Section 23.143 is amended by
removing the word "Dive" in paragraph
(a)(4) and inserUng the word "Descent"
in its place.

Explanation: The FAA is proposing this
change because the word "descent" more
6ccurately reflects the total phase of flight
and is considered preferable to the word
"dive" in the current requirement. The
proposal submitted to the conference a150
included nn appendix. It was the consensus
that the malerial in the proposed appendix
wouJd be more appropriate in the Flight Test
Guide for small airplanes or an advisory
circular. The FAA agrees with this consensus
and has included appropriate portions in AC
2:i-8A. "Flight Test Guide for Certification of
part 23 Airplanes". issued February 9. 1989.

A second proposal submitted to the
conference recommends reducing the
maximum permissible forces in the table of
paragraph (c). There was objection expressed
to this recommendation because the
proposed forces were unacceptably low and
could possibly require powered control
systems for many general aviation airplanes.
The FAA has cor-eluded that this issue needs
furtber study before making a proposal to
reduce the currently specified forces.

Rafenmce: Conference proposals 65 and 66.

10. Section 23.145 is revised to read as
follows:

§ 23.145 Lcngltudlnal control.
(al It must be possible, at speeds

below the trim speed, to pitch the nose
downward 80 that the rate of increase in
airspeed allows prompt acceleration to
the trim speed with-

(I) Maximum continuous power on
each engine and the airplane as nearly
as possible in trim at 1.3 V S1 ;

(2) Power off and the airplane as
nearly as possible in trim at 1.3 VS1 ; and

(3) Wing flap. and landing gear-
(i) retracted; and
(ti) extended.
(b) Wilb the landing gear extended, no

change in trim or exertion of more than
50 pounds control force with one hand
for a short period of time may be
required for the following maneuvers:

(1) With flaps retracted, and the
airplane as nearly as possible in trim at
1.4 V";l' extend the flaps as rapidly as·
possible and allow the airspeed to
transition from 1.4 VSJ to 1.4 Vaa-

(i) With power off; and
(it) "Tith the power necessary to

maintain level flight.
(2) With flaps extended and the

airplane as nearly as possible in trim at
1.2 Vso:

(i) With power off, quickly apply
takeoff power or thrust and retract flaps
as rapidly as possible to the

recommended go-around setting while
attaining and maintaining the speed
used to show compliance with § 23,77.
Retract the geaI' when positive rate of
climb is establisbed.

(ii) With power for and in level flight
at 1.1 Vso, it must be possible to
maintain approximately level flight
while retracting the flaps as rapidly as
possible with simultaneous application
of not more than maximum continuous
power.

(iii) In paragraphs (b)(2)(i) and
(b)(2)(ii) of this section, if gated flap
positions are provided, the airplane may
be retrimmed between each stage of
retraction.

(3) With maximum takeoff power,
landing gear retracted, flaps in the
takeoff position and the airplane as
nearly as possible in trim at VFZ

appropriate to the takeoff flap position,
retract the flaps as rapidly as po,sible
while maintaining speed constant.

(4) With power off, flaps and landing
gear retracted, and the airplane as
nearly 88 possible in trim at 1.4 Vs•
apply takeoff power rapidly while
maintaining the same airspeed.

(5) With power off, landing gear and
flaps extended, and the airplane as
nearly as possible in trim at 1.4 Vso•
obtain and maintain airspeeds between
1.1 Vso and either 1.7 Vso or V'Il.
whichever is lower.

(c) At speeds above V"o/M.o and up
to VD!Mo, a maneuvering capability of
1.5 g must be demonstrated to provide a
margin to recover from upset or
inadvertent speed increase.

(d) It must be possible, with a pilot
control force of not more than 10
pounds. to maintain a speed of not more
than 1.3 Vso during a power-off glide
with landing gear and wing flaps
extended. and with-

(1) Tbe most forward center of gravity
approved for the maximwn weight; and

(21 Tbe most forward center of gravity
approved for any weight.

(eJ By using normal fligbt and power
controls. except 8S otherwise noted in
paragraphs (e)(l) and (e)(2) of this
section, it must be possible to establish
a zero rate of descent at an attitude
suitable for a controlled landing without
exceeding the operational and structural
limitations of the airplane, as follows:

(1) For single-engine and multiengine
airplanes, without the use of the primary
longitudinal control system.

(2) For multiengine airplanes
(iJ Witbout the use of the primary

directional control; and
(il) IT a single failure of anyone

connecting or transmitting link would
affect both the longitudinal and
directional primary control system,
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Explanation: This proposal defines
standards for determining the minimum
control speed and rewords particular
portions of § 23.149 for clarity. The FAA is
proposing a revision to paragraph (a] to
eliminate any implication of loss of control
and to establish 8 standard for heading
change of not more than 20 degrees. It was
the conference consensus that this would be
an improvement over the current
requirement. Conference proposals 86 and 87
were withdrawn at the conference in favor or
conference proposal 88. which is
8ubstantially the proposed change for
paragraph (a).

The FAA is proposing to combine the
requirements of current paragraph (b)
applicahle to reciprocating·engme-powered
airplanes and those of current paragraph (c)
applicable to turbine·engine-powered
airplanes into one p8I'agraph designated 8S

paragraph (b). The current requirements are
substantially the same for both types of
airplanes. except current paragraph (b) i.
somewhat more detailed with respect to flap
position. propeller position. and cowl flap

§ 23.149 Minimum control speed.

(a] VMC is the calibrated airspeed at
which. when the critical engine is
suddenly made inoperative. it is
possible to maintain a straight flight
with a yaw of not more than 20 degrees
with that engine still inoperative. and
maintain straight flight with an angle of
bank of not more than 5 degrees. The
ability to maintain straight flight at Ville
in 8 static condition with a bank of nol
more than 5 degrees must also be
demonsIreled. The method used to
simulate critical engine failure must
represent the most critical mode of
powerplant failure with respect to
controllability expected in service.

(b] VIIIC may not exceed 1.2 VS1 • where
VSI is determined at the maximum
takeoff weight, with-

(1) Maximum aveileble takeoff power
or thrust on the engines;

(2] The moet unfavoreble center of
gravity;

(3) The airplane trimmed for lekeoff:
(4) The maximum see level takeoff

weight. or any lesser weight necessary
to show VMC;

(5) The eirp)ene in the most critical
takeoff configuration. except with the
lending gear retrected: and

(6) The eirplane airborne end the
ground effect negligible.

(c] A minimum speed to intentionally
render the critical engine inoperative
must be established and stated as an
operaHng limitetion in § 23.1583 end
designated as the safe. intentional. one
engine-inoperative speed, Vsse. VSSg

shall not be less than VSI at maximum
takeoff weight, nor greater than the
higher of 1.05 VHC• or v'vc determined at
zero bank angle.

without the primary longitudinal and
directional control system.

Explanation: This proposal corrects the
trim reference to U 23.161(c) (3] and (4).
which were eliminated in amendment 23-21
and redesignates trim speeds and procedures.
Conference proposa169 recommends that the
trim speed be changed to 1.3 VSJ and that thJs
be incorporated in the proposed rule
§ 23.145(e).

Several conference proposals suggest relief
for certain particular configurations that
could not meet the proposed trim speeds.
Therefore. all trims are worded "8S nearly 88

possible In trim at". There was fI conference
agreement that all of the tests should be
conducted at the proposed speeds regardless
of the trim capabilities of the particular
aircraft. which makes the rule much simpler
and straightforward.

Conference proposal 75 suggests a force of
50 pounds be substituted for "no more than
can be readily applied with one hand for a
short period". As 8 result of issues raised
during the discussion of conference proposal
66 relative to the strengths of female pilots.
the FAA considered values less than 50
pounds.

FAA report number FAA-AM-7~.dated
December 1973. entitled "Study of Control
Force 1...imits for Female Pilots," page 14.
indicates that those pilots tested could pull
an elevator control with 50 pounds of force
for between 30 and 40 seconds, or 35 pounds
for between 75 and 100 seconds. Since
I Z3.145(b) addresses temporary control force
input prior to rctrim. the FAA considers a 50
pound input appropriate.

Any additional information that addresses
conlrol force Input relative to reduced pilot
strength will be included 8S comments to this
proposal.

One proposal suggests demonstrations to
closely represent actual operational
circumstances. The FAA agrees and has
carried the proposal one step further and
proposes 8 complete balked landing
demonstration as t 23.145(b)(2)(i). As
suggested in the proposal, the demonstration
is started at 1.2 Vso. to allow for the
possibility of a pilot inadvertently flying at
somewhat less than the normal approach
speed ofl.3 Vso. Present § 23.145{c] is
included in the same section due to its
similarity to the balked landing phase of
£light. Gated flap positions are addressed in
proposed 123.t45(b)[2)[iii).

Proposed § 23.145(b) is intended to include
all significant tests or demonstrations
appropriate to longitudinal control at low
speeds. However, there were no proposals or
discussions that consider longitudinal control
at speeds up to VDIMD. With some of the new
certification projects having l'.-fn up to .77 and
maximum altitudes above 40,000. a
requirement to demonstrate the ability to puU
8tleast 1.5 g up to VD/Mn has been proposed
es 1 23.145(c).

Reference: Conference proposals 67
through 80 and 514.

11. Section 23.147 is revised to read as
raHows:

§ 23.147 . Directional and lateral controt

For each multiengine airplane. it must
be possible, while holding the wings
level within 5 degrees. to make sudden
changes in heading sefely in both
directions. This must be shown at 1.4
VSI with heading changes up to 15
degrees (except thet the heading chenge
at which the rudder force corresponds to
Ihe limits epecified in § 23.143 need not
be exceeded), witb the-

(a] Critical engine inoperative and its
propeller in the minimum drag position;

(b) Remaining engines at maximum
continuous power;

(c) LlL'lding gear
(i] retracted; and
(ii) extended: end
(d) F)aps in the moet fevorab)e climb

position.
Explanation: This proposal deletes existing

paragraph (a) in its entirety, renumbers the
remaining requirements and deletes reference
to center of gravity. There was general
agreement at the review to delete § 23.147{a]
because any airplane that complies with the
rate of roll requirements of § 23.157 would
also comply with 123.141(a), thereby making
it redundant. There was also general
agreement that one speed (either 1.4 Viii or
V y ) would adequately demonstrate
compliance with § 23.147(b) since they are
practically the same speed. It was decided to
use 1.4 VS1 since it is generally the easiest to
detennine. It was also decided to delete
§ 23.t47(b)(5). center of grevity et the
reannost position. because I 23.21 already
requires compliance with each requirement of
subpart B throughout the range of loading
conditions.

A proposal was made to prohibit excessive
control forces to maintain straight flight with
8 sudden reduction of power after
accelerating from climb speed to VII/Q or V NO ,

and from V/IIO or VNO to V D• There was
general opposition to trus proposal and it is
not included.

A proposal was made to require sudden
engine failUJ'e in the t&keoff configuration at
the all engine initial climb speed and
recovery after a two·second delay. There
were comments that two seconds was too
long. It was concluded that since the V/lfC

demonstration of § 23.149 is 8 more severe
test of engine failure at 8 much more critical
speed. this proposal was not included.

It was proposed to make the power
requirement for § 23.147 (a and b).
"Remaining engine at maximum continuous
power, or for turbine engines. the maximum
power selected by the applicant 8S an
operating limitation for use during climb." For
this flight condition. it was decided to retain,
"maximum continuous power."

Rererence: Conference proposals 81
through 85.

12. Section 23.149 is amended by
replacing the word "recovery" in
paragreph (d) with the words "the
maneuver" and by revising paragraphs
(ej, (b), end (c) to reed as followe:

• • •
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(b) The requirement of paragreph (a)
of lh.is section must be met at 75 percent
of maximum continuous power for
reciprocating engines. or the maximum
power or thrust selected by the
applicant a8 an operating limitation for
use during cruise for reciprocating or
turbine engines, and with the wing flaps
and landing gear retracted-

(1) In a turn, with the trim setting used
for level flight at VA: end

(2) In a tum with the trim setling used
for the maximum level flight speed,
except that the speed may not exceed
Vyg or VJlo/MMo. whichever is
appropriate.

ExpJanation: This propOSAl clarifies the
conditions used to demonstrate elevator
control force. During di.cussion at the
conference, it became clear that tome
confusion existed with regard to the current
requirements. This proposal identifies the
two speed conditions for meeting the
requirements of paragraph (a). Conference
proposals 102 and 103 addressed this
clarification.

Conference proposal 100 recommendJ
deleting the requirements of the entire tection
bee use the objectives of the requirements
are closely related to those of U 23.173 end
23.175 concerning static longitudinal stabllity.
As further support for the deletion. the
proponent noted that part Z5 doe! not have a
similar requirement Another commenter
stated thai the probable reason for this was

airplane in trim, or as nearly as possible
in. trim. and without the trimming control
being moved throughout the maneuver;

(b) At an approach gradient equal to
the steepest recommended for
operational use; and

(e) With only those power or thrust
changes that would be made when
landing normally from an approach at
1.3 V S1 '

ExpIanatieo.: This proposal requires that all
airplanes, regardless of weight. be safely
controllable during landings. Conference
proposal 98 recommended adding a
requirement "to overcome any excessive sink
rate", The FAA has concluded that a
meaningful definition of the word
"excessive" would be neceasary tn the
requirement 8S proposed and that other
requirements preclude excessive sink rates
such 8S the landing gear requirements of
§ § 23.723 and 23.725.

The proposaJ requires that control during
landings be shown at the steepest gradients
recommended for operational ule and that
the changes in power or thrust be those made
when landings are normally performed from
an approach at 1.3 Vs,.

Reference: Conference proposals 98 and 99.

14. Section 23.155 is amended by
revising paragraph (b) to read as
follows:

§ 23.155 Elevator control forces In
maneuvers.

(b) The requirement of paragraph (a)
of this section must be met when rolling
the airplane in each direction with-

(1) Flaps in tbe takeoff position:
(2) Landing gear retracted:
(3) For a single engine airplane, et

maximum takeoff power; and for a
rnultiengine airplane with the critical
engine inoperative and the propeller in
the minimum drag position, and the
other engines at maximum takeoff
power; and

(4) The airplane trimmed at a speed
equal to the greater of 1.2 V" and 1.1
VJlC, or 8S nearly as possible in trim for
straight flight.

•

•

•

••

•

•
Explanation: The FAA is introducing B 10..

second limit to the time calculated by the
equation in I 23.157(a)(2) and a 7·second limit
to the time calculated by the equation in
§ 23.157(c)(2). The lim.it restricts all airplanes
above 12.500 pounds to a maximum rate of
roU, thereby correcting aD inadvertent
oversightlntroduced when the commuter
category was added by amendment 23-34.

Additionally, the FAA proposes to change
the engine power condition in paragraph
(b)(3) for multiengine airplanes from
maximum continuous power to maximum
takeoff power on the operative engines in
order to more realistically evaluate the rate
of roll capability when the critical engine Is
inoperative and the propeller of the
inoperative engine is in the minimum drag
position during the takeoff condition. In
addition. it is proposed that the speed for
multiengine airplanes be not less than 1.1
VMC. This will clarify that this speed is
related to the takeoff safet)· speed

because part 25 airplanes do not perform
acrobatic maneuvers and because the
requirements for static longitudinal stability
deal with force gradients rather than the
force values of § 23.155.ln addition, it was
stated by one attendee that static stability
and maneuvering stability are two different
issues and the FAA agrees.

Conference proposal 101 recommends that
the tests specified should include speeds up
to VD instead of extrapolating to the
appr'lpriate limit. The FAA does not agree
because the risk of flight testing increases
without 3n improvement in the increased
level of safety at this high speed.

Reference: Conference proposals 100. 101.
102 and 103. Conference proposal 104 was
deferred for discussion under the issues
applicable to the "primary categcry"
airplane.

15. Section 23.157 is amended by
adding the pln'ase "but not more than 10
seconds," after the word "seconds," and
before the word "where," in paragraph
(a)(2): by adding the phrase "but not
more than 7 seconds" after the word
"seconds" and before the word "where"
in paragraph (cJ[2); and by revising
paragraph (b) to read as follows:.

§ 23.157 Rate of rotL

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

••

position; whereas the most critical takeoff
configuration specified in current paragraph
(c) is considered more encompassing and
objectively stated in detennining the critical
condition for VMe for airplanes type
certificated in accordance with the
airworthiness stendards of part 23.

VMC• as determined in § 23,149. applies to
the minimum flight speed at which the
airplane is directionally and laterally
controllable when the critical engine is
suddenly marle inoperative. The FAA is
proposing the establishment and
determirnltion of an intentione} one·engine
inoperative speed for the purpose of ioflight
pilot training. Vsse must be determined
considering the maintenance of a
conservative controllability margin with
respect to V",c when the critical engine i!
suddenly and intentionally rendered
inoperative. The establishment and
determination of a VSSlt is an important and
necessary safety requirement for pilot
training :n multiengine airplanes and needs to
be e8tabJilthed during the type certification
program. Jl W8e the consensus of the
conference attendees that the FAA should
propose a requirement that applicants
establish 8 8afe and conservative minimum
speed for multiengine airplanes when the
critical engine is intentionally rendered
inoperative for training purposes.

The FAA recognizes that when VJle i,
established on airplanes equipped with
autofeather. and if autofeather is used when
establishing V/JIc. VUg demonstrations must
be limited to conditions where autofeather is
armed and operative.

The FAA is proposing to remove the word
"recovery" in paragraph (d) end insert the
wcrds "the maneuver" in its place. This
change is necessary because the word
"recovery" implies a loss of control of the
airplane. Such a toss is not in keeping with
the public interest to maintain a minimum
level of safety for multiengine airplanes. 11 is
also consistent with the proposed change to
paragraph (a) to limit a change in heading to
20 degrees.

Conference proposals 94. 95. and 96
address the issues of establishing the
minimum control speed with one-engine·
inoperative with the airplane in the approach
and Janding configurations. The FAA has
concluded that by requiring the procedures
for safe one-engine-inoperatlve approaches
and landings. it is unnecessaty to establish
another VMe for these conditions. The
consensus at the conference was that this is 8

reasonable method in addressing these
issues.

RefereDGe: Conference proposals 86
through 96.

13. Section 23.153 is revised to read as
follows:

§ 23.153 Control during landing•.
llmust be possible, while in the

landing configuration, to safely complete
8 landing without encountering forces in
excess of those prescribed in § 23.143[c]
foHowing an approach to land-

(a) At a speed 5 knots less than the
speeds used.in complying with the
requirements of § 23.75 and ,,;th the
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16. Section 23.175 is amended by
revising paragraphs (a)(3) to read a.
follows:

123.175 Demon.tratlon of ....tlc
Iongitudlnlll ....blllty.

(8) " ••
(3) All reciprocating engines operating

at maximum continuous power, or
turbine engines operating at the
maximum power selected by the
applicant as an operating limitation for
u.e during climb: and

lmmediately after 8 takeoff associated with
an engine failure where obstacle clearance
may be a problem Bnd reasonable rates of
roll are necessary.

References: Conference proposals 107
through 112. Conference proposals 105 and
106 were deferred for discussion under the
issues applicable to the "primary category"
airplane currently being considered by the
FAA. Conference proposals 109 and 111 were
withdrawn prior to any substantive
conference discussions.

Explanation: The FAA 1s proposing to
revise the engine power requirements for the
climb condition. Conference proposal 121
recommend. revision of subparagraph
23.175(a)(4) to include a trim speed 8. high as
the speed used to show compliance with the
engine cooling requirements of § 23.1041.
Conference discussion indicated that the
engine cooling requirements were already in
n 23.1045 and 23.1047. and that clarification
was needed prior to further action.
Conference proposal 122 recommendJ that
the engine power be the maximum
continuoua power or the maximum power
selected by the applicant as an operating
limitation for use during a climb. It was the
conference consensus that this revision to
1 23.175(a)(31 .bould be made and lbe FAA
agrees. Conference proposal 122 also
recommends that the flaps be in the retracted
position. The FAA does not agree with this
recommendation because the climb flap
position may be other than the retracted
position and the present wording of the
current requirement encompasses all
positions used for climb.

Conference proposal 123 proposes to revise
the required crnise conditions by eliminating
reference to high speed and low speed crnise
conditions, and to eliminate the gear down
conditiolL The only commenter doubted that
sufficient justification existed to change the
current rule as proposed. Subsequent. to the
conference, the FAA issued amendment 23
34 (52 FR 1806;'January 15, 1987) revising
I 23.175. No additional revision i' proposed.

Conference proposal 124 recommended
adding a requirement to evaluate an airplane
for static longitudinal stability in the takeoff
configuration. The PAA t. not aware of any
in service probleml relating to the lack of a
,pecific requirement for such an evaluation.
Accordingly, no requirement Is proposed.

Reference: Conference proposal, 121. 122.
123, and 124.

••••

and forces must not reverse as the angle
of sideslip i. increased. Enough bank
must accompany the sideslip to hold a
constant heading. Rapid entry into, and
recovery from, 8 maximum sideslip
considered appropriate for the airplane
must not result in uncontrollable flight
characteristics.

Explanation: The FAA is proposing to
revise paragraph (a) to require that static
directional and lateral stability be shown
under more realistic operating conditions
expected in service. Paragraph (a](1] would
be revised to evaluate the static directional
stability in the approach configuration at the
engine power necessary to maintain a 3
degree angle of descent in symmetrical
coordinated flight instead of the maximum
continuous power condition currently
required.

A revision to paragraph (a)(2] is proposed
that would require static lateral stability in
the landing configuration at the engine power
neceuary to maintain a 3 degree angle of
descent in symmetrical coordinated flight
instead of the 75 percent maximum
continuous power condition currently
required. In addition. it is proposed to delete
the current requirement. which states that the
bank angle may not be less than 10 degrees.
Many airplane. are being required to
demonstrate compliance within a condition
that results in an unsteady sideslip and
necessitates the presence of interconnect
springs or other types of interconnections.
The issue is related to crosswind landing
control The incorporation of spring
interconnects for small or zero Sideslip may
lead to hazardous crosswind landings when
small or zero sideslip should not be
hazardous. Conference proposal 126
recommends permitting an unstable rale of
roll not to exceed 1 degree per second. It was
the consensus at the conference that the
meaourement of 1 degree per secoJ.ld in flight
could result in an unrealistic or unrepetitive
evaluation of the static lateral stability of the

. airplane because of shifts within the fuel
tank. The FAA agrees. and therefore, the 1
degree per second instability is not being
proposed.

Conference proposal 127 was generally
agreed upon as encompassing the necessary
improvements to the current rule. That
proposal specifies angles of bank for the
tests. Specified angles of bank were rejected
by the attendees because of agreement to
remove the mandatory bank angle in the
current requirement of paragraph (aJ(2), since
most airplanes are demonstrating compliance
in what amounts to an unsteady sideslip
maneuver. In addition. the conference
proposal recommends relaxation of the .
requirements proposed for landplanes when
modified by the addition of floats to convert
the landplane to a seaplane. The
recommendation applicable to seaplanes
with floatl il baled upon the well recognized
and very specialized constraints applicable
to floalplane operations. Conventional floats
are. by their design. destabilizing when
added to an airplane. If the basic airplane is
then modified to regain the stability levels of

17. Section 23.177 is amended by
revising paragrapbs (a)(I). (a)(2) and
[a)[3) to read as follows:

§ 23.177 St.tle dl,actlon.land tate,.1
atablllty.

(a)· • *
[1) The static directional stability. as

shown by the tendency to recover from
a skid with the rudder free. must be
positive for any landing gear and flap
position appropriate to the takeoff.
climb, cruise, approach and landing
conflgurations. This must be shown with
symmetrical power up to maximum
continuous power, and at speeds from
1.2 V_, in the takeoff configuration and
1.3 V_, in other configurations, up to the
maximum allowable speed for the
condition being investigated in the
takeoff, climb, cruise and approach
configurations. For the landing
configuration. the power must be up to
that necessary to maintain a 3 degree
angle of descent in coordinated flight.
The angle of sideslip for these tests must
be appropriate to the type of airplane.
At larger angles of sideslip. up to that at
which full rudder is used or a control
force limit in § 23.143 is reached.
whichever occurs first. and at speeds
from 1.2 V_, to VA, the rudder pedal force
must not reverse.

(2) The static lateralatabilily, as
shown by the tendency to raise the low
wing in a sideslip, must be positive for
any landing gear and flap position. This
must be sbown with symmetrical power.
up to 75 percent of maximum continuous
power, at speeds above 1.2 VSI in the
takeoff configuration and 1.3 V_, in other
configurations. up to the maximum
allowable speed for the configuration
being investigated in the takeoff, climb,
approach and cruise configurations. For
the landing configuration, the power
must be up to that necessary to maintain
a 3 degree angle of descent in
coordinated flight. The angle of bank for
these tests must be appropriate to the
type of airplane and the rudder force
must not exceed 150 pounds. The static
lateral stability must not be negative at
1.2V_,.

(3) In straight. steady slip. at 1.2 V_,
for any landing gear and flap positions.
and for any symmetrical power
conditions up to 50 percent of maximum
continuous power, the aileron and
rudder control movements and forces
must increase steadily, but not
necessarily in constant proportion, 8S
the angle of .lip i. increaaed up to the
maximum appropriate to the type of
airplane. At larger .lip angles up to the
angle at which full rudder and aileron
control is used or 8 control force limit
contained in 123.143 i. obtained. the
aileron and rudder control movements

•

•

•

•

•

••

•

•
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(f) • .. •

(4) Power:
(il Power off: and
(ii) For airplanes of 6.000 pounds or

less maximum weight, 75 percent of
maximum continuous power; or

(iii) For airplanes of more than 6.000
pounds maximum weight. the power
required for level flight in the landing
configuration at maximum landing
weight and 8 speed of 1.4 Vs ()< except
that the power may not be less than SO
percent of maximum continuous power

(c) The wings level stall
characteristics must be demonstrated in
flight as follows: Starting from a speed
above the stall warning speed. the
elevator control must be pulled back so
that the rate of speed reduction will not
exceed one knot per second until a stall
is produced. as shoW!1 by an
uncontrollable downward pitching
motion of the airplane, until the control
reaches the stop. or until the activation
of an artificial stall barrier; e.g.• stick
pusher. Normal use of the elevator
control for recovery is allowed after the
pitching motion has unmistakably
developed. or after the control has been
held against the stop for not less than
two seconds. In addition. engine power
may not be increased for recovery until
the speed has increased to
approximately 1.2 VS1'

• • • •

the current requirements 8!"e appropriate. but
that if removed from the section. the numbers
should be stated in the Engineering Flight
Test Guide for Small Airplanes. The FAA
concluded that the current requirements are
adequate and should not be revised.

Conference proposal 139 recommends a
r.ew requirement concerning the dynamic
stability of an ait)lIane conducted under the
conditions in which the longitudinal static
stability is assessed under § Z3.115. It was the
consensus at the conference that the airplane
should be evaluated os stated in the proposal
for a new paragraph (c) to § 23.181 and the
FAA agrees. The opinion was olso expressed
that the requirements should be more precise,
hcwever. no specific recomrnendalions were
received. Conference proposal 140
recommends subEtantially the same
requirement 8S conference proposal 139, but
the consensus at the conference was that the
recommendation oC conference proposal 140
was not clear and that guidance material o(
the Engineering Flight Test Guide for Small
Airplanes would be appropriate for applying
the proposed rule of paragraph (c) to , 23.181-

Refereocu: Conference proposaJa 135
through 140.

20. Section 23.201 is amended by
revising paragraphs (c). (£)(4). and (£)(5)
to read as follows:

§ 23.201 Wlng.levelatan.

the landolane, controllability of the
floatplane while on the water is almost
always severely broited. The proponent of
this recoT!lID.endation contends that by
limiting the application of tbe
recommendation to the addition of floats aD
previously certificated landplanes, an initial
baseline stability level is assured. The
installation of floats will cause an
Incremental reduction in the baseline
stability levels that the proponent considered
acceptable. subject to the constraints as sel
forth in the recommendation when the basic
stability requirements are the ssme as those
required of landplanes. The FAA recognizes
that the installation of floats on a landplane
will present a problem to stability but is of
the opinion that an airplane. whether a
landplane or a seaplline so converted by the
addition of floats, must comply 't\"ilh the static
directional and lateral stability requirements.

Conference proposal 129 recommends a
relaxation of the static lateral stabilily
requirement similar to that permitted by the
military in requirement! set Corth in Military
Standard MIL-F-8785B. The FAA does not
agree with this relaxation became the
handling qualities requirements for the
military emphasize maneuverability at the
expense of stability in their airplanes nnd the
objectives of the requirements are not the
same.

Conference proposal 130 recommends
relaxing the speed requirement to 1.3 v.'>I in
configurations other than the takeoff
configuration. It was the conference
consensus that this relaxation would more
realistic;ally set forth a minimum requirement,
since rarely are airplanes operated below 1.3
VlI't. The FAA agrees with the recommended
revision.

Conference proposal 131 recommends
deleting the requirements currently set forth
in paragraph (b) of § 23.177 because two·
control airplanes have not been designed for
a number of years and any future designs
could be addressed by the issuance of special
conditions. It was the consensus that because
paragraph (b) states the requirements for
two-control airplanes, the processIng of
special conditions could be time-consuming.
Therefore. the FAA does not propose any
action to remove the requirements for two.
control airplanes. since the requirements
should be available to any applicant desiring
to design a two.contro18irplane in the future.

Reforence: Conference proposals 125, 126,
127, 129, 130, and 131. Conference proposal
128 was deferred for discussion under the
issues applicable to the "primary catego;;y"
airplane currently under consideration by the
FAA.

§ 23.179 IRemoved]
18. Section 23.179 is removed.

Explanation: The current requirements of
~ 23.179 Instrumented stick force
measurements. are statements of how the
requirements may be met rather than actual
requirements. It was the consensus at the
conference, and the FAA agrees, that the
materia) should be in an Advisory Circular
since the material is considered guidance for
type certification programs.

Reference: Conference proposals 132, 133,
and 134.

19. Section 23.181 is amended by
revising paragraphs (a](2) and (b)(2).
and by adding a new paragraph (c) to
read as [0110\'\08:

§ 23.181 Dynamic stability.
(a)" .. ..
(2) In a fixed position except when

compliance with § 23.072 is shown.
(b) •.••
(2) In a fixed position except when

compliance with § 23.672 is shown.
(c) During the conditions as specified

in § 23.175, when the longitudinal
control force required to maintain
speeds differ'.ng from the trim speed by
at least plus and minus 15 percent ia
suddenly released, the response of the
airplane must not exhibit any dangerous
characteristics nor be excessive in
relation to the magnitude of the control
force released. Any long-period
oscillation of flight path (phugoid
oscillation) that results must not be so
unstable as to increase the pilot's
workload or otherwise endanger the,
airplane.

Explanation: The FAA is revising the
requirement to account for required stability
augmentation systems and is proposing a
requirement to evaluate the airplane (or
phugoid·type oscillations. Flight test
experience has shown that devices employed
in the longitudinal stability of an airplane can
introduce unacceptable dynamic
characteristics as a result of violent phugoid
type oscillations when small out-of-trim
control forces are released. The additional
requirement is proposed to assure that an
evaluation is made for such characteristics.

The FAA received six recommendations to
revise § 23.181. Conference proposal 135
recommends specific numbers to defme when
short period oscillations are heavily damped.
It was the consensus at the conference, and
the FAA agrees, that short period behavior is
obvious and that the guidance material
contained In the then current FAA Order
8110.7, Engineering Flight Test Guide for
Small Airplanes, is satisfactory without
requiring force measurements in every case.
(Note: FAA Order 8110.7 bas been canceled
and replaced by Advisory Circular AC 23-8A,
"Flight Test Guide for Certification of Part 23
Airplanes". dated February 9. 1989.)
Conference proposal 136 addresses the
requirement. of § 23.181 when a yaw damper
is installed The FAA has determined that the
proposed change to I 23.181 is unnecessary
because the airplane must comply with the
requirements whether or not a yaw damper is
installed to meet the requirements.
Conference proposal 137 recommends
evaluation of short period oscillations to the
Vo speed. The FAA has concluded that such
evaluations are currently required by
§§ 23.251 and 23.253. Therefore, 8 revision to
§ 23.181 to address this Issue is unnecessary.
Conference proposal 138 recommends
removal of the specific requirements of
damping in § 23.181(b) and recommends that
the airplane must be positively damped with
the controls free. It was the consensus that

• • • •
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(4) Exceeding a bank angle of 60
degrees in the original direction of tha

and need not exceed 75 percent
maximum continuous power.

(5) Trim: The airplane trimmed at a
speed as near 1.5 VS1 as practicable.

(b] When the stall has fully developed
or the elevator has reached its stop. it
must be possible to regain level flight by
normal use of the flight controls but
without increasing power, and
without-

Explanation: The FAA is proposing to
clarify the requirements of paragraph (e) by
stating the length of time that the elevator
control must be against the stop to consider
that the airplane is in a stall condition. In
addition, the FAA recognizes the use of
artificial stall barrier systems such 8S 8 sUck
pusher, 8S an acceptable means of defining
stall when the artificial stall barrier system
activates. It was the consensus of the
attendees at the conference that this
clarification is needed in the airworthiness
standard!!.

The FAA is proposing to revise paragraph
(0 to differentiate between airplanes of 6.000
pounds or less and those of more than 6.000
pounds with respect to the power to be used
in power-on stalls. Heavier airplanes with
high power--to·weight ratios attain extremely
high nose attitudes at 75 percent maximum
continuous power. The FAA does not
consider the tests demonstrating stall
characteristics from these extremely nose
high attitudes 8S an enhancement to safety.
Accordingly. the FAA 18 proposing to lower
the power by proposing that a power be used
of not less than 50 percent maximum
continuous power or the power necessary to
maintain level flight in the landing
configuration and 8 speed ofl.4 Vso.lt was
the consensus that these revisions would
enhance the level of safety during wings level
stall tests and not lower than the level of
safety intended by the airworthiness
standards.

In addition. the FAA Is proposing a
revision to the him speed used during the
tests. The current requirement states that the
airplane must be trimmed at 1.5 VSI or at the
minimum trim speed. whichever is higher. It
is being proposed that the trim speed be 88
near 1.5 VSI 8S practicable. It was the
consensus that the current requirement
should be revised to be more general than
currently stated. However. one proposal to
relax the trim requitementto values of 1.3 VSI
to 1.5 VSI was not generally supported and
the FAA concurs with the nonsupport of this
proposal.

Reference!: Conference proposals 141
through 147.

21. Section 23.203 Is amended by
revising paragraphs (b) introductory
text. (b)(4). (b)(5). (c)(l). (c)(4), and [c)(5)
to read 8S follows.:

§ 23.203 Turning flight and accelerated
atall..

•

•••

•

•

(6) Trim: Level flight, critical engine
inoperative. except that for an airplane
of 6,000 pounds or less maximum weight
that has a stalling speed of 61 knots or
less and c~nnot maintain level flight
with the critical engine inoperative. the
airplane must be trimmed for straight
flight. critical engine inoperative. at a
speed as near 1.5 VS1 as practicable.

Explanation: The FAA is proposing that
critical engine inoperative stalls be evaluated
with the wing flaps in the climb position. The
flap position to show compliance with the
requirements for climb with the critical
engine inoperative may not necessarily be the
retracted position as currently required. This
additional configuration is likely to occur
subsequent to an engine failure and the FAA
is of the opinion that the stall evaluation
requirements should include this
conftguration if different from the retracted
position. There were no objections voiced at
the conference to this proposal.

The FAA is proposing to require that the
airplane be trimmed at a speed as near 1.5
VS l as practicable in place of the current
requirement, which states "at a speed not
greater than 1.5 Va/'. It was the consensus
that this change to the airworthiness
standards should be proposed.

One submittal to the conference does not
recommend any speciftc changes to this
section, but rather advanced a concept of
adequate requirements for minimum control
speeds with the critical engine inoperative.
Vile. stall characteristics with the critical
engine inoperative, and pilot training. The
FAA concurs with the concepts submitted.

References: Conference proposals 151, 153.
and 154. Conference proposal 152 was 8
continuation of conference proposal 151 and
not 8 separate proposal submittal.

23. Section 23.207 is amended by
revising paragraph (c) and by adding a
new paragraph (d) to read as follows:

§ 23.207 Stall warning.

•

(c) For the stall tests required by
§ 23.201(c), the stall warning must begin
at a speed exceeding the stalling speed
by a margin of not less than 5 knots, but
not more than the greater of 10 knots or

(b) •••

(1) Wing flaps: Retracted and set to
the position used to show compliance
with § 23.67.

and utility category airplanes. It was the
consensus that the current requirements
adequately address these issues and the FAA
agrees. Therefore. the FAA is taking no
action on this recommendation.

References: Conference proposals 148, 149,
150, and 155.

22. Section 23.205 is amended by
revising pa,agraphs (bJ(l] and (b)(6) to
read as follows:

§ 23.205 Critical engine Inoperative stalls..

•••••

turn or 30 degrees in the opposite
direction in the case of turning flight
stalls, and without exceeding a bank
angle of 90 degrees in the original
direction of the tum or 60 degrees in the
opposite direction in the case of
accelerated stallsi and

(5) Exceeding the maximum
permissible speed or allowable limit
load factor.

(c) .....
(1) Wing Flaps: Retracted, fully

extended, and in each intermediate
position. as appropriate.

(4) Pawer:
(i] Power off; and
(ii) For airplanea of 6.000 pounds or

less maximum weight, 75 percent of
maximum continuous power; or

(iii) For airplanes of more than 6.000
pounds maximum weight. the power
required for level flight in the landing
configuration at maximum landing
weight and a speed of 1.4 Vso• except
that the power may not be less than 50
percent maximum continuous power and
Deed not exceed 75 percent maximum
continuous power.

(5) Trim: The airplane trimmed at a
speed 88 near 1.5 VSJ as practicable,

Explanation: The FAA is proposing
changes to the roll excursion requirements in
paragraph (b) to clarify the permissible limits
for both turning stalls and accelerated staUs.
The current requirement for not more than 60
degrees of roll is considered to be
insufficiently severe in the case of turning
flight stalls because it would pennit a roll
into the turn to go to 90 degrees of bank. In
addition, the current requirement is
considered overly stringent in the case of a
roll out of the turn in an accelerated stall
since the bank angle is limited to 30 degrees.
It is proposed to permit a bank angle of up to
60 degrees. It was the consensus at the
conference that the proposal should be set
forth in a notice of proposed rulemaking.

A> in § 23.201(1]. the FAA is proposing to
re\'ise paragraph (c) to differentiate between
airplanes of 6,000 pounds or less and those of
more than 6.000 pounds with respect to the
power to be used in power·on stalls for the
same reasons provided in the explanation of
the proposed change to § 23.201{f) (Proposal
20 of this notice). It was the consensus that
these revisions would enhance the level of
safety during turning flight and accelerated
stall tests.

In addition, the FAA is proposing a
revision to the trim speed to be used during
the tests. It is being proposed that the trim
speed be as near 1.5 VSI 8S practicable. It
wae the consensus at the conference that the
current requirement should be revised to be
more general than currently stated. However,
one proposal to change the trim requirements
to values of 1.3 V Sl to 1.5 VSI was not
generally supported by the attendees nor by
the FAA.

Conference proposal 155 recommends
additional stall require~ents for aerobatlc

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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(d) Seaplanes must demonstrate
satisfactory directional stability and
control for water operations up to the
maximum wind velocity specified in
paragraph (aJ of this section.

Explanation: The FAA is proposing to
clarify p.!lragraph (a) by specifying that it
musl be demonstrated that the cunent
requirements are met. The recommendation
was made on the basis that "demonstrated
crosswind velocity" must be shown and
§ 23.233 was not clear that controllability in a
crosswind had to be demonstrated.

The FAA is proposing to revise paragraph
(b) by requiring that the airplane be

pilot chooses to use a headset spectfically
designed to reduce apparent noise level.
Several commenters identified other required
audible w&ming systems. Since reasonable
design would introduce the stall warning into
the speaker system and, subsequently. into
the headset.. the commenters discussed
whether these systems could or should also
be introduced into the speaker system so that
they could be fed into the earphones of
Bcoustical attenuating headsets.

Section 23.207 reql:ires that "the statI
warning must give clearly distinguishable
indications under expected conditions of
flight," The FAA recognizes that there might
be airplanes that, because of the noisy
environment or other reasons such as to
reduce pilot workload, would require
acousticalaltenuating headsets a8 8

mandatory part of the basic certification. If
these exist. compliance with § 23.207 would
demand that audible enunciations be fed
through the headset. The FAA does not
propose to impose such requirements on
slrplanes when the pilot chooses to
voluntarily use such a headset. Additionally.
there are part 23 airplanes with stan warning
systems that are driven aerodynamically and
CIe completely independent of any electrical
system. The FAA does not propose to
prohibit such designs by demanding that
these stall warnings be somehow introduced
Into the speaker system. Accordingly, no
change is proposed.

Reference: Conference proposuls ]56. 157,
158, 159. and 160.

24. Section 23.233 is amended by
revising paragraphs (a) and (b), and by
adding a new paragraph (d) to read as
follow.:

§ 23.233 Directional stability and control,
(a) It must be demonstrated that there

is no uncontrollabllf ground or water
looping tendency in 90" crosswinds. up
to a wind velocity of 0.2 Vsa. at Bny
speed at which the airplane may be
expected to be operated on the ground
or water.

(b) The airplane must be satisfactorily
controllable in power-off landings at
normal landing speed. without using
brakes or engine power to maintain a
straight path until the speed ha.
decreased to at least 50 percent of the
speed at touchdown.

15 percent of the stalling speed, and
must continue until the stall occurs.

(d) For all other stall tests, the stall
warning must begin at not less than 5
knots above the stall speed and be
sufficiently in advance of the sran for
the stall to be averted by action after the
stall warning first occurs. In addition,
the stall warning must not operate
during a normal takeofr, a takeoff
continued with one engine inoperative
or approach to landing.

Explanation: The FAA is proposin& a
revision to paragraph (e) to require the
cUJ'!'ent stall warning margins to be
applicable to straight stalls 8S set forth in
~ 23.201(c} and to state requirements for
turning flight and accelerated stalls in a new
paragraph (d). The proposal is to assure that
an ad.1quate margin above the stalling speed
exists in the two stall condition requirements;
Le., §§ 23.201 and 23.203.

Service experience has shown iliat the
current requirements are appropriate for
slow. wings level stalls but when the stall
warning margin requirements are applied to
turning flight and accelerated stalls that the
time differences between the stall warning
and stall is often so small that the pilot has
insufficient time to prevent the siall. This has
bEen found to be particularly true duriJJg
accelerated stalls with the upper limit at 10
knots above tho stall.

It wos the conference consensus thai the
previously discussed changes to the stall
warning requirements should be proposed by
the FAA in a notice of proposed rulemnking.
One issue discussed regarding operation of
the stall warning was in conference proposal
159. which stated, in part. the stall warning
shall not operate during normol takeoff or
landing. While it"was agreed that the stall
warning should not activate during normal
takeoffs. some normal landings may result in
Activation of the stail warning. Therefore. it
was suggested that the word "approach" be
used in place of landing. The FAA agrees.

Conference proposal 156 recommends that
the pilot be provided with a visual display
that indicates that the airplane's stall margin
is the relationship between the airplane's lift
coefficient and the rnaximwn lift coefficient
possible for the airplane's configuration.
There was no expression of disagreement
with the objectives of this proposal, but it
was considered to be beyond the scope of the
requirements of part 23. The proposal seems
to state design criteria Cor the system instead
of statins the objectives necessary to regu.late
s stl\lI warning.

Conference proposal 158 recommends
l.Hiding a sentence to the current requirements
that under all conditions of power, flap and
entry rate, objectionable warnings must be
minimized. The FAA agrees with this
objective. but is of the opinion that the
proposed revisions of paragraph (cl and the
new paragraph Cd) meet this objective.

Conference proposal 160 recommends
adding a requirement that the stall warning
be audible to the pilot when wearing
approved headphones. There were extensive
comments relative to Ule audibility of
warnings. including stall warnings, when the

• •

satisfactorily controllable by the
aerodynamic forces of the rudder until the
airspeed has reduced to at Jeast half of the
touchdown speed. It was the conference
consensus that this requirement would assure
adequate directional stability and control.

The FAA is proposing directional stability
and control requirements for seaplanes to
assure ressonabie control of the airplane
during water operations up to the maximum
wind velocity of 0.2 Vso. There was a
question raised at the conference a8 to
whether the recommendation was necessary.
The FAA has detennined that the proposal
should be stated for aeaplanes based upon
the problems encountered where ".tep
taxiing" and turns on the step have created
hazardous conditions in strong crosswinds.

Reference: Conference proposals 168 and
160.

25. Section 23.235 is revised to read as
follows:

§ 23.235 Taxiing condlUon.

(aJ The shock-absorbing mechanism
must not damage the structure of the
airplane when the airplane is taxied on
the roughest ground that may be
reasonably expected in normal
operation. including takeoffs and
landings.

(b) The applicant must provide water
handling infonnation and allowable sea
conditions for seaplanes and
amphibians in the Airplane Flight
Manual'in accordance with
§ 23.1581(a)(2).

Explanation: The current requirement for
taxiing conditions only refers to one aspect of
operation on rough surfaces. The FAA is
proposing to require an evaluation of the
operation of the airplane on the roughest
surface that may be reasonably expected in
service during taxiing. takeoffs, and landings.
Thi9 proposal reflects the operational
experience of some sma.ll airplanes.

The FAA is proposing to. require water
handling information and information on
allowable sea conditions for small airplanes
that may be operated from water.

It was the consensus at the conference that
the existing requirements be expanded to
Include the evaluation of rough surface
takeoffs and landings. Also. it was agreed
that the water handling characteristics be
included in the Airplane Flight Manual in
accordance with I 23.1581(a)(2}. where other
information is required that is necessary for
safe operation because of design, operating,
or handling characteristics for seaplanes and
amphibian airplanes.

Reference: Conference proposals 170 and
171.

26. Section 23.251 is revised to read as
follows:

§ 23.251 Vibrallon and bUlleling.
There must be no vibration or

buffeting severe enough to result in
structural damage, and each part of the
airplane must be free from excessive
vibration, under any appropriate speed
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• •

(b) The structure must be able to
support ultimate loadl without failure
for at least three leconds. except local

E..,<planatioo: The FAA Is proposing to
expand the trim condition specified in
paragraph (a) from "any likely cruise speed"
to "any likely speed". This encompasses the
descent trim condition. It was the conference
consensus that this change should be made.

The proposal to revise paragraph (b) would
apecify that the speed warning tJ that stated
in § Z3.1303. It was the conference consensus
that this proposal was needed for clarity.

Reference: Conference proposals 173 and
174.

28. Section 23.305 Is amended by
revising paragraph (b) to read as
follows:

§ 23.305 Strength and doiormaUon.

(a) Operating conditions and
characteristics likely to cause
inadvertent speed increases (including
upsets in pitch and roll) must be
simulated with the airplane trimmed at
any likely speed up to V"o!MMo. These
conditions and characteristics include
gust upsets. inadvertent control
movements, low stick force gradients in
relation to control friction, passenger
movement. leveling off from climb. and
descent from Mach to airspeed limit
altitude.

(b) Allowing for pilot reaction time
after occurrence of the effective inherent
or artificial speed warning specified in
§ 23.1303, it must be shown that the
airplane can be recovered to a Donna!
attitude and its speed reduced to V"o'
MMo. without-

The submitter contends that correction of test
results is necessary to ensure a correct
interpretation of that test The submitter
states that simUllr requirements exist in part
25.

Several commenters disagreed with the
proposal. One commenter pointed out that
existing part 25 excludes redundant-type
structure. The commenter noted that. from a
practical sense. in redundant-type structural
testing, it would be difficult to identify the
failure sequence and then apply the proper
correction factors, especially In light of the
different modes of failure. That commenter
also noted that corrections for dynamic tests
would be difficult.

Another commenter also contended that
part 25 excludes redundant-type structure.
The commenter slated that it would be
difficult to decide what correction factor to
apply because such factors would be
different for each member of the structure.
Also, the correction factor would be different
fot' each failure mode: e.g., tensile. shear, or
buckling. The commenter asserted that the
problem Is compounded when trying to
detennine what failure occurs first in order to
determine what correction factor to apply.

Another commenter referred to a letter sent
by that commenter to the FAA in response to
solicitation for comments on a proposed
adVisory circular on the subject of material
correction factors, Although the letter was
not read into the record at the conference.
pertinent portions of that letter are presented
here. In that leHer. the commenter contended
that no predictable procedure exists to apply
toad correction ratios and that IUch a
proposal indicates FAA's belief that mill
tolerance standards for contemporary aircraft
are inadequate. In the letter. the commenter
stated that such a position 11 unfounded
based on long experience of previously testsd
airplanes. The commenter further pointed out
that CAR 3.174 was not changed when it was
recodified into § 23.307 and contended Illat
policy material related to CAR 3.114 is still
pertinent to t 23,307. The commenter ergued
that the FAA should reissue the policy
related to CAR 3.174.

Note: For clarification to the reader. the
_referenced policy material (CAM 3.174-1{b»
is provided 8S part of the analysis section
below.

Another commenter contended that there
are very rigid procedures for quality control
and that adoption of conference proposal 179
would be. in effect. showing a lack of
confidence in assuming that the Item does, in
fact. conform to the drawings.

Two other commenters agreed that there is
no rational way to correct for material
variability and that dimensional variability
was part of the quality control system.

Two commenters supported the proposal
and voiced support for !:he draft advisory
circular titled "Material Correction Factors
Notice of Availability, published in the
Federal Regilto, (49 Fa 4299: February 3.
1984). That draft AC has been withdrawn by
the FAA, 8S published in the Federal Register
(51 FR 488; January 8, 1986). In part, becaule
of Jack of a regulatory basi•.

•

•

•

••

•

•

•

Explanation: This proposal recommends 8
new requirement to correct stroctural test
results for material correction factors. There
were four conference proposals directed
toward § 23.307. This proposal WllS

developed from conference proposal 179.
Conference proposal 179 recommends that

the results of strength tests be corrected to
account for departures from the mechanical
properties and dimensions assumed in the
design calculations. In support of conference
proposal 1?:9, the submitter contends that
variations in mechanical properties are
accounted for during structural analysis by
careful selection of design values to assure
that the probability of structure being under
strength because of material variations II
sufficiently remote. as required by existing
I 23.613(b). The submitter states that when
the manufacturer elects to demonstrate
compliance with the strength requirements 01
part 23 by testing, it becomes equally
necessary to account for material variaUon•.

(b) In order to minimize the possibility
of any structure being under strength.
the results obtained from required
substantiating load tests conducted
instead of analysis. or at load levels not
substantiated by analysis. must be
corrected using material correction
factors to account for-

{lJ Differences between the
mechanical properties of the test article
and the guaranteed minimum design
mechoical properties defined in 123.815:
and

(2J Dimensional variations of the test
article from the minimum construction
dimensions listed in the typa design.

failures or structural instabilities
between limit and ultimate load are
acceptable only if the structure can
sustain the required ultimate load for at
least three seconds. However, when
proof of strength is shown by dynamic
tests simulating actual load conditiona,
the three second limit does not apply.

Explanation: This proposal clarifies the
FAA's interpretation offailure during static
ultimate load test. Using existing § 23.305. the
test is a failure if a part or component fails
(e.g., a rivet) beyond limit load but below
ultimate load during a static ultimate load
test. Using a more liberal interpretation. a
failure or structural instability between limit
and ultimate load is acceptable Bslong 88 the
entire structure demonstrates the capability
to ca.rry ultimate load for three seconds. This
proposal clarifies this disparity but is not
intended to relieve the requirement for
deflection shown In § Z3.301fc) or § 23.305{a).
The Intent of this proposal was unoppoeed .t
the conference.

Reference: Conference proposal 178.

29. Section 23.307 is amended by
redesignating existing paragraph (b) as
paragraph (c): and by adding a new
paragraph (b) to read as follows:

§ 23.307 Prool 01 atructure.

•••

••

•

•

and power conditions up to VoIMo. In
addition, there must be no buffeting in
any normal flight condition severe
enough to interfere with the satisfactory
control of the airplane or cause
excessive fatigue to the flight crew. Stall
warning buffeting within these limits is
allowable.

Explanation: The FAA is proposing a
change to the current requirement to clarify
that buffeting must not cause strnctural
damage in any envelope condition and to
specify a single value of VtJlMn rather than
the minimum value of VD permitted in the
structural requirements. The VD!MD value is
consistent with other handling qualities
assessed and Is compatible with the
structural requirements. There was consensus
at the conference that the cutTent
requirement should be revised to addresll
these changes.

Reference: Conference proposal 172.

27. Section 23.253 is amended by
revising paragraphs (a) and (b)
introductory text to read 88 follows:

§ 23.253 High speed charactortltlco.
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(b) Considering compressibility effects
81 each speed, compliance with the
fiightload requirements of this subpart
must be shown-

Explanation: This proposal recommends
thht the effects of compressibility on flight
loads be considered at each speed within the
envelope. There were three conference
proposals directed toward § 23.321. This
proposal is developed from nearly identical
conference proposals 183 and 185.

Such tcsting techniqucs. witbout material
COl'Tection factors to account for variations in
material strength and dimensional variations.
take advantage of the variation in material
properties inherent in the marerial itself and
call result in tested strengths highcr t1J.Bn
thGse ('xpected on production arUcles. For
sir gle load path stnJchlrea wbere L.~e design
"A" values of ~nL-HOBK-5are appropriate.
th~re IS 8 P5 percent confidence level that S9
percent of the articles will fail at e load
highu than the design value. The chance of a
ccmpor.ent failing during testing belo'\".' the
design value is roughly one out of one
hundred. As incremental increases in load
ar. applied to the structure. the probebility of
failure increases, but the design "A" \'alue is
compromised. The incremental increases in
loed tend to test the probability of the
material strength values. not the structure.
For redundant structure, the 95 percent
confidence level for a material being below
the design "a" value is 90 percent. In multi
load path {redundant} structure. the chance of
surc"ss is 90 out of 100 for each component.
If the structure consists of 100 articles. the
argument can be made that to may be under
strength.

Historically. aluminum slrncture has met
close dimensional mill tolerances and has
had material properties test results provided
to the &irframe manufacturer by the metal
manufacturer. The current use of advanced
composite malerials places the airframe
manufacturer in the posture of manufacturing
the: matmial as well as fabricating the parl
Varia.tions in both the dimensions and the
material properties for these articles tend to
be ~reater than those of metal structures.
These variations can become critical during
substantiation testing.

The FAA recognizes that past structural
teeling practices have produced structures
demonstrating a sound safety record. In
addition, the agency has nevcr set tolerance
limits on the dimensions used in the type
d!}sign. However. it is the FAA's position that
.ome accounting for material variabHity is
appropriate. The FAA offers the proposed
rule to solicit public comment to beUer
detennine the need for, llnd the definition of.
8 requirement to account for the variability of
dimensions and material properties for mill
fabricated metals and airframe manufacturer
fabricated composite materials.

Reference: Conference proposals 179, 180,
18t. and 182.

30. Section 23.321 is amended by
revising paragraph (b) introductory text
to read as follows:

§ 23.321 General.

FAA Annl}'sfs-A review of the regulatory
history relating to matarial correction factors
follows.

CAR 04.3021 stated. in pertinent part. that
when a unit other than the specific one tested
is incorporated in the airplane p~sented for
certification. the resulls of strength tests shall
be reduced to correspond to the minimum
guaranteed mechanical properties of material
spt'cified in the drawings. unJes5 the J('ads
are carried at least 15 percent beyond the
required values.

CAR 3 did not contain tDe above
requirement. but CAM 3 did contain the
foliowing policy:

"CAM 3.174-1(b) In CBses of static or
d} namlc tests of stI"J.clural components. no
m~terial correcticn factor is required. The
m"nUf8ctur~r.however. should use care to
lee that the strength of the component tested
conservatively represents the streng~h of
subsequent similar components to be used on
aircraft to be presented for certification. The
mar.ufaclurcr should. in addition. include in
his report of tests of major structural
components, a statement substantially as
foHows:

"The strength properties of materials a.nd
dimensions of parts used in the structural
component{s} tested are such that subsequent
components of these types used in aircraft
presented for certification will have strengths
substantially equal to or exceeding the
strengths of t.he components tested."

Part 23 does not contain 8 specific
requirement for material correction factors.
However, the following requirement is
contained in current I 2..1.615 Design
properties:

§ 23.615(c) Material correction factors for
structural items such as sheets. sheet-stringer
combinat.!ons. and riveted joints. may be
omitted if sufficient test data is obtained to
allow a probability analysis shOWing that 90
percent or more of the elements wiil equal or
exceed allowable design values.

The current related transport airplane
requirement is included herein for
compariaon..

§ 25,307{d) \\"hen static or dynamic test.
are used to show compiiance with the
requiremcnts of I 25,S05(b} for flight
structures. Appropriate material correction
factors must be applied to the test results,
unless the stnJcture, or part thereof, being
tested has features such that a number of
elements contribute to the total strength of
tbe slructure and the failure of one element
results in the redist.ribution of the load
through altemate load paths.
~st conference analysis indicates that the

FAA has approved various testing techniques
for showing cornplianr.e 'hith the
re1uirements of existing I 23.307 or its
pred~ces80"" One technique involves
incrementally Increasing and releasing the
load while monitoring deflection to determine
when pennanent deformation occurs. then
increasing the load incrementally. holding
each increment for three seconds. until failure
occurs. Such 8 technique ic used to d~fine the
values of limit load: i.e., the highest load
camed before the structure suffers
permanent deformation, and ultimate load.:
i.e.• the highest load held by the structure for
three seconds prior to failure.

• • •

Currently. part 23 docs not specifically
require consideration of the effects of
compressibility on airplane night lands, even
though several small airplanes have
configurations and night envelopes where
comp.essibility effects are significant. This
proposal requires that the effects of
compressibiHty be considered throl:ghout the
flight envelope.

Two commenters objected to conference
proposa1183 because it did not specifically
defme a minimum speed below which
co press:bility effects did not need to be
considered. Both commenters noted that
during the FAA sponsored Airframe Policy
and Program Review (October 28, 1983J. the
FAA intended to initiate 8 study to define
such a speed value.

Another comment~rdid not object to
revising f Z3.321 to consider compressibility,
but that commenter did disagree with the
statement in conference proposal 183
requiring consideration at every speed within
the envelope, e"en down to slow speeds.

It was tbe conference consensus that
compressibility should be considered when
significant; however, most cornmenters
contended tbat the FAA should promulgate a
minimum airspeE'd below which the effects of
compressibility could be disregarded.

One cornmenter argued that the FAA had
sel a precedent relative to 8 minimum
airspeed for consideration of compressibility
in the exisling flutter requirements of
f 23.629{d)(l) by limiting the simplified flutter
criteria to below Mach .6 above 14.000 feet.
(See proposed change to 23.629.)

One commenter differentiated between the
free-stream Mach number of the airplane and
the Mach number of the airflow over certain
local areas on the airfoil. That commenter
noted that a definite minimum Mach number
would be convenient, but not necessarily
accurate for all conditions or for all airplanes.

Another commenter noted that the
compressibility effect at 60 knots could
ob\iously be considered insignificant:
therefore, that commenter argued that m such
a case compressibility ha.d been considered
and compliance with the proposed rule could
be shown without extensive analysis.

Post conference review indicates that
consideration of compressibility will vary
with the particular airfoil and wing chcsen..
the airplane configuration, and the
operational envelope of the airplane. The
FAA does not agree tha t the airspeed value
in f 23.629. which limits the use of simplified
flutter c :teria, is pertinent to this issue.

Conference consensus was that significant
effects of compressibility must be accounted
for. The FAA does not agree that a finn
number should be placed in the regulations to
deflne when compressibility becomes
significant since compressibility effects
become significant based on the nature'of
aerodynamics.

The FAA recognizes that most small
airplanes will not require significant
adjustment8 of flight lo..ds due to
compressibility effects. When data shows
that compressibility effects are insignificant
and. if the certification authority agrees. then
the effects of compressibility will have been
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Expluatlon: Thi, proposallnc1udes the
aerodynamic load. in the design of the engine

§ 23.361 Engine torque.

(a) Each engine mountsnd its
supporting structure must be designed
for the effects of-

(c] The limit engine torque to be
considered under psragraph (a] of this
section must be obtained by multiplying
the mean torque by a factor of-

••••
[c) The tie-down attachment fittings

and tha surrounding structure must ba
designed for limit load conditions
resulting from·wind apeeds up to 65

35. Section 23.415 is amended by
adding a new paragraph [c) to read as
follows:

§ 23.415 Ground guot condition..

mount in addition to the gyroscopic loads
currently required by § 23.371.

Conference proposal 191 recommends that
a specific requirement be added to P81't 23 to
account for Np propeller loads when
deSigning the engine mount and its supporUng
structure. Conference proposal 191
specifically excludes propellers having
diameters of nine feet or less and
recommends accounting for the component of
the propeller lift vector, on large diameter
propellers, that is perpendicular to the
propeller rotation axis that develops during
large pitch or yaw angles.

Discussion at the conference centered
around the specific wording of the proposal.
the definition of "Iarge" angles of pitch and
yaw. and whether the FAA should eSlablisb
a specific propeller size (like a diameter of
nine feet) to define when sucb aerodynamic
loads become critical.

Post conference review Indicates that
Advisory Circular AC 20-66 entitled
Vibration Evaluation ofAircraft Propellers
makes subjective statements on propeller
vibration for propellers whose diameter is
above or below 13 feet. British Civil
Airworthiness Requirements (BCAR) Chapter
K3-4 addresses asymmetric flow through the
propeller disc and states that such effecls are
relatively smaH and may be discounted on
propellers having diamaters of njne feet or

, les8.
The aerodynamic loads specified in this

proposal include asymmetric flow through the
propeller disc 8S well as other
aerodynamically induced loads needed to
design the engine mount and supporting
structure. The FAA does not intend to
establish a specific propeller diameter
boundary below which such effects can be
ignored.

Reference: Conference proposal 191,

34. Section 23.397[b] is amended by
removing the words "130 pounds" in the
lsstline of the table and inserting the
words "150 pounds" in its place.

Explanation: This proposal increases the
minimum rudder force shown in the last line
of the tabie of § 23.397[bl from 130 pound. to
150 pounds to make it compatible with the
"strength of pilots" Hntits shown in , 23.143.

There are two conference proposals
directed at f 23.397. This proposal was
developed from conference proposal zoo.
Conference proposal 199 was withdrawn at
the conference. Conference proposal 200 was
accepted at the conference without commenl
or opposition.

Reference: Conference proposal 200.
Conference proposs1199 was withdrawn at
the conference.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

(2) A limit engine torque
corresponding to maximum continuous
power and propeller speed acting
simultaneously with the limit loads from
flight condition A of I 23.333(d]; and

Explanation: This proposal revises I 23.361
to correct an unintended change introduced
to part 2S at amendment 23-26, which
significantly reduced the structural design
torque levels neceasary 10 be considered in
conjunction with flight conditions at lakeoff
power. The intent ia that the lorque factors of
paragraph (c) apply to all of paragraph [a].

This proposal is based on conference
proposal 193 and was accepted without
objection at the conference.

Referenco: Conference proposal 193.

32. Section 23.369 is smended by
revising the heading to read as follows:

§ 23.359 Rear IIIl trus••

Explanation: This proposal changes the
title of § 23.369 by eliminating the phrase
"Special conditions for" at the beginning of
the title block. The content of I 23,369
remains unchanged.

Conference proposal 198 proposes to delete
I 23,369 in its entirety because the submitter
contended that there bas been little interest
in externally hraced wings with a rear 11ft
InIss for the past 30 yeaTS. One commE'lnter
agreed.

The FAA has determined that the
requirements of § 13.369 are valid and
continue to be appropriate for part 23,
However, the PAA bas concluded that the
tenn "special condition" should be limited to
those deslgn features set forth In I 21.16 and
should not be used 10 describe requirements
for existing designs.

Reference: Conference proposal 196.

33. Section 23.371 Is amended by
revising the beading and the
introductory text of this section to read
as follows:

§ 23.371 Gyroscopic and aerodynamtc
loads.

For turbine-powered airplanes. each
engine mount and its supporting
structure must be designed for tha
gyroscopic and aerodynamic loads tha t
result. with the engines at maximum
continuous r.p.m.• under either of the
following conditions:

considered and the intent of this proposed
rule change is met.

Conference proposal 184 recommends that
§ 23.321 include provisions for 8 structural
reserve fuel condition yielding inertia relief
based on wing fuel quantities chosen by the
manufacturer and approved by the
certificating authority. Conference proposal
184 is directed at airplanes having maximum
takeoff weights above 6,000 lbs. and proposes
reductions in design load factors used for the
structural reserve fuel condition from 100
percent to 90 percent of the maneuvering load
factor and to 85 percent of the gust load
factor.

In support of conference proposal 184. the
submitter contends that the struc:tural reserve
fuel condition is missing from part 23. and
conference proposal 184 is submitted to
provide information to manufacturen
wishing to adopt such a condition. The
submitter offen DO reason as to why
conference proposal 164 is restricted to
weights over 6,000 Ibs. and explains thai the
new loads criteria is provided as a backstop
to limit the inertia relief the applicant could
gain by adopting 8 structural reserve
condition. Without those limits, the submitter
contends that the inertia relief would be
fairly unlimited. The submitter confinns that.
regardless of the reserve fuel reUef, the basic
structure must carry .9 times a positive
maneuvering load factor and .85 gust velocity
without consideration of fuel and assuming
that the airplane is at the maximum weight.

One commenter stated that conference
proposa1184 was not needed. That
commenter contended that the general
paragraph under loado [§ 23.301[b)) already
requires load distribution to conservatively
approximate or closely represent actual
conditions aDd that if the design resulted in a
limitation on the airplane due to a zero fuel
condition. part 23 addresses that condition.

It was alao noted at the conference that
conference propossl184 is similar to part 25.
One commenter suggested adoption of the
relevant section of part 25, while another
commenter opposed the inclusion of part 25
on this subject ~

Post conference review indicates that
§ 23.25 defines a minimum weight as not
more than the sum of the empty weight, the
minimum crew and a minimum amount of
fuel specified therein. This minimum weight
is lhe lowest weight at which compliance
wilh each applicable requirement of part 23 is
shown. Sections 23.301 and 23.625 diseuse
loads "distributed to conservatively
approximate or closely represent actual
conditions" or "any condition of operation in
the V-n envelope" respectively.

The intent of part 23 is to a88ure safe
design under all possible loading conditions
within the design envelope. If a critical fuel
loadins condition can exist during normal
operation, it ahould be accounted for tn the
design, Part 25 definea minimum weight
differently and allowa for fuel management
limitations.

Reference: Conference proposala 183, 164,
and 185.

31. Section 23.361 Is amended by
revising paragraphs [a] introductory
tex~ (a](2), and (c) introductory text to
read aa follows:
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[f) Energy ahsorption tests [to
determine the limit load factor
corresponding to the required limit
descent velocities} must be made under
§ 23.723[a) unleas specifically exempted
hy that section.

[hJ When investigating landing
conditions. the drag components
simulating the forces required to
accelerate the tires and wheels up to the
landing apeed [spin-upJ must he
properly cO::lbined wi th the
corresponding instantaneous vertical
ground reactiona, and the forward
acting horizontal loads resulting from
rapid reduction of the spin-up drag loads
(spring-hack) muat be combined with
vertical ground reactions at the instant

Explanation: This proposal revises
§ Z3.473{f) to clarify when an energy
absorption test i8 required. Section 23.123{a)
exempti the need for an energy absorption
test under certain circumstances and allows
for compliance by analysis. Currently.
§ 23.473{f) Itates that tests must be made
under I 23.723{a).

This proposal is based on comments
received from conference proposal 212. At
least one commenter stated thot there were
circumstances when testing was not required
even though not specifically defined in
J 23.473. The FAA has determined that the
proposed change will clarify the intent of
§ 23.473.

Reference: Conference proposal 212.

37. Section 23.479 is amended hy
revising paragraphs [h) and [c) to read
as follows:

§ 23.479 Level landing conditions.

knots horizontally from any direction for
the weight determined to he critical for
tie-down.

Explanation: This proposal revises § 23.415
to add requirements defining aJrplane tie
down loads. includes design coteris for
attachment fittings and surrounding structure
ond is based on conference proposal 202.

In support of conference proposal 202, the
submitter notes that inadvertent damage to
primary structure could result if unapproved
methods of tie-down were used. The
submitter notes that such damage might
result in in-flight failures because of
undetected damage occurring on the ground
and that such tie-down requirements are not
currently included in part 23.

Conference proposal 202 recommends that
these requirements apply only to airplanes
weighing 6,000 lbs. and above. As 8 result of
conference discussion. the proposal was
revised to include all small airplanes.

Reference: Conference proposal 202.

36. Section 23.473 ia amended by
revising paragraph [f) to read as follow",

§ 23.473 GrOUnd load conditio"" and
assumptions.

•

•

•

•

[d) The side loads prescrihed in
paragraph [c) nf this section are
assumed to he applied at the ground
contact point and the drag loads may be
assumed to be zero.

Explanation: This proposal clarifie. the
location and combination of loads. The
proposal was unopposed at the conference.

Reference: Conference proposal 214.

39. Section 23.521 is amended hy
revising paragraphs [h) and [c) to read
8S follows:

§ 23.521 Water load conditions.

accurately predict the spring-back loads
because it constrains the forward motion of
the gear. Further. it does not fully account for
tbe sprir.s-back condition although some
forward .load develops due to elastic forward
rebound of the landing gear structure. This
test method would no longer be accepted if
the proposed amendment Js adopted.

Another accepted testing method consists
of pre4 rotating the tire in the reverse direction
prior to dropping the gear on a flat Burface.
This method does not constrain the forward
motion of the landing gear and more closely
simulates the dynamics of the landing
condition. Loads measured on, and analysis
based on, such tests provide more rational
approaches to loads development. This test
method would continue to be accepted if the
proposed amendment is adopted.

Reference: Conference proposals 213 and
513.

38, Section 23.485 is amended hy
adding a new paragraph [dJ to read as
follows:

§ 23.485 Side load conditions.

[bJ Unless the applicant makes a
rational analysis of the water loads.
§ § 23.523 through 23.537 apply.

[c) Floats previously approved hy the
FAA may he installed on airplanes that
are certificated under this part, provided
that the floats meet the criteria of
paragraph (a) of this section.

ExplanatiOn: This proposal and those
proposing new J§ 23.523. 23.525. 23.527.
23.529. 23,531. 23.533. 23.535. 23.537 and a new
appendix H are intended to incorporate a
complete set of requirements for water loads
into part 23. Currently. part 23 refers to
requirements listed in ANC-3 and
incorporates by reference many sections of
part 25. ANC-3 is no longer in print and the
FAA proposes that part 23 be a stand~alone

regulation relative to seaplane or amphibian
cerUfication. These proposed changes are
developed from conference proposal 519 and
were accepted with only editorial comments
from the conference attendees.

Reference: Conference proposal 519.

40. A new § 23.523 is added under the
heading "Water Loads" to read aa
followa:

of the peak forward load. assuming wing
lift and a tire-sliding coefficient of
friction of 0.8. However, the drag loads
may not he less than 25 percent of the
maximum vertical ground reactions
[neglecting wing liftJ,

[cJ In the absence of specific tests or a
more rational analysis for determining
the wheel spin-up and spring-back loads
for landing conditions, the method set
forth in appendix 0 must be used. If
appendix 0 is used. the drag
components used for design must not be
less than those given hy appendix C.

• •
Explanation: This proposal revises

§ 23.479{c) to add a new requirement to
address spring-back loads during the
development of ground loads. Additionally,
this proposal allows for loads development
based on testing or based on 8 rational
analysis other than that referenced in
appendix D. This proposal also restricts the
minimum values of the drag component if the
method referenced in appendix 0 Is used.

Current § 23.479 allows the use of appendix
C drag loads even when calculations using
the more rational method of appendix 0
results in higher drag loads. According to the
submitter. conference proposal 213 was
intended to require the use of the more
rational appendix D loads when those loads
were higher than those of appendix C.

One commenter opposed conference
proposal 213 in favor of conference proposal
513. That commenter. who also was the
submitter of conference proposal 513.
contended that conference proposal 513 is
more appropriate and more clarifying
because 11 addresses spring-back loads. That
commenter contended that spring-back loads
were addressed in CAR 3 but were omitted
during part 23 recodification. That commenter
correctly pointed out that current J 23.479
addresses only spin-up loads and does not
address the sprmgback condition.

FAA analysis oftbis proposal indicates
that during nOmlallondings. the landing gear
develops aft loads caused by the acceleration
of the wheel and tire from some initial
rotatlonal velocity in flight (usually zero) to
the rotational velocity of the rolling tire, on
the ground. at landing speed. During initial
impact. energy is stored 8S deflection in the
structure of the landing gear and also as
kinetic energ)' of the wheel and tire. The
resulting aft load is usually referred to 8S the
spin-up load.

Spring-back is the forward acting load
occurring the instant after the wheel and tire
come up to speed and is the combination of ~

loads created by the inertia of the wheel and
tire and the loads caused by the elastic
forward rebound of the landing gear
structure. These spring-back loads are more
likely to become critical on airplanes having
large diameter wheels (high angular inertias)
or high landing speeds.

The FAA has. and continuel to accept.
testing methods where the drag loads related
to the spin-up condition Wef'e simulated by
dropping. landing gear having. stationary
(zero angular velocity) wheel and tire onto an
inclined plane. This test method does not

•

•

•

•

•

•

••

•
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§ 23.523 Oc:olgn weights and centsr of
gl"8vltt positions.

(a) Design weights. The waler load
requirements must be met at each
operating weighl up to the design
landing weighl except thaI, for the
lakeolf condition prescribed in § 23.531,
lhe design waler takeoff weight (the
maximum weight for water taxi and
takeoff run) must be used.

(b) Center DfgrDI'ity positions. The
critical centers of gravity within the
limits for which certification is
requested must be considered to reach
maximum design loads for each part of
the senplane structure.

Explanation: See proposal for I 23.521.
Reference: See proposal for I 23.521.

41. A new § 23.525 is added under the
heading "Water Loads" to read as
follows:

§ 23.525 Application of loads.

[a) Unless otherwise prescribed. the
seaplane as a whole is assumed to be
subjected to the loads corresponding to
the load factors specified in § 23.527.

(b) In applying the loads resulting
fl'om the load factors prescribed in
§ 23.527, the loads may be distributed
over the hull or main float bottom (in
order to avoid excessive local shear
loads and bending moments at the
location of water load application) using
pressures not less than those prescribed
in § 23.533(b).

(c) For twin floal seaplanes, each float
must be treated as an equivalent hull on
a fictitious seaplane with a weight equal
to one-half the weight of the twin float
seaplane.

(d) Except in the takeoff condition of
§ 23.531, the aerodynamic lifl on the
seaplane during the impact is assumed
to be % of the weight of the seaplane.

Explanation: See proposal for I 23.521.

Reference: See proposal for 123.521.

42. A new § 23.527 is added under the
heading "Water Loads" to read as
follows:

§ 23.527 Hull and main float load factors.

(a) Water reaction load factors n,~

must be computed in the following
manner:

[1) For the step landing case

(Tan%jl) WI(,

(2) For the bow and stem landing
cases

n..= X
rran%1l1 WI(, (1 +&'1%

(b) The following values are used:
[1) n,,=water reaction load factor

(that is, the water reaction divided by
seaplane weight).

(2) Cr=empirical seaplane operations
factor equal to 0.012 (except that this
factor may not be less than that
necessary to obtain the minimum value
of step load factor of 2.33).

[3) Vso=scaplane stalling speed in
knots with flaps extended in the
appropriate landing position and with
no slipstream effect.

(4) It = Angle of dead rise at the
longitudinal station at which the load
factor is being determined in accordance
with figure 1 of appendix H of this part.

(5) W=seaplane design landing
weight in pounds.

(6) X, = empirical bull station weighing
factor. in accordance with figure 2 of
appendix H of this part.

(7) rz=ratio of distance. measured
parallel to hull reference axis, from the
center of gravity of the seaplane to the
hull longitudinal station at which the
load faclor is being computed to the
radius of gyration in pitch of lhe
seaplane, the hull reference axis being a
straight line, in the plane of symmetry,
tangential to the keel at the main step.

(c) For a twin float seaplane. because
of the effect of flexibility of the
attachment of the floats to the seaplane,
the factor K, may be reduced at the bow
and stem to 0.8 of the value shO\'VIl in
figure 2 of appendix H of this part. This
reduction applies only to the design of
the carrythrough and seaplane structure_

Explanation: See proposal for 123.521.
Reference: See proposal for I 23.521.

43. A new § 23.529 is added under the
heading "Water Loads" to read as
follows:

§ 23.529 Hull and main tloat landfng
conditions.

(a) SymmetricDI step, bDw, and stern
landing. For symmetrical step, bow, and
stern landings, the limit water reaction
load factors are those computed under
§ 23.527. In addition-

(1) For symmetrical step landings. the
resultanl waler load must be applied at
the keel, through the center of gra,ity,
and most be directed perpendicularly to
the keel line:

(2) For symmetrical bow landings, the
resultant water load must be applied at
the keel. one-fifth of the longitudinal
distance from the bow to the step, and
must be directed perpendicularly to the
keel line: and

(3) For symmetrical stem landings the
resultant water load must be applied at
the keel. at a poinla5 percent of the
longitudinal distance from the step to
the stem pos~ and must be directed
perpendicularly 10 the keel line.

(b] Unsymmetrical landing for huJJ
Dnd single flDat seaplanes.
Unsymmetrical step. bow, and stem
landing conditions must be investigated.
In addition-

[1) The loading for each condition
consists of an upward component and a
side component equal, respectively, to
0.75 and 0.25 tan It timeslhe resultant
load in the corresponding symmetrical
landing condition: and

(2) The point of application and
direction of the upward component of
the load is the same as that in the
symmetrica1l;Ondition, and the point of
application of the side component is at
the same longitudinal station 8S the
upward component but is directed
inward perpendicularly to the plane of
symmetry at a point midway between
the keel and chine lines,

(c) UnsymmetricDI landing; twin flDDt
seaplanes. The unsymmetrical loading
consists of an upward load at the step of
each float of 0.75 and a side load of 0.25
tan It at one float times the step landing
load reached under § 23.527. The side
load is directed inboard, perpendicularly
to the plane of symmetry midway
between the keel and chine lines of the
float, at the sarne longitudinal station as
the upward load.

Explanation: See proposal for 123.521.
Reference: See proposal for 123.521.

44. A new § 23.531 is added under
heading "Water Loads" to read ss
follows:

§ 23.531 Hull and main tloat takeoff
condition.

For the wing and its attachment to the
hull or main float- .

[a) The aerodynamic wing lift is
assumed to be zero; and

(b) A downward inertia load,
corresponding to a load factor computed
from the following formula, must be
applied:

where--
n = Inertia load factor;
C ro=empiricalseaplane operations factor

equal to 0.004:
Vsl =lleaplane stalling speed (knots) at the

design takeoff weight with the flaps
extended in the appropriate takeoff
position;
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tJ=angle of dead rise at the main 8tep
(degrees); and

W=design water takeoff weight in pounds.
Explanation: See proposal for 123.521.
Reference: See proposal for I 23.521.

45. A new § 23.533 is added under the
heading "Water Loads" to rend 8S
follows:

§ 23.533 Hull and main lIoat boltom
pre.sures.

(a) General. The hull and main float
structure. including frames and
bulkheads. stringers. and boltom plating.
must be designed under this section.

(b) Local pressures. For the design of
the bottom plating and stringers and
their attachments to the supporting
structure. the following pressure
distributions must be applied:

(1) For an unflared bottom. the
pressure at the chine is 0.75 times the
pressure at the keel, and the pressures
between the keel and chine vary
linearly, in accordance with figure 3 of
appendix H of this part. The pressure at
tbe keel (p.s.i.) is computed as follows:

P" = c. X
Ton I3t

where-
}\z:::pres8ure (P.8.i.) at the keel:
C,=O.lJ0213;
K.=hullstation weighing factor. in

accordance with figure 2 of Appendix H
of this part:

l'ot=seaplane stalling speed (knots) at the
design water takeoff weight with flaps
extended in the appropriate takeoff
position; and

p,. =angle of dead rise at keel. in accordance
with figure 1 of Appendix H of this part.

(2) For a flared bottom, the pressure at
the beginning of lhe flare is the same as
that for an unflared bottom. and the
pressure between the chine and the
beginning of the flare varies linearly. in
accordance with figure 3 of appendix H
of this pa'i. The pressure distribution is
the same as that prescribed in
paragraph (bJ(l) of this section for an
unflared bottom except that the pressure
at the chine Is computed as follows:

K. Vall
C. x--

Tan IJ

where-
Pd =pressurc (p.s,I.) at the chine:
C3=O.001~

K,=huU .talion weighing factor. in
accordance with figure Zof Appendix H
of this part

V.,,=seaplane stalling I!Jpeed (knots) at the
design water takeoff weight with nap.
extended in the appropriate takeoff
position: and

.G=angle of dead rise at appropriate station.

The area over which these pressures
are applied must simulate pressures
occurring during high localized impacts
on the hull or float. but need not extend
over an area that would induce critical
stresses in the frames or in the overall
structure.

(c) Distributed pressures. For the
design of the frames. keel. and chine
structure. the following pressure
distributions apply:

(1) Symmetrical pressures ere
computed as follows:

P-c',x
Tan IJ

where
P=pressure (p.s,i.);
C,_O.078 C. (with C1 computed under

I 23.527):
K,=hullstation weighing factor. determined

in accordance with figure 2 of Appendix
H of this part:

V.=seaplane stalling speed (knots) with
landing flaps extended in the appropriate
position and with no slipstream effect;
and

.8=angle of dead rise at appropriate station..

(2) The unsymmetrical pres.ure
distribution consists of the pressures
prescribed in paragraph (c)(l) of this
section on one side of the hull or main
float centerline and one-half of that
pressure on the other side of the hull or
main float centerline, in accordance
with figure 3 of appendix H of this part.

These pressures Me uniform and must be
applied simultaneously over the entire hull or
main float bottom. The loads obtained must
be carried into the sidewall structure of the
hull proper. but need not be transmitted in a
fore and aft direction 8S shear and bending
loads.

Explanation: See proposal for I 23.521.
Reference: See proposal for § 23.521.

46. A new § 23.535 is added under the
heading "Water Loads" to read 88

follows:

§ 23.535 Auxiliary lloatload..
(a) General. Auxiliary floats and their

attachments and 8upporting structures
must be designed for the conditions
prescribed in this section. In the cases
specified in paragraphs (b) through (e) of
this section. the prescribed water loads
may be distributed over the float bottom
to avoid excessive local Joads. using
bottom pressures not less than those
prescribed in paragraph (g) of this
section.

(b) Step loading. The resultant water
load must be applied in the plane of
symmetry of the float at a point three
fourths of the distance from the bow to
the step and must be perpendicular to

the keel. The resultant limilload is
computed as follows. except that the
value of L need not exceed three times
the weight of the displaced water when
the float is completely submerged:

where-
L=limit load (Ibo.):
C,-0.0053:
V ..._seaplane stalling speed (knots) with

landing flaps extended in the appropriate
position and with no slipstream effect:

W=seaplane design landing weight in
pounds;

.8.=8ngle of dead rise at a station 0/4 of the
distance from the bow to the step. but
need not be less than 15 degrees; ond

r7 =ratio of the lateral distance between the
center of gravity and the plane of
symmetry of the float to the radius of
gyration in roll.

(c) Bow loading. The resultant limit
load must be applied in the plane of
symmetry of the float at a point one~

fourth of the distance from the bow to
the step and must be perpendicular to
the tangent to tjIe keel line at thaI point.
The magnitude of the resultant load is
that specified in paragraph (b] of this
section.

(d) Unsymmetrical step loading. The
resultant water load consists of a
component equal to 0.15 times the load
specified io paragraph (a) of this section
and a side component equal to 3.25 tan,ll
times the load specified in paragraph (b)
of this section. The side load must be
applied perpendicularly to the plane of
symmetry of the float at a point midway
between the keel and the chine.

(eJ Unsymmetrical bow loading. The
resultant water load consists of a
component equal to 0.15 times the load
specified in paragraph (b) of this section
and a side component equal to 0.25 tan/3
times the load specified in paragraph (c)
of this section. The side load must be
applied perpendicularly to the plane of
symmetry at a point midway between
the keel and the chine.

(f) Immersed float condition. The
·resultantload must be applied at the
centroid of the cross section of the float
at a point one-third of the distance from
the bow to the step. The limit load
components are as follows:

vertical=pgV
a!I=c..p,V%(KV.)O
8ide=c"",V%[KV.)'
where-
p=masa density of water (slugs/fta)
V_volume of float (ft. S );

C::c:coefficlent of drag force. equal to 0.133:

I
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C,,=coefficient of side force, equal to 0.106:
K =0.8, except that lower values may be used

if it is shown that the floats are
incapable of submerging at a speed of 0.8
V14 in normal operations;

l'.w=seaplane stalling speed (knots) with
landing flaps extended in the appropriate
position and with no slipstream effect:
and

g=acceleration due to gravity (!t!sec2).

(g) Float bottom pressures. The float
bottom pressures must be established
under § 23.533. except that the value of
KJ in the formulae may be taken as 1.0.
The angle of dead rise to be used in
determining the float bottom pressures
is set forth in paragraph (b) of this
section.

Explanation: See proposal for § 23.521.
Reference: See proposal for § 23.521.

47. A new § 23.537 is added under the
heading "Water Loads" to read as
follows~

§ 23.537 Seawlng loads.
Seawing design loads must be based

on applicable test data.
Explanation: See proposal for § 23.521.
Ref9:rence: See proposal {or § 23.521.

48. A new § 23.573 is added under the
beading "Water Loads" to read a9
follows:

§ 23.573 Damaga tclerance and fatigue
evaluation of structure.

Instead of complying with §§ 23.571
and 23.572 of this part, the applicant
must evaluate composite airframe
structure, the failure of which would
result in catastrophic loss of the
airplane in each wing (including
canards, tandem wings, and winglets],
empennage, their carrythrough and
attaching wing structure. andlor
pressure cabin, using the damage
tolerance criteria prescribed in
paragraphs (b) through OJ of this section
unless shown to be impractical. If the
applicant establishes that damago~
tolerance cri teria is impractical for a
particular structure, the aforementioned
structure must be evaluated in
accordance with the criteria of
paragraphs (bJ and (k) of this section.
Where bonded joints are used, the
structure must also be evaluated in
accordance with paragrapb (i) of this
section.

(a) Metallic structure must be
approved by using either the fail-safe/
faligue strength evaluations of § 23.571
and § 23.572 or by using the damage
tolerant criteria of this section.

(b) II must be demonstrated by tests.
or by analysis supported by tests, tbat
the structure is capable of carrying
ultimate load with impact damage. The
level of impact damage considered need

not be more than the established
threshold of detectability considering
the inspection procedures employed.

(c) The growtb rate of damage that
may occur from fatigue. corrosion,
intrinsic defects, manufacturing defects
or damage from discrete sources under
repeated loads expected in service; I.e.,
between the time the damage becomes
initially detectable and tbe time at
which the extent of damage reaches the
value selected by the applicant for
residual strength demonstration, must
be established by tests or analysis
supported by tests.

[d) The damage growtb, between
initial detectability and the value
selected for residual strength
demonstrations, factored to obtain
inspection intervals, must permit
development of an inspection program
suitable for application by operation
and maintenance persoIUlel.

(e) Instructions for continued
airworthiness for the airframe must be
established consistent with the results
of the damage tolerance evaluations.
Inspection intervals must be set so that
after the damage initially becomes
detectable by the inspection method
specified, tbe damage will be detected
before it exceeds the extent of damage
for which residual strength.is
demonstrated.

(f) Loads spectra, load truncation, and
the locations snd types of damage
considered in the damage tolerance
evaluations must he documented in test
proposals.

(g) The structure of the pressurized
cahin must be shown by residual
strength tests, or by analysis supported
by tests, to be able to withstand the
loads listed in subparagraphs (g)(l) and.
(g)(2) of this section. considered ss
ultimate loads, with damage consistent
with the results of the damage tolerance
evaluations.

(1) Critical limit flight loads with the
combined effects of normal operating
pressures and expected external
aerodynamic pressures.

(2) The expected exlernal
aerodynamic pressures in 1 g flight
combined with a cabin differential
pressure without consideration of any
other load.

(h) Tbe structure in each wing
(including canards, tandem wings, and
winglets). empennage, their
carI1,through, and attaching structure,
including movable control surfaces,
whose failure would be catastrophic,
must be shown by residual strength
tests, or analysis supported by residual
strength tests, to be able to withstand
critical limit flight loads, considered as
ultimate loads, with the extent of

damage consistent with the results of
the damage tolerance evaluations.

(i) The limit load capacity of each
bonded joint critical to safe flight must
be substantiated by either of the
following methods used singly or in
combination:

(1) The maximum disbonds of each
bonded joint consistent with the
capability to withstand the loads in
paragraphs (g) and (h) of this section
must be determined by analysis, tests,
or botb. Disbonds of eacb bonded joint
greater than this must be prevented by
design features.

(2) Proof testing must be conducted on
each production arlicle that will apply
the cr:!ticallimit design load to each
critical bonded joint.

(j) The effects of material variability
and environmental conditions: e.g.,
exposure to temperature, humidity,
erosion, ultraviolet radiation, andlor
chemicals, on the strength and
durability properties of the composite
materials, must be accounted for in the
damage to~erance evaluations and in the
residual strength tests.

(k) For tho.e structures wbere the
damage tolerance method is shown to
be impractical, the strength of such
structures must be demonstrated by
tests, or a.nalysis supported by tests, to
be able to withstand the repeated loads
of variable magnitude expected in
service. Impact damage in composite
material components that may occur
must be considered in the .
demonstration. The impact "damage level
considered must be consistent with
detectability by the inspection
procedures employed.

[I) Based on evaluations required by
this section, inspections or other
procedures must be established as
necessary to prevent catastrophic
failure, and must be included in the
Airworthiness Limitations section of the
Instructions for Continued
Airworthiness required by § 23.1529.

Explanation: This proposal recommends
amending part 23 to add a new § 23.573.
applicable to composite structure and to
provide the applicant the opportunity to use
damag(l~tolerant design as an alternative to
the safe-life/fail~safedesign philosophies
required by §§ 23.571 and 23.572 for metallic
structure. This new section proposes 8

mandatory requirement for composite
materials and offers an optional design
philosophy for metallic structure.

The initial conference proposal on this
subject was essentially a recodification of the
pertinent parts of § 25.571 and was
predominantl~' opposed at the conference on
the basis that (1) it was an arbitrary insertion
of part 25 requirements into part 23; (2) if
chosen by the applicant. more stringent part
25 requirements could be used in the
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[bJ Design values must be chosen to
minimize the probability of structural
failure due to material variability.
Except as provided in paragraph (eJ of
this section, compliance with this
paragraph must be shown by selecting
design values that assure material
strength with the following probability:

[lJ Where applied loads are
eventually distributed through a single
member within an assembly, the faHure
of which would result in loss of
structural integrity of the component; 99
percent probability with 95 percent
confidence.

[2J For redundant structure, in which
the failure of individual elements would
result in applied loads being safely
distributed to other load carrying
members; 90 percent probability with 95
percent confidence.

[cJ The effects of temperature on
allowable stresses used for design in an
essential component or structure must
be considered where thermal effects are
significant under normal operating
conditions.

[dJ The strength of the structure must
minimize the probability of catastrophic
fatigue failure, particularly at points of
stress concentration.

certification basis of 8 small airplane: and (3)
even 88 an option, the damage-tolerant
criteria might later .result in 8 change in part
23 design philosophy.

As 8 result of conference comments, the
proposal was rewritten to remove many of
the discrete source damage requirements, the
uncontained high energy rotating machinery
failure criteria, sonic fatigue requirements,
and other criteria not already included in
§§ 23.571 and 23.572. The proposal continues
to be an option for metallic structure and was
rewritten to more closely align with damage
tolerance special conditions applicable to
composite structure recently published by the
FAA.

In regard to the comment relating to tbe
applicants ability 10 elect part 25
requirements instead of part 23 requirements.
the FAA has further considered this proposal
The FAA recognizes that although adding
part 25 requirements to the certification basis
of a part 23 airplane may reduce use of the
special condition process. this practice is
essentially rulemaklng without going through
the process described in part 11. General
Rulemaking Procedures. When there is a
need or desire to make such a change in tbe
applicable airworthinesa requirements, It
must be done by using the special condition
or exemption procedures of part 11.

Reference: Conference proposal 229.

49. Section 23.613 is llIIlended by
revising paragraphs (b) and (cJ and by
adding paragraphs [d) and (e) 10 read as
follows:

§ 23.613 Malerlalslren9th propertle. and
design valueL
• • •

[e) Design values greater than the
guaranteed minimums required by this
section may be used where only
guaranteed minimum values are
normally allowed if a "premium
selection" of the material is made in
which a specimen of each individual
item is tested before use to determine
that the actual strength properties of
that particular item will equal or exceed
those used in design.

Explanation: This proposai revises § 23.613
to incorporate into part 23 the probability
basis used for establishing material
allowables. The probability basis is currently
contained In MIL-HDBK-5 Bnd incorporated
by reference in §§ 23.613 and 23.615. There
are four conference proposals directed at
§ 23.613. As a result of comments from the
participants at the conference. conference
proposals 233 through 239. concerning both
§I 23.613 and 23.615. were discussed
concurrently. This proposal was developed
primarily from conference proposal 233 and
would change § 2?613 to slate that basis
directly, thereby eliminating the need to
reference specific publications in the
regulations.

A new paragraph {cl is proposed to
address the effects of temperature on the
strength properties of the materials and a
new paragraph (d) similar to existing § 23.627
is proposed to address fatigue strength.

This proposal would make existing § 23.615
redundant, except for the requirements of
§ 23.615(b), which are being transferred to
§ 23.613{e) for clarity and for I 23.615{c), the
intent of which is contained in the proposed
change to § 23.307 included herein. These
proposed changes more closely align part 23
with the comparable section proposed as a
change to part 25 (Notice 84-21. 49 FR 47358.
December 3, 1984).

Conference proposal 234 recommends
elimination of paragraph (b) of current
§ 23.613. As justification, the submitter
contends that the requirement of § 23.613{b)
duplicates the intent of existing § 23.613 (a)
and (c). The term "extremely remote" as used
in paragraph 23.613(b) is not statistically
defined in FAA terminology.

Conference proposal 235 recommends that
paragraph (c) of existing I 23.613 be replaced
to eliminate reference to specific design
infonnation sources like MlL-HDBK-5 and to
add requirement'S that account for
manufactUring practices and processes. The
submitter withdrew conference proposal 235
in favor of conference proposa1233.

Conference proposal 236 recommends that
paragraph {c) of existing § 23.613 be deleted
and that the specific sources of design
information listed therein be published as an
advisory circular.

Conference proposal 237 recommends that
existing I 23.615 be deleted in its entirety to
be consistent with conference proposal 233.

Conference proposal 238 recommends
including the definitions of "A" and "B"
probability values in § 23.615 along with the
addition of Joint Airworthiness Requirements
UAR) terminology.

Conference proposal 239 also recommends
defining the "A" and "B" probability \'alues
in § 23.615, as did conference proposal 238.

Conference proposal 239 was withdrawn at
the conference in favor of conference
proposal 233.

One commenter supported conference
proposal 233 based on including conference
proposa1234 and the substitution of the
wording of existing § 23.627 instead of
paragraph (d] of conference proposal 233.
Note: Conference proposal 243 relates to
fatigue requirements and recommended the
deletion of existing § 23.627 in its entirety.
This comrnenter proposed to retain the
wording of existing § 23.627 instead of the
wording recommended in paragraph (dJ of
conference proposal 233. This position was
supported by one other commenter.

Another commenter contended that
adoption of conference proposal 233 might be
confusing because of the probability and
confidence interval requirements. That
commenter, as well as several others.
suggested that changes made relative to
material strength properties and design
values should be consistent between parts 23,
25, 27 and 29.

Another cornmenter supported conference
proposal 233 and withdrew conference
proposals 235 and 239 in favor of conference
proposal 233.

As a result of comments made by the
committee chainnan, discussion on the
meaning of "minimize the probability"
(relative to the first sentence in paragraph (b)
of conference proposal 233) resulted in the
conclusion that the action of selecting design
values that assure material strength
properties meeting the probahilitieslisted in
paragraph (b). in and of itself defines the
term "minimize the probability". Discussion
resulted in recommendations that the first
sentence of paragraph {b) be deleted.
However, further discussion indicated the
need to assure consistency between parts 23.
25, 27 and 29. The proposed change to
1 23.613 closely agrees with changes
currently proposed to 125.613 {Notice 64-21,
49 FR 47365; December 3. 19M}.

Two commenters took exception to the
specific wording in paragraph {b) of
conference proposal 233, They contended
that load does not "eventually distribute"
through a member or even "distribute"
through a member; the load "concentrates" in
a member. These two commenters
recommended that the proposed change to
I 23.613 be revised to reflect this point and
they both voiced support, in gcneral, for
conference proposal 233.

One commenter contended that upon
adopting conference proposal 233, which
eliminated reference to a specific list of
publications. it would be appropriate to list
those publications {e.g., MlL-HDBK-5} in an
advisory circular. This position was
supported by one other commenter.

One commenter noted that if conference
proposal 237 is accepted and existing I 23.615
is deleted in its entirety, the content of 
paragraph {c) of existing I 23.615 will be lost.
Post conference review indicates that the
proposed change to § 23.307 addresses the
need for material correction factors.

References: Conference proposals 233
through 239.
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(d) Non-critical castings. For each
casting other than those specified in
paragraphs (c) or (e) of this section, the
following apply:

§ 23.615 (Removed)

SO. Section 23.615 is removed.

Explanation: See proposed change to
§ 23.613.

Reference: See proposal for § 23.613~

51. Section 23.621 is amended by
revising paragraphs [c)(l) and [d)
introductory text, and bl' adding a new
paragraph (e) to read as follows:

§ 23.621 Casting 'actora.

(c) • * *
(1) Each critical casting must either
(i) Have a casting factor of not less

than 1.25 and receive 100 percent
inspection by visual, r!1diographic, and
magnetic particle or penetrant
inspection methods or approved
equivalent nondestructive inspection
methods; or

(ii) Have a casting factor of not less
than 2.0 and receive 100 percent visual
inspection and 100 percent approved
nondestructive inspection. When an
approved quality control procedure is
established and an acceptable statistical
analysis supports reduction,
nondestructive inspection may be
reduced from 100 percent, and applied
on a sampling basis.

(eJ Non-structural castings. Castings
used for non-structural purposes do not
require evaluation. testing or close
inspection.

Explanation: There are three conference
proposals directed toward t 23.621. This
proposal is in two parts and was developed
from conference proposals 241 and 242
respectively. Conference proposal 240 was
withdrawn during the conference in favor of
conference proposal 241.

The first part of this proposal would
provide relief from the 100 percent
radiographic inspection requirement for
critical castings, when the casting factor Is
increased to a value not less than 2.0, by no
longer specifying a radiographic inspection
and allowing the use of any approved
nondestructive testing method. Also, for
castings having a casting factor of not less
than 2.0, the nondestructive inspection may
be reduced from 100 percent and applied on a
sampling basis if approved quality control
procedures are established and acceptable
statistical analysis supports the reduction.

Criticalatructural castings were fIrst
addressed in Civil Air Regulation (CAR) 3 by
amendment ~7. effective May 3, 1962. as a
result of the first Federal Aviation Agency
Airworthiness Review. Prior to amendment
3-7. all castings having a casting factor (then
called variability factor) of 2.0 required only
a visual inspection. Reduced factors of 1.25

Finally, the proposal introduces nutter
criteria for damaged structure. There are
three conference proposals directed at
§ 23.629. Conference proposal 245 proposes to
amend § 23.629(a} by requiring flight flutter
testing 8S tbe fmal proof that the airplane is
free from flutter. control reversal. and
divergence. The proposed flight testing would
be in addition to either an analysis or the
Simplified flutter prevention criteria. Existing
§ 23.629 allows the applicant to choose eilher
analysis, simpiified Dutter prevention criteria
(if appropriate), flight testing, or a
combination of those methods 8S proof that
the airplane is free from flutter, control
reversal, and divergence.

In support of conference proposal 245, the
submitter contends that flight flutter testing is
the most satisfactory way of demonstrating
freedom from flutler. Several commentCl'S
stated that they were not aware of any recent
airplane being initially certificated without
some SOli of flight flutter testing.

One commenter was concerned that
conference proposal 245 would eliminate any
choice by the applicant apd would require
flight flutter tests regardless of the extent of
the analysis done on the airplane. That
commenter noted that conference proposal
245 would apply to amended type certificates
and would require flight flutter tesls
regardless of whether the changes made were
critical to flutter.

The FAA agrees that a properly
instrumented flight flutter test program based
on reliable analysis and ground testing
provides the most accurate proof that a
newly designed airplane is free from flutter,
control reversal, and divergence. Although
flight flutter testing without previolls analysis
is allowed by the current rule. the FAA
recommends that flight flutter tests be
conducted only after appropriate anal!'sis has
been perfonned, and then only on properly
instrumented airplanes. The FAA recognizes
that the risk and scope of flight nutter testiI!.g
increases Significantly when conducted
without the benefit of previous analysis and
ground testing. Analysis, ground testing. and
flight flutter testing in combination are
encouraged on new certificates.

In cases where airplanes are being
modified and where accurate analysis
predicts, by sufficient margins. that the
modification would not adversely affect the
flutter speed. existing f 23.629 allows
approval without flight test. However.
cOllference proposal 245 would require flight
test in all cases regardless of the
modification, the extent and result of the
8n~lysis, or the experience of the applicant.
Since adoption of conference proposal 245
would have little impact on new
certifications, but could have extensive
impact on the cost of modifications. the FAA
does not propose changing f 23.629(a).

Conference proposal 246 is directed toward
§ 23.629[dl{I}. The use 01 simplified flutter
prevention criteria is limited by existing
f 23.629(dJ(1} to airplanes having a design
dive speed of no more than 260 knots up to
14.000 feet and Mach 0.6 above 14,000 feet.
Conference proposal 246 proposes to amend
I 23.629(d)(l) by reducing that maximum
speed to 200 knots.

•

••

•

•

••

•
(d)" ••
[1) YD for the airplane is less than 260

knots (EASJ at altitudes below 14,000
feet and less than Mach 0.5 at altitudes
at and above 14,000 feet,

for ultimate load and 1.15 for limit load were
allowed if all productive castings were both
visuRlly and radiographically inspected. As a
result of the airworthiness review. CAR 3
was revised to require all critical castings to
have a casting facter of at least 1.25, to
require a 100 percent visual. a 100 percent
radiographic, a 100 percent magnetic particle
inspection. a penetrant inspection. or other
approved nondestructive method inspection.
Casting factors of 2.0 or higher were not
addressed by amendment 3-7. Current
t 23.621 requirements are essentially the
same as those promulgated by amendment 3
7.

The FAA recognizes that fewer inspections
may be necessary for castJngs manufactured
under approved quality controls and/or
designed with higher margins. The proposed
change to § 23.621 allows for reductions
accordingly. The Urst part of this proposal
was developed from conference proposal 241
and was discussed without opposition at the
conference.

The second part of this proposal would add
a new paragraph (el Non-structural castings.
Non-structural castings are not specifically
addressed in part 23. One commenter
interpreted this to mean that there is no
provision for using non-structural castings in
airplanes. This proposal clarifies the amount
of evaluation. testing, and inspection required
for nonstructuraJ castings. This proposal was
developed from conference proposal 242 and
was discussed without opposition.

Reference: Conference proposals 241 and
242. Conference proposal 240 was withdrawn
at the conference.

52. Section 23.629 is amended by
revising paragraph (dJ[l) and by adding
new paragraphs (g) and [h) to read as
follows:

§ 23.629 Flutter.

(g) For airplanes showing compliance
with the fall-safe criteria of §§ 23.571
and 23.572, the airplane must be shown
by analysis to be free from f1ulter to YD
after fatigue failure, or obvious partial
failure of a principle structural element.

(h) For airplanes showing compliance
with the damage-tolerance criteria of
§ 23.573, the airplane must be shown by
analysis to be free from flutter with the
extent of damage for which residual
strength is demonstrated.

Explanation: This proposal adds a
subscript "0" follOWing the letter "V" in the
first line of existing § Z3.629(d}(1) to clarify
the a.inlpeed as design dive speed. thereby
correcting an inadvertent error introduced in
amendment 7 to part 23. The propoSKI also
reduces the Mach number from 0.6 to 0.5 to
eliminate a discontinuity between 260 knots
{RAS} and Mach number at 14,000 feet.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Explanation: This proposal extends the
installation requirements currently applicable
only to the tail surfaces to include all control
surfaces. Current § 23.655 prohibits
interference between movable tail surfaces
(e.g. rudder and elevator) when these
surfaces are operated throughout their full
angular movement Conference proposal 247
would expand this prohibition to all control
surfaces, and proposes a new requirement for
control surface clearance from adjacent
structure.

One commenter suggested that the
proposal would be more general if it
addressed movable swfaces rather than
control surfaces. That commenter stated that
such wording would then apply to movable
wings as well as control surfaces. Another
commenter expressed the opinion that since
the introductory title preceding I 23,651 was
"Control Surfaces," any changes placed in
§ 23.655 would not apply to wings. A third
commenter was concerned that interference
of control surfaces might occur when one
surface was held at some position other than
the extreme, while the other Is moved. That

In support of conference proposa1246, the
submitter contends that control system
Cailures, even on entirely conventional
airplanes. often produce flutter speeds well
below 260 knots. During discussion at the
conference, the submitter explained the
actual intent of conference proposalZ46 was
to impose the fail-Bafe flutter requirement of
I 23.629(f)(2) to airplanes having design
speeds of over 200 knots.

Section 23.629{f)(1) applies to airplanes
certificated using the simplified flutter
prevention criteria of Airframe and
Engineering Report No. 45 and requires
freedom from flutter. control reversal. and
divergence after failure. malfunction; or
disconnection of any Bingle element in any
tab control system. Section 23.629{f)(2)
applies to aU other airplanes and adds
primary control systems and flutter dampers
to the systems requiring failure
demonstration.

Airframe and Engineering Report No. 45,
"Simplified Flutter Prevention Criteria" has
been used successfully on the certification of
conventional airplanes since 1952. The single
failure criteria referred to in I 23.629 (f}(1)
and (0[2) became effective in 1978 and a9
such. does not apply to a large percentage of
airplanes currently operating. The FAA has
no basis to support conference proposal 246,

Reference: Conference proposals 245 and
246, Conference proposal 244 was deferred
for discussion under the Issues applicable to
the "primary ca tegory" airplane.

53. Section 23.655 is amended by
revising paragraph (a) to read as
follows:

§ 23.655 Installation.
(a) Movable surfaces must be

installed so that there is no interference
between any surfaces. their bracing. or
adjacent fixed structure. when one
surface is held in its most critical
clearance positions and the others are
operated through their full movement.
• • • • •

commenter expressed the concern that some
interference might occur at intermediate
locations, The proposed addition of a
requirement to prohibit interference with
adjacent fixed structure was not discussed at
the conference.

The FAA has determined that requirements
added to § 23.655 should only apply to
control surfaces. The FAA has limited
experience in the certification of movable
wings and has decided that changes to part
23 envisioning such are not appropriate at
this time. Administration of existing § 23.655
has produced non-interfering movable tail
surfaces,_ therefore. the wording of the
proposal remains similar to existing § 23.655.

Reference: Conference proposal 247.

54. A new § 23.672 is added to read as
follows:

§ 23.672 Stability ougmentoUon ond
automatic and power-operated syatems.

If the functioning of stability
augmentation or other automatic or
power-operated systems is necesssry to
show compliance with the flight
characteristics requirements of this part,
such systems must comply with § 23.671
and the following:

(aJ A warning. which is clearly
distinguishable to the pilot under
expected flight conditions without
requiring the pilot's attention, must be
provided for any failure in the stability
augmentation system or in any other
automatic or power-operated system
that could result in an unsafe condition
if the pilot were not aware of the failure.
Warning systems must not activate the
control system.

(bl The design of the stability
augmentation system or of any other
automatic or power-operated system
must permit initial counteraction of
failures without requiring exceptional
pilot skill or strength. by either the
deactivation of the system. or a failed
portion thereof. or by overriding the
failure by movement of the flight
controls in the nonnal sense.

(cJ It must be shown that after any
single failure of the stability
augmentation system or any other
automatic or power-operated system-

(II The airplane is safely controllable
when the failure or malfunction occurs
at any speed or altitude within the
approved operating limitations that is
critical for the type of failure being
considered;

(2) The controllability and
maneuverability requirements of this
part are met within a practical
operational flight envelope (for example.
speed. altitude, normal acceleration. and
airplane configuration) that is described
in the Airplane Flight Manual; and

(3) The trim. stability. and stall
characteristics are not impaired below a
level needed to permit continued safe
flight and landing.

Explanation: This proposal would provide
criteria for approval of those stability
augmentation. automatic and power·operated
systenua whose performance is essential to
night safety. The proposed § 23.672 is similar
to I 25.672 and, as in part 25. the warning
system requirement relating to control system
activation is not intended to preclude
installing tactile warning devices. such as
control system shakers activated
independently for other purposes.

One commenter agreed with the concept of
the proposal but suggested that paragraph (c)
be rewritten to read. "It must be shown that
after any single failure of the stability
augmentation system or any other automatic
or power-operated system the controllability
is not impaired below a level needed to
permit continued safe night and landing."
The commenter contended that the purpose
of this proposal was to maintain
controllability of the airplane. and that
replacement of paragraphs (e){1) and (c)(2) by
the suggested paragraph accomplished that
purpose.

After consideration of the content of the
modified proposal, the FAA has determined
t~at the controllability requirements defined
in paragraphs (c)(l) and (c)(2) act to clarify
the intent of the proposal. The trim, stability,
and stall characteristics of paragraph (c}(3)
are not addressed in the commenter's
modified proposal. Therefore. the unmodified
proposal is presented herein.

Another commenter argued that systems
similar to those addressed in this proposal
are presently installed on airplanes. The
commenter was not aware of any problems
on those systems and questioned the need to
complicate and increase the cost of
certification unless justifie~ by some unsafe
condition related to those systems.

A third commenter noted that this proposal
was taken verbatim from § 25.672.

Reference: Conference proposal 249.

55. Section 23.679 is revised to read as
follows:

§ 23.679 Control system locka.

If there is a device to lock the control
system on the ground or water:

(a) There must be a means to-
(lJ Automatically disengage the

device when the pilot operates the
primary flight controls in a normal
t!lsnner; or

(2J Limit the operation of the airplane
so that when the device is engaged. the
pilot receives unmistakable warning at
tbe start of the takeoff.

(b) The device must have a means to
preclude the possibility of it becoming
indavertently engaged in flight.

Explanation: This proposal revises I 23.679
to add B new requirement to either
automatically-disengage the control system
lock when the pilot operates the primary
flight controls in the normal manner or to
limit the operation of the airplane so that
when the lock is engaged. the pilot receive"
unmistakable warning of this at the start of
takeoff. Additionally, this proposal rephrases
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the requirement of existing I 23.679(b) from
"prevent the lock from engaging in night" to
read "preclude the possibility of the lock
becoming inadvertently engaged in flight"
Bolh the existing rule and this proposed
change are applicable only if means are
provided to lock the control system.

There are three conference proposals
directed toward § 23.679. This proposal was
developed primarily from conference
proposal 253, 88 corrected at the conference.
Conference proposal 252 was withdrawn at
the conference in favor of conference
proposal 253. Conference proposal 254 was
also withdrawn at the conference but was the
subject of further discussion after
withdrawal.

One commenter stated that the phrase
"prever..t the lock from engaging in flight"
lacked clarity and felt that "inadvertent
engagement in flight was more objective.

Several commenters discussed the intent of
conference proposal 254. paragraph (b),
which would have required that the airplane
be designed such that it could not become
airborne with the control locks engaged.

Several commenters discussed whether a
warning by itself was sufficient instead of
restricting takeoff of the airplane, and
whetJ]er that warning should take place prior
to becoming airborne, prior to takeoff roll, or
at some earlier time.

One commenter cautioned that should the
control lock requirements become too
complicated, manufacturers may choose not
to instaillhem. The commenter was
concerned that operators might then install
homemade devices that could remain
engaged after takeoff. The commenter
stressed that any rule change shou d simplify
methods of compliance and administration,

One commenter asked the FAA to be very
cautious when making any changes to the
current rule.

Reference: Conference proposal 253,
Conference proposals 252 and 254 were
withdrawn at the conference.

56. Section 23.729 i. amended by
revising paragraphs (l](I) and (l][2) to
read as follows:

§ 23.729 landing gear extension and
retraction system.

• •
(0 •••
(1) A device that functions

continuously when one or more throttles
are closed beyond the power settings
normally used for landing approach if
the landing gear is not fully extended
and locked. A throttle stop may not be
used in place of an aural device. If there
is a manual shutoff for the warning
device prescribed in this paragraph, the
warning system must be designed so
that when Ll}e warning has been
suspended after one or more throttles
are closed. subsequent retarda tion of
any throttle to or beyond the position for
normal landing approach win activate
the warning device.

(2) A device that functions
continuously when the wing flaps are

extended beyond the approach nap
position. using a normal landing
procedure. if the landing gear is not fully
extended and locked, Tbere may not be
a manual shutoff for this warning
device. The flap position sensing unit
may be installed at any suitable
location. The system for this device may
use any part of the system (including the
aural warning device) for the device
required in paragraph (l][I) of this
section.

Explanation: This proposal revises
§ 23.729(1] (11 and (2) by changing the power
and flap settings necessary to activate the
device that warns the pilot that the landing
gear is not fully extended and locked. The
power setting necessary to acth'ate the
warning device is changed from when one or
more "throttles are closed" to when one or
more "throttles are closed beyond the power
settings normally used for landing approach."
The flap setting necessary to activate the
warning device is changed from "naps are
extended to or beyond the approach flap
position" to "flaps are extended beyond the
approach flap position,"

In a recent certificatio"-re'\'1ew of a small,
multiengine. turboprop airplane. it was found
that 15 percent of the total reported accidents
were caused by inadvertent gcar·up landings,
The basic landing gear warning system was
designed to comply with the current CAR and
FAR requirements and to function when the
throttles were "c1osed".ln review of the
accident reports. it was noted that most of
the accidents resulted when the airplane was
making an approach using instrument
procedures that required a modest amount of
engine power to maintain the required
stabilized approach angle in a high drag
configuration, This ncrmally used power and
airplane configuration negaled the gear
warning Sl'stem, which was designed to
function with throttles closed until just before
touchdown. thereby rendering it too late to
prevent an Inadvertent gear-up landing. The
proposed revision would require determining
the normally used approach configurations.
appropriate power conditions and throttle
settings necessary to provide a timely
warning of inappropriate landing gear
position.

There are four conference proposals
directed toward § 23.729. This proposal was
developed from conference proposals 259 and
260. Conference proposal 261 was withdrawn
at the conference and cOilference proposal
262 was withdrawn at the conference in favor
of conference proposal 260, Conference
proposal 259 initially proposed to change the
first sentence in § 23.729(O{1) to state that the
warning device must activate "when one or
more throttles are dosed beyond the critical
power settings for all probable approach
configurations." One commenter stated that
the terms "critical" and ''probable'' were
confusing and proposed replacements similar
to those proposed herein. The FAA agrees
and has adjusted this proposalaceordingly~

Conference proposal 260 recommends
changing the first sentence of § 23.729(O{Z) to
require activation of the werning device
when the wing flaps are extended beyond the

approach nap position. The existing
§ 23.729(1)(2) requires activation when the
wing flaps are extended "to or beyond" the
approach flaps setting. One commenter
stated that the existing rule was sufficient.
Another commenter painted out that under
the current rule, when the flap Is put in the
approach position and the landing gear is still
retracted, the gear warning can activate all
the way inbound from the outer marker.
Additionally, if the approach flap setting is
the same as the takeoff flap setting, when the
gear is retracted. the gear warning activates.
This commenter favored conference proposal
260 because it was the same as current part
25 language.

Reference: Conference proposals 259 and
260. Conference proposals 261 and 262 were
withdrawn at the conference.

57. Section 23.731 is amended by
removing paragraph (a); by
redesignating paragraphs (b) and (c) as
paragraphs (a) and (b). respectively.
. Explanation: Existing § 23.731(a) requires
that each main and nose wheel must be
approved. The FAA has determined that this
rule is redundant to the basic requirement
that the complete airplane must be approved.
including all components. parts, and
appliances. In addition, the FAA conclud~

that the regulation implies that unapproved
equipment can be installed. Although omitted
from conference proposal 523 tn error.
§ 23.731 is included here as a part of
conference proposal 523.

RefereDce: Conference proposel 523.
Conference proposa I 263 was deferred for
discussion under the issue applicable to the
"primary category" airplane currently being
considered by the FAA,

58. Section 23.733 is amended by
revising paragraph (a) to read as
follows:

§ 23.733 Tires.

(a) Each landing gear wheel must
have a tire whose approved tire ratings
(static and dynamic) are not exceeded-

(1) By a load on each main wheel tire
(to be compared to the static rating
approved for sucb tires) equal to the
corresponding static ground reaction
under the design maximum weight and
critical center of gravity: and

(2) By a load on nose wheel tires [to
be compared with the dynamic rating
approved for such tires} equal to the
reaction obtained at the nose wheel.
assuming the mass of the airplane to be
concentrated at the most critical center
of gravity and exerting a force of 1.0 W
downward and 0.31 W forward (where
W is the design maximum weight), with
the reactions distributed to the nose and
main wheels by the principles of statics
and with the drag reaction at the ground
applied only at wheels with brakes.
• • • • •

Explaoation: This proposal eliminates the
current reference in part 23 to the Tire and
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Rim Association by simply stating that tire
ratings must be approved. requires that static
and dynamic ratings be established and
defines the conditions where those ratings
are to be used. This proposal is based on
conference proposals 264 and 265.
Conference proposal 264 recommends
eliminating reference to the Tire and Rim
Association so that the certificating authority
can consider other ratings. Discussion at the
conference indicated that the addition of the
word "approved" preceding "tire fating"
would sufficiently clarify the intent of the
requirement The FAA recognizes the
contribution of the Tire and Rim Association
and will continue to use those tatings as a
basis for approval: however, the FAA intends
to consider other recognized organizations, as
appropriate.

Confe!'ence proposal 265 recommends that
the FAA adopt B firm number of 1.45 8S a
multiplier for the static tire rating to derive
the dynamic tire rating where a more
accurate dynamic tire rating is not available.
In support of this proposal. the submitter
stated that current publications by the Tire
and Rim Association no longer list dynamic
ratings but that comparison between static
and dynamic ratings in previous publications
indicates that the dynamic ratings did not
exceed 1.45 times the static rating. The FAA
recognizes that such an approach may be
appropriate in Borne cases. but disagrees thnt
such 8 multiplier should be regulatory.
Instead. this proposal requires approval of
both static and dynamic ratings. The
approVAl is to be based on the most accurate
information available to the applicant.

Reference: Conference proposals 264 and
265. Conference proposal 266 was withdrawn
at the conference.

50. Section 23.737 is revised to read as
follows:

§ 23.737 Skis.

The maximum limit load rating for
each ski must equal or exceed the
maximum limit load determined under
the applicable ground low:! requirements
of this part.

Explanation: This proposal eliminates the
fIrst sentence in e,usting § 23.737; Le., "Each
ski must be approved." Toe FAA has
concluded that this requirement is redundant
to the basic requirement lhat the complete
airplane must be approved, including all
components, parts, and appliances. In
addition. the FAA has determined thot it
implies that unapproved equipment can be
installed.

Reference: Conference proposals 269 and
523.

60. Section 23.751 is amended by
revising paragraph (a) to read as
follows:

§ 23.751 Main float buoyancy.
(a) Each main Doat must have-
(1) A buoyancy of 80 percent in excess

of the buoyancy required by that Doat to
support its portion of the maximwn
weight of the seaplane or amphibian in
fresh water; and

(2) Enough watertight compartments
to provide reasonable assurance that the
seaplane or amphibian will stay afloat
without capsizing if any two
compartments of any main float are
Dooded.

Explanation: This proposal revises I 23.751
to clarify the buoyancy requirements for main
floats in paragraph (a)(l) by specifying an 60
percent excess in buoyancy for each main
float above the buoyancy required by that
float to support the maximum weigh I of the
seaplane. Additionally. the words "without
capsizing" are added to paragraph (aJ{2J to
clarify the extent of flotation necessary after
main float compartment flooding.

A strict interpretation of existing
§ 23.;51(a)(1) results in a buoyancy excess of
80 perct:nt of the maximum weight of the
seaplane when the design consists of only
one main float. or a total of tOO percent of the
maximum weight. However. on seaplanes
having two main floats. each float would be
required to have buoyancy of 80 percent in
excess of that necessary to l'Upport the
seaplane. or 180 percent of the maximum
weight of the seaplane: for a total of 360
percent of the maximum weight For designs
baving three floats. each float would be
required to support 180 percent of the
maximum weight for a total of 440 pt:rcent.
This is neither the intent of the rule nor the
practice of industry.

The change to paragraph (a)(2) is intended
to cla,rify the fact that the seaplane be afloat
in the upright condition.

Reference: Conference proposals 270 and
2;1.

61. Section 23.753 is revised to read as
follows:

§ 23.753 Main float design.
Each seaplane main float must meet

the requirements of § 23.521.
Explanation: This proposal eliminates the

phrase "must be approved" from existing
§ 23.753. The FAA bas determined that this
requirement is redundant to the basic
requirement that the complete airplane must
be approved. including all components. parts.
and appliances. In addition to being
redundant. the FAA has concluded thaI it
implies that unapproved equipment can be
installed.

Reference: Conference proposal 523.

62. Section 23,755(8) introductory text
is amended by inserting the words
"without capsizing" between the words
"afloat" and "in".

Explanation: See proposal for § 23.751.
Rererence: See proposal for § 23.751.

63. Section 23.773 is revised to read 8s
follows:

§ 23.773 Pilot compartment view.
(a) Each pilot compartment must be
(1) Arranged with sufficiently

extensive, clear and unwstorted view to
enable the pilot to safely taxi, takeoff,
approach, land and perform any

maneuvers within the operating
limitations of the airplane.

(2) Free from glare and reflections thaI
could interfere with the pilot's vision.
Compliance must be shown in all
operations for which certification is
requested; and

(3) Designed so that each pilot is
protected fro·m the elements so that
moderate rain conditions do not unduly
impair the pilot's view of the flight path
in normal flight and while landing.

(b) Each pilot comparlment must have
s means to either remove or prevent the
formation of fog or frost on all area of
the internal portion of the windshield
and side windows sufficiently huge to
provide the view specified in paragraph
(a)(lJ of this section. Compliance must
be shown under all expected external
a~d internal ambient operating
conditions. unless it can be shown that
the windshield and side windows can
be easily cleared by the pilot without
interruption of normal pilot duties.

E:'Cplanation: This proposal is based in pare
on conference recommendation 272, on
conference comments. and on 8 post
conference review of the adequacy of
previous certifications, which establishes a
precedent for compliance with existing
§ 23.773. It is not the intent of this proposul to
require windshield heat on all small
airplanes. to preclude open cockpit designs or
to prohibit the pilot from using 8 cloth to wip~

the windows. It does, however. define
requirements to assure that a means exists to
remove or prevent the formation of fog or
frost on the imJide of the windshield. specifies
the extent of credit to be given to pilot
actions and defines the area of windshield
and windows to be kept clear.

Paragraph (a){l) of this proposal requires
an extensive. clear. and undistorted view
sufficient to enable the pilot to perform any
maneuvers within the operating limitations of
the airplane. and specifies particular
operations. such as taxi. takeoff, approach
8nd landing 10 clarify the extent of view
necessary for safe operation.

Paragraph (bJ of this proposalls included
to address the condition where an airplane is
operated at high altitudes. becomes cold
soaked. and is then descended into warm.
moist air. Such conditions have resulted in
the formation of frost on the inside 8urface of
the windshield and crew compartment
windows. which resulted in a limited or
completely obscured view. Since. in such
cases, compliance has been shown for the
current § 23.773(a){3). a rule change is
appropriate 10 address this condition. The
FAA proposes to revise § 23.773 to identify
this condition and to clarify the extent of
actions taken by the pilot to remove such
moisture.

Reference: Conference proposal 272.

64. Section 23.775 is amended by
adding new paragraphs [f) and (g) to
read as follows:
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t 23.775 Wi;,dshlefds and window$.

(f) Unless operation in known or
forecast icing conditions is prohibited by
operating limitations, 8 means must be
provided to prevent or to clear
accumulations of ice from the
windshield so that the pilot has
adequate view for takeoff, approach,
hnding, and taxi.

(g) In the event of any probable single
failure, a transparency heating system
must be incapable of raising the
temperature of any windshield or
window to a point where there would be
a danger of fire or structural failure as to
adversely affect the integrity of the
cabin.

Explanation: This proposal is intended to
clarify the criteria for detennining the cleared
windshield area the FAA deems necessary to
assure safe operation for icing certification.
By specifically identifying the operational
phases of takeoff, approach. landing. and
taxi. this proposal is intended to prevent the
past practices of certifying airplanes for
operation in known icing conditions. with
panels too small and too far in front of the
pilot (in some cases, a single small panel
centered on the windshield to be used from
either pilot seat) to allow full operation of the
Ilirplane. In such cases, the runway is not
always visible during approach when
crosswinds result in large crab angles.
Additionally, upon landing, the ability to.
locale and safely use taxiways Is hampered
because of the restricted view available to
the pilot through the small panel This
proposal is not intended to preclude the use
of such panels, but does identify the criteria
for determining the size, location. Bnd. if
necessary, the number of the panels.

In addition, a proposal is made to require
that the prob«hle sL,gle failure of
transparency heating systems not adversely
affect the integrity of the airptclne cabin. Such
failures do occur and consideration of such
occurrences is necessary as a miraimum
requirement for the type certification of new
airplane dpiligns.

Conference proposal 272a recommends
deletion of the current 70'"" luminous
transmittance requirement of § 23.775(d). It
W8S the consensus of the conference, nnd the
FAA agrees, that the 70% luminous
trantHnittnncc requirement be retained.

Conference proposal 273 recommends that
§ 23.775(e) be revised by !'emoving the
altitude limitation of 25.000 feet for single
pane windows, and by relaxing the criteria to
allow the applicant to establish the integrity
of the windows and windshield at higher
altitudes. Conference discussion wall mixed
on this proposal. One commenter notes that
the proposal is relaxatory for windows and
windshields above 25.000 feet, but more
restrictive below 25,000 feel The service
history doe. not support the need to change
the existing requirement and, in addition, the
specific wording of the proposed change
would be difficult 10 administer. The FAA
agrees and does not propose to chonge
§ 23.775(e) accordingly.

• •
There are three conference proposals

recommending the indusion of bird·strike
windshield requirements for part 23
airplanes. Prior to the issuance of Notice 83
17 (48 FR 52010), which resulted in
establishment of the commuter catego:')' by
amendment 23-34. the FAA considered
establishing y.indshield bird strike criteria for
airplanes of the type used in commuter
service. The FAA conducted an initial
economic evaluation that showed that the
costs of imposing such requirements far
outweighed the benefits projected from
historical service history. As a result, the
proposed bird-strike criteria was withdra\\'!1
by the FAA prior to establishment of 8 formal
notice of proposed rulemaking.

Reference: Conference proposals 272, 273.
274,275.276. and 276a.

65. Section 23.851 is revised to read as
follows:

§ 23.851 FiN extingulllh_

(a) There must be at least one hand
fire extinguisher located conveniently in
the pHot compartment.

(b) For commuter category. there must
be at least one hand fIre extinguisher
located conveniently in the passenger
compartment

(c) For hand fire extinguishers, the
following apply:

(1) The types and quantities of each
extinguishing agent used must be
appropriate to the kinds of fIre likely to
occur where that agent is to be used.

(2) Each extinguisher for use in a
personnel compartment must be
designed to minimize the hazard of toxic
gas concentrations.

Explanation: This proposal extends the
commuter category requirement for a hand
fire extinguisher in the pilot compartment to
aUsman airplane categories. Additionally.
this proposal provides minimum acceptable
standards for on·board hand fire
extinguishers.

This proposal is based in part on
conference proposal 300, which recommends
requirements for part 23 substantially the
same as thosa for part 25.

One comrnenter noted tha t a rule change
adding.hond fire extinguishers bad merit.

R"fercnce: Conference proposal 300.

66. Section 23.865 is revised to read as
follows:

§ 23.865 Fire protectIon of flight controle,
engine mounts, and other flight structure.

Flight controls, engine mounts.
excluding those portions that are
certificated as part of the engine. and
other flight structure located in the
engine compartment must be
constructed of fIreproof material or
shielded so that they are capable of
withstanding the effects of a fIre. Engine
vibration isolators must incorporate
suitable features to ensure that the
engine is retained if the non-fireproof

pmtions of the isolators deteriorate from
the effects of a fire .

Explanation: This proposal clarifies
existing § 23.665 by excluding those portions
of the engine mount certificated with the
engine from this lIectiOG. Additionally. a
clarification is provided to address the
allowable damage expected on engine
isolators.

In support of this proposal. the submitter
contended that there had been some
confusion in the past regarding whether the
rubber engine isolators must be fireproof. The
submitter noted that the robber isolators are
not fireproof, but that the isolators could
have limited protection. Additionally. since
particular parts of the engine mounting
system are approved as part of the engine,
those portions are excluded from I 23.865.

No objection to this proposal was voiced at
the conference.

Reference: Conference proposal 303.

67. Section 23.1507 is revised to read
as follows:

§ 23.1507 Maneuvering apeed.

(aJ The maximum operating
maneuvering speed. Vo, speed must be
established as an operating limitation.

(b) The maximum operating
maneuvering speed. VOl shall not be
greater than VBv' n where-

(1) V. is the computed stalling speed
with flaps retracted at the design
weight. nonnally based on the maximum
Birplane normal force coefficients, C.VA;
and

(2) n is the limit maneuvering load
factor used in design.

Explanation: This proposal establishes an
operating meneuvering speed different from
that established by § 23.335(c). The operating
maneuvering speed is that speed at which the
pilot can be assured of not exceeding the
design limit load factor during maneuvers.
For further explanation, see t 23.335, 8slistcd
in the "Background" section of this notice,
and I 23.1583.

Reference: Conference proposal 187.

68. A new § 23.1516 is added to read
as follows:

§ 23..1516 Safe, Intentional, one·engln.
Inoperative speed.

The safe. intentional. one·engine·
inoperative speed, VSS1!. detennined in
§ 23.149 must be established a5 a
separate limitation.

Explanation: See proposal for § 23.149.
Reference: See proposal for § 23.149.

69. Section 23.1521 is amended by
revising paragraph (aJ to read as
follows:

§ 23.1521 Powerplant limItations.

(aJ General. The powerplant
limitations prescribed in this section
must be established so that they do not
exceed the corresponding limits for
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123.1549 Powerplant end aux!llary power
unit Instrument•.

For each required powerplant and
auxiliary power unit instrument, as
.ppropri.te to the type of instruments-

(d) E.ch engine, auxili.ry power unit,
or propeller range that is restricted
because of excessive vibration stresses
must be marked with red arcs or red
lines.

Explanation: This proposal expands the
current powerplant instrument requirements
to include auxiliary power unHs (APU).
Applications for approval of APU
Installations have been received by the FAA
Applicants need to be informed of the
requirements for these installations
necessary to maintain the level of safety
established by the airworthiness standards of
part 23 instead of utilizing special conditions
after the type certifica tion program has
begun. There was no discussion at the
conference on this proposal. Refer to
proposed changes to I 23.1522.

Reference: Conference proposal 486.

75. Section 23.1557 is .mended by
removing par.gr.ph (I] and by revising
p.r.gr.ph (c] to re.d.s follows:

§ 23.1557 MI.co!lanooua marking••nd
placard..

established based on those limitations
determined by flight. structural. powerplant.
functional, or equipment characteristics. This
change would be consistent with I 23.141 as
proposed in this notice.

Reference: See proposed § 23.141.

73. Section 23.1545 ia .mended by
removing par.graph (b](6).

Explanation: This proposal deletes the
current section requiring a red radial mark on
the airspeed indicator to identify the
minimum control speed with the critical
engine inoperative, Vile, on multiengine
airplanes. The PAA considers this marking
unnecessary. It can oftentimes be misused. or
misunderstood when placed on the airspeed
indicator. Deleting this requirement does not
imply that Vile will not be measured. Section
23.1513 requires that the minimum control
speed, V"c. be established 8S an operating
limitation and will. therefore. be presented In
the Airplane FlightXanual Limit~tion
section. It was the consensus at thc
conference that the marking requirement on
the airspeed indicator for VJ/c should be
deleted. Conference proposals 482 and 464
were substantially the same but from
different submittals to the conference.
Conference proposal 483 is addressed in
Notice No.2.

Reference: Conference proposals 482. 483.
484. and 485.

74. Section 23.1549 i••mended by
revising the heading. introductory text of
the section, .nd p.r.graph (d] to re.d as
follows:

(c) Fuel, oil••nd cool.nt filler
opening•. The following .pply:

(1) Fuel filler opening. must be
marked at or near the filler cover with

(i) For reciprocating engine-powered
airplanes-

(A] The word "Avg....: .nd
(8) The minimum fuel gr.de.
(ii) For turbine engine-powered

airplanes-
(A) The word. "Jet Fuel": .nd
(8) The permis.ible fuel de.ign.tions.

or references to the Airplane Flight
Manu.l (AFM) for permissible fuel .
designations.

(iii] For pressure fueling .y.tems, the
maximum permissible fueling supply
pressure and the maximum permissible
defueling pressure.

(2) Oil flUer openins. must be marked
at or near the filler cover with the word
"Oil".

(3) Coolant filler opening. must be
marked at or near the filler cover with
the word "Coolant".

••••
Explanation: This proposal clarifies the

marking requirements for ftI1er openings. The
current requirement. which states that fuel
filler openings be marked at or near the filler
cover with the word "fuel", has resulted in
some airplanes being fueled with an improper
fuel. This proposal will differentiate fuels by
requiring that the filler openings for
reciprocating engine·powered airplanes be
marked with the word "Avgas" and that the
fiUer openings for turbine engine-powered
airplanes be marked with the words "jet
fuel".lt is considered impractical to require a
marking of all permissible jet fuels for turbine
engines at or near the filler opening_ The
requirement states that an acceptable method
of detennining the pennissible jet fueis Is by
reference to the Airplane Flight Manuat
There was a consensus of agreement with the
proposal submitted at the conference when
thc word "fuel" as applicable to reciprocating
engtne-powered airplancs was changed to the
word "AVg8S". The FAA concurs with this
change.

The CUlTent requirements are silent on the
marking of filler openings for coolants.
1'herefore. it is proposed to require a marking
for the coolant filler opening In a manner
similar to the requirements for fuels and oil.

The FAA is proposing to delete paragraph
(0 because this infonnation is provided to the
pilot in the AFM: and the fuel quantity
indicator is required to be marked at the
unusable fuel level by § 23.1553. The FAA
considert the current requirement 8S

redundant and will simplify the instrument
panel arrangement. resulting in a clearer.
more easily Bcanned instrument panel. It was
the consensus at the conference that the
current requirement of paragraph (f) should
be deleted from the airworthiness standards.

Reference: Conference proposals 488 and
4S9.

•

••

••

••

••

•

Explanation: ThIS proposal clarifies
existing § 23.1521 to assure that powerplanl
limitations established for airplane
certification do not exceed those established
during the certification of the engine or the
propeller. It was the consensus at the
conference that this recommendation be
proposed in an NPRM. CWTenUy, § 23.1521
specifies powerplant limitations established
during the type certification of the engines or
propellers but doeR not consider limitations
established during the type certifiCation of
the airplane.

The FAA is proposing 8 requirement that
other powerplant limitations used in
determining compliance with the
airworthiness standards of part 23 also be
established.

Reference: Conference proposal 476.

70. A new § 23.1522 i. added to re.d
.s follows:

§ 23.1522 Auxiliary power unit limitatlons.

If .n .uxili.ry power unit is Installed,
the limitations est.blished for the
auxiliary power unit must be specified
In the oper.tinglimit.lions for the
airplane.

Explanation: Thi& proposal establishes new
mtnlmum requIrements for auxiliary power
units (APUJ. Applications for approval of
APU installations have been received by the
FAA. UtUe discussion ensued at the
conference on this subject; however, the FAA
concludes that applicants for approval of
APU installations should be informed of the
requirements applicable to these
installations. Refer to proposed changes to
123.1549.

Reference: Conference proposal 477.

71. Section 23.1525 i. amended by
adding the sentence, ''The kind. of
operation authorized must be
established and this information
furnished in the Airpl.ne Flight M.nu.l
(AFM) as required by § 23.151)3",
following the exist~ sentence.

Explanation: This proposal clarifies
existing I 23.1525. It is contended that the
current paragraph (s vague. brief. and does
not contain the kinds of operation limitations
required in the Airplane Flight Manual as
specified by § 23.1583(h). There was no
discussion of this proposal at the conference.

Reference: Conference proposal 479.

72. Section 23.1527 is .mended by
removing the phrase "For turbine engine
powered airplanes and
turbosupercharged airplanes," from the
first part of p.r.gr.ph (b] .nd
c.pit.lizlng the leller "T".

Explanation: This proPOlal will make It
clear that the maximum operating altitude
allowed for any part 23 airplane must be

•

which the engines or propellers are type
certificated. In addition. other
powerplant limitations used in
determining compliance with this Part
must be est.blished.
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(a) The operating maneuvering speed,
Vo: and

76. Section 23.1563 is amended by
revising paragraph (a) to read 8S

follows:

§ 23.1563 Airspeed placards.

Explanation: Refer to §§ 23.335 and 23.1507.
Reference: Conference proposals 187 and

491.

77. Section 23.1581 is amended by
adding a new paragraph (f) to read as
follow.:

§ 23.1581 General

(f) Log of revisions. Each Airplane
flight Manual (AFM) muat contain a
mea.'1S for recording the incorporation of
revisions and/or amendments.

Explanation: Thi"s proposal establishes a
new requirement for providing a means 10
record updates to the Airplane Flight Manual.
There are three proposals directed at
§ 23.1581. Conference proposal 492
recommends adoption of requirements for
flight manuals substantively identical to
existing ~ 25.1581. 27.1581 and 29.1581.
Existing § 23.1581 is unique in that it permits
the information in the Auplane Flight Manual
to be organized in a fonn suitable for the
p.lot's needs. Under this regulation. only
those pages containing the operating
limitations for the airplane must be approved.
identified and distinguished from other pages
in the manual. The operating procedures.
performance. and loading sections of the
manual can. at the option of the applicant, be
presented in Bny manner acceptable 0 the
Administrator as long 8S the required
Infonnation is determined in accordance with
the applicable requirements. No such option
exists in parts 25, 27. and 29. 10 those
requirements. the AFM contains approved
data for operating procedures. perfonnanca
6.nd loading procedures in addition to the
operating limitations data.

Discussion. at the conference indicated
fundamental opposition to conference
proposal 492. One commenter noted that
segregating required F.'\A information in .a
separate sectton implies that other
i..,formation presented elsewhere is somehow
less safe or less accurate. That commenter
noted that the FAA bas the responsibility and
authority to prohibit any information.
approved or unapproved. from being included
in the AFM if it is considered inappropriate.
iilaccurate or unsafe-<lr for any other
justifiable reason. The commenter further
noted that the concept of combining
approved and unapproved information in the
AFM has been used by the General A,,;ation
Manufacturers Association (GMtA)
members since the "GAMA Specification for
Pilots Operating Handbook" (GAMA
Specification NO.1) was finalized. That
commenter was Wl8ware of any major
problems associated with such use and noted
that the additional infonnation required by
GAMA Specification No.1 tends to enhance

•••

furnished. Installed equipment that
affects any operating limitation must be
listed and identified as to Ibe
equipment's required operational status
for the kinds of operation for whicb
approval is requested.

(m) AllolVoble loterol fuel loading.
The maximum allowable lateral fuel
loading differential must be furnished if
less than the maximum possible.

Explanation: The FAA is proposing an
introductory sentence to the section because
during the type certification procedures there
are nearly ah".-ay.Umitations required other
than those specified by the specific
requirements in this section. It was the
consonsus that this introductory sentence
should be a part of the airworthiness
standards. Paragraph (a)(2) revises the
operating limitations to add the operating
maneuvering speed and the safe. intentional
one-engine-inoperative speed that were
identified in the proposed changes to
§§ 23.149 and 2.3.335. respectively.

The FAA Is proposing to expa.nd paragraph
(h) to identify the kinds of operation that
were type certificated. such as icing
certification. and to identify the operational
status of installed equipment as a limitation
that mu,t function in that kind of operation.

The FAA is proposing a new paragraph
(m). Although generally covered by I 23.23.
Loed distribution limits. the effects of an
8symetrlc fuel load is not emphasized and.
although lateral center of gravity limits must
be furnished in the Airplane Flight Manual
(AFM). the effects of lateral fuel imbalance is
not usually addressed. It was the consensus
at the conference that this is currently being
done during type certification on an airplane
by airplane basis but a requirement of
general applicability should be proposed by
the FAA fpr small airplanes. One attendee
noted that the imbalance limitation 'should
also include luggage compartments in the
wings. and in response to this concern,
reference to 123.23 was cited 8S presently
addressing the luggage compartment issue.

Reference: Conference proposals 495, 496.
497. I:lnd 498.

79. Section 23.1585 is amended by
revising paragraphs (a) and (c) and
adding paragraph (b) to read as follows:

§ 23.1585 OperatIng procedures.

(aJ For each airplane. information
concerning normal. abnormal, and
emergency procedures and other
pertinent information necessary for safe
operation and the achievement of the
scheduled performance must be
identified and segregated. includiJlg-

(1) The maximum demonstrated
values of crosswind velocity for takeoff
and landing and procedures and
information pertinent to operations in
crosswinds;

(2) Tbe speeds, configurations. and
procedures for making a normal takeoff
and the subsequent climb;

••••
(h) Kinds ofoperotion. The kinds of

operation, such as VFR, IFR, day. or
night, in which the airplane is type
certificated and in which it mayor may
not be used. including the
meteorological conditions in which it
mayor may not be used. must be

safe operation by including more Information
than i. specifically required by the
regulations.

Conference proposa1492 recommends
separate ..\PM requirements for airpJanes
having maximum weights below 3.000
pounds. Conference proposol493 was
deferred for possible inclusion in the primary
category regulations currently under
consideration by the FAA. Conference
proposal 494 recommends (I) eliminating of
the applicant's option for the extent of
approved dats, (2) speCifically prohibiting
reference to specific operating rules. and, (3)
requiring that each AFM contain a means for
recording and incorporating revisions and/or
amendments to that AFM.

Conference comments were mixed relative
to the recommendation to prohibit reference
to operating rules in the AFM. Objections to
incorporation of operating rules in the AFM
centered around foreign operation and the
inapplicability of the listed operating rules in
such operations. Additionally. one
commcnter objected because the operating
rules change over the years making certain
citations in the AFM obsolete.

Other commenters cited reference to the
performance requirements of part 135.
appendix A. as 8 typical AFM supplement
that becomes part of the certification basis of
the airplane.

Post conference review indicates that
certain references in the AFM to operational
rules of one airworthiness authority are
appropriate and provide a standard for
comparison to the rules of another
airworthiness authority. ICAD Annex 8
rerformance supplements are examples of
such cases. The FAA has concluded that such
ruference.! are appropriate and should not be
prohibited in the AFM.

Further, the FAA recognizes the advantage
of proper AFM revision/amendment control.
Section 23.1581 is revised accordingly.

Reference: Conference proposaIs 492 and
494.

Conference proposal 493 was deferred for
discussion under the issue. applicable to the
"primary category" airplane currently being
considered by the FAA.

76. Section 23.1583 is amended by
adding introductory text to the sectioll,
by revising paragraphs (a](2) and (h).
end by adding a paragraph fm) to read
as follows:

§ 23.1583 Operating limitations.

Operating limitations determined
during type certification of each airplane
must be stated, including the following:

(a) .. * *
(2) The speeds VMC • Yo. VA. Vu. Vw.

and Vsss (if established), and their
significance.

•

••

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Explanation: Proposals made under this
heading are confined to flight procedures and
scheduled speeds that are essential for the
safe operation of the airplane and the
achievement of the scheduled performance.
Much of the material is based on f 23.1535, or
§ 23.1587 in the case of stalling and 80me
other speeds.

The usefulness of data on maximum height
loss and pitch attitude excursions in the stall.
required by § 23.1587 (a)(l) and (c)(l), i,
doubted and such requirements have not
been included in these proposals. The
requirement of § 23.1585{c)(1) relating to
lateral/directional controllability above and
below Vile is considered to be within the
scope of basic ainnanship. Detailed
procedures related to the fuel and electrical

(3) Procedure for abandoning a takeoff
due to engine failure or other cause;

[4) The recommended climb speeds,
and any variation with altitude:

(5) The speeds, configurations, and
procedures for making 8 normal
approach and landing. and a transition
10 the balked landing condition;

(6) An explanation of significant or
unusual flight or ground handling
characteristics of the airplane; and

(7) A recommended speed for flight in
rough air. This speed must be chosen to
protect against the occurrence, as a
result of gusts. of structural damage to
the airplane and loss of control (e.g.,
stalling).

(b) For single-engine airplanes, the
procedures. speeds. and configurations
for a glide following an engine failure
and subsequent forced landing.

(c) For multiengine airplanes, the
information must include-

(1) Procedures and speeds for
continuing ~ takeoff following failure of
the critical engine and the conditions
under which takeoff can be safely
continued. or 8 warning against
attempting to continue the takeoff;

(2) Procedures, speeds, and
configurations for continuing a climb
following engine failure after takeoff or
en route;

(3) Procedures, speeds, and
configurations for making an approach
and landing with one engine inoperative:

(4) Procedures, speeds, and
configurations for making 8 go-around
with one engine inoperative and the
conditions under which the go-around
can safely be executed, or a warning
against attempting the go-around
maneuver; and

(5) Procedures for maintaining or
recovering control of the airplane with
one engine inoperative at speeds above
and below Vllc.

[6fProcedures for restarting engines in
flight, including the effects of altitude,
must be set forth in the Airplane Flight
Manual.

Explanation: Section 23.1589(a) in
conjunction with , 23.25 relates back to

(a) The weight and location of each
item of equipment that can be easily
removed. relocated, or replaced and that
is installed when the airplane was
weighed under the requirement of
§ 23.25.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
Explanation: The FAA is proposing a

substantial reorganization and simplification
of the performance information requirements
to be included in the Airplane Flight Manual
(AFM). It was the consensus at the
conference that these actions would clarify
the requirements by following the sequence
as set forth in subpart B of part 23. It was
agreed that some of the information currently
required in the performance information
section was not related to performance and
should be stated elsewhere; for example. tbe
conditions under which the full amount of
usable fuel in each tank could be safely used.
One Significant change agreed to by the
attendees at the conference was an increase
from 8.000 feet to 10,lX)() feet for calculation of
performance information because of the
realistic operating environment of small
airplanes. One proposal addresses the flight
and ground handling characteristics. It was
generally agreed. and the FAA concurs, tha t
this requirement belongs In the operating
procedures portion of the AFM. Another
proposal recommends the use of density
altitude. This recommendation was rejected
by the attendees at the conference and by the
FAA. as was another recommendation for
grass runway performance information data.

Reference: Conference proposals 504
through 510 and 521.

81. Section 23.1589 is amended by
revising paragraph (a) to read as
follows:

§ 23.1589 Loading Information.

(1) Any loss of altitude more than 100
feet. or any pitch more than 30 degrees
below level flight attitude, occurring
during the recovery part of maneuvers
prescribed in §§ 23.201(c) and 23.205, if
applicable.

(2) The stalling speed, Vso , at
maximum weight.

(3) The stalling speed, VSI , at
maximum weight and with the landing
gear and wing flaps retracted and the
effect upon this stalling speed of angles
of bank up to 60 degrees.

(4) The speed used in showing
compliance with the cooling and climb
requirements of §§ 23.1041 through
23.1047 if this speed is greater than the
best rate of climb with one engine
inoperative for multiengine airplanes
and the maximum atmospheric
temperature at which compliance with
the cooling requirements has been
shown.

system. such as in existing f 23.1585 (d)
through (g) are considered to fall outside the
redefined scope of this proposed § 23.1585,
which deals only with flight operating
procedures.

An attempt has been made to organize this
proposed requirement for the provision of
information on flight procedures and speeds.
mto a logical sequence, calling up the data in
the order in which its determination is called
for in subpart B of part 23. The material is
subdivided into data applicable to all
airplanes, glide data that is specified to
sjngle~engine airplanes and additional data
appropriate only to twin-engine airplanes.
Finally, the procedure for starting engines in
flight is considered necessary for all
airplanes and h118 been determined by
I 23.903(0. Therefore. reference to commuter
category and to turbine engines has been
eliminated.

Reference: Conference proposals 499. 501.
502.. and 521. Conference proposalSOO was
deferred for discussion under the issue
applicable to the "primary category" airplane
currently under consideration by the FAA.

80. Section 23.1587 is amended by
revising paragraphs (a), (b), and (c) to
read ns follows:

§ 23.1587 Performance Information.
The following information must be

furnished:
(a) For normal, utility, and acrobatic

category airplanes:
(1) The takeoff distance determIned

under § 23.51; and the kind of runway
surface used in the tests,

[2) The climb gradient determined
under §§ 23.65 and 23.77, the airspeed,
power and the airplane configuration.

(3) The landing distance determined
under § 23.75.

(4) For multiengine airplanes, the one
engine inoperative en route climb!
descent gradients detennined under
§ 23.67.

(5) The calculated approximate effect
on takeoff distance, landing distance.
and climb perfonn~ce for variations
in-

(i) Altitude from aea level to 10,000
feet in a standard atmosphere and
cruise configuration: and

(ii) Temperature, at those altitudes
from 50' F below standard to 40' above
standard.

(b) For skiplanes, a statement of the
approximate reduction in climb
performance may be used instead of
complete new data for the skiplane
configuration if-

(1) The landing gear is fixed in boll.
the landplane and skiplene
configurations;

(2) The climb performence is not
critical, and;

(3) The climb reducti In in the skiplane
configuration does not Q.xceed 50 feet
per minute.

(c) For each airplant::

••••
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condition" caD be established by performing
a new weight and balance calculation. This is
frequently done. even though an itemized
equipment list is provided.

It was noted 8t the conference that the
current list of items is quite lengthy and
complex and it wns lhe consensus that the
proposal should be set forth in an • :PRM by
the FAA and the FAA concurs.

Reference: Conference proposal 511.

82. Appendix D of parI 23 is amended
by revising the heading and by adding a
new p,n.graph (0)10 read as follows:

Appendix D 10 Parl23-Wheel Spin-Up
and Spring-Back Loads

(0) Dynamic spring-back of Ihe
landing gear and adjacent structure at
the instant just after the wheels come up
to speed may resu)1 in dynamic forward
acting loads of considerable magnitude.
This effect shall be determined. in the
level landing condition. by assuming
that the wheel spin-up loads caloulsted
by the methods of this appendix are
reversed. Dynamic spring-back is Ukely
to become critical for landing gear units
having wheels of large mass or high
landing speeds.

Explanation: For explanation, see I 23.479

Reference: Conference proposals 213 and
513.

Btt.UNO COO£ ",0-13-11

§. 23.29,b)., which requires that "'he condition
of the airplane at tlJe lime of detennining
empty weight must be one that is well
defined and can be easily repeated."

The word "conditioo'· referred to In
I 23.29{b} is not specific in meaning. "Well
defined" and "easily repeated" are
qualitative and general, but a requirement is
clearly inferred that an "empty weight
reference condition" can be verified as
representative of the airplane. This "empty
weight reference condition" is partially
defined by I 23.29{a).lt is further defined in
§ 23.1569(0), which requires that weight and
location of "each" item of equipment be
fW'l'jshed. Furthermore, it is customary for
the manufacturer to further define this
condition by specifying variable factors, such
as leveling procedures. cRutions on the effect
of moving air in the weighing procedures,
adjustable seat positions, the position of
flight controls.

in practice, the requirement of § 23.1589(a)
is seldom met The reasons for this are:.

1. No one, especially the pilot. needs to
know the weight and location of "each" item
of equipment.

2.11 is difficult for anyone. especially the
pilot. to verify the weight and location 0['

even the Installation of "each" item ot
equipment.

3. It is difficult and expensive for the
manufacturer to prepare and maintain this
data for each item of equipment.

The word "each" provides no limit to the
extent that items of structure, system and
installations. should be included. In addition.
the interpretation of the existing requirem.en.t
has been very incoll8istent. Actually. the
word "each" is neither functional in purp05e

nor practical in appli£ation as it presently
6tands. A mOJ'e usable requirement is needed.

The manufacturer provides the empty
weight and balance data when an airplane is
gran led its Certificate of Airworthiness.
Whenever an e1teration ls made to that
airplane that affects its weight and balance,
the penUln responsible for making the
alteration is required to provide a new set of
empty weight and balance data. This
regu.latory procedure provides a continuum of
the "empty weight reference condition" that
is sufficiently adequate and practical
regardJess of whether there is a weight and
location g,iven for "each item of equipment

The empty weight information the pilot
needs for calculating a proper wei,ght and
balance i6:

1. The empty weight 2nd balance data
originally provided for the airplane.

2. The weight and Ioea tion of items of
equipment included in the empty weight and
balance oC the airplane that can be easily
removed, relocated, or replaced.

The item! of equipment that 8.l.""e easily
removed. relocated. or replacE'd n:;ght include
such Hems as adjustable ballast. rt.lnovabJe
seata. portable oxygen systems. tow bars..
removable cargo pads. life rafts. cockpit an~
cabin furnishings. batteries. etc.

The pilot does not need to know the weight
and location of centers of gravity of engine.
propeller. avionics. hydraulic components,
wheels. tires. etc. A mechanic does not need
to know the weight and center of gravity
location of "each" item of equipment to
maintain the continuum of the "empty weight
reference condition". Any time that the empty
weight and balance figures appear
questionable, a new "empl}! weight reference

• • • •
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Appendix H to Pari 23-Seaplane Loads
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FIGURE 1. Plctoflal definItIon of angles. dImensions, and dueclloos on a seaplane.
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Explanation: See proposal for I 23.521.

Reference: Conference proposal 519.
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